ALMA MATER

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U.”

—Louis Corson
Dear Graduates:

Congratulations! You have worked hard to reach this day – the day you become a graduate of West Virginia University.

Your hard work, perseverance, and enthusiasm for learning helped to get you to this point. With these qualities and the knowledge and skills acquired at WVU, you can achieve great things.

To families and friends who are with us today to celebrate – thank you! You have played a critical role in helping students succeed in college, and you share credit for helping our students reach this monumental point in their lives.

Graduates, you now belong to our worldwide alumni family of 175,000. Please stay in touch with us, and wear your flying WV with pride wherever your dreams may take you.

Please visit us often. You always have a home here at WVU - where we are united in Mountaineer spirit.

Best wishes for continued success. We are proud to call you one of our own.

Let’s Go Mountaineers!

James P. Clements, Ph.D.
President
Dear Graduates:
Congratulations on your graduation – you are now officially a member of the alumni family. Our more than 175,000 graduates proudly represent their alma mater in various professions, including science, business, sports, education, and performing arts to name a few.

As you prepare for the next leg of your journey, we want you to stay connected and involved in the life of WVU. Your first-year membership in the WVU Alumni Association is provided to you at no cost. We encourage you to take advantage of the many benefits:

• Download the WVU Alumni Association’s mobile app (available on iTunes) or via our Web site – http://alumni.wvu.edu
• Join the Mountaineer Connection – www.mountaineerconnection.com – to stay on top of the latest news and events, keep your connections with classmates, get a permanent WVU e-mail address, and much more.
• Get involved in a chapter. The Alumni Association has more than 100 chapter and constituent groups who provide professional and social networking opportunities for fellow Mountaineers.
• Visit the Young Alumni web site – http://youngalumni.wvu.edu – a site designed with our newest grads in mind.

No matter where you go, remember you are forever a Mountaineer. We hope you will stay connected to your WVU family and take advantage of the opportunities available to you. Again, congratulations on your graduation. Let’s Go Mountaineers!

In Mountaineer Spirit,

[Signature]

Stephen L. Douglas
President, WVU Alumni Association
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PARKING

Parking at all Commencement venues is free for graduates, guests and other participants. It is available on a first-come, first served basis. Please tune to 1610 AM for instructions and updates on parking lot capacity status.

GOLD AND BLUE STUDENT AMBASSADORS

Gold and Blue Student Ambassadors will be on-site to assist you as you park and make your way to the various venues. If you have questions along the way, be sure to stop and ask—they’ll be happy to assist you. They can be identified by their khaki pants and white polo with Gold and Blue Student Ambassador insignia and nametag.

DISABILITY-RELATED ACCOMMODATIONS

If you made arrangements with WVU’s Office of Disability Services, please follow the instructions you were provided before arriving at your Commencement ceremony. If you did not make arrangements prior to the event, please see a Gold and Blue Student Ambassador who will assist you. Please note that accessible seating is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis.

GRADUATE ARRIVAL

We recommend that graduates arrive 1 hour prior to the start of their ceremonies. This will allow for sufficient time for check in and line up.

PHOTOGRAPHY

West Virginia University is pleased to announce that it has partnered with GradImages to capture the special memories of 2011 Commencement Weekend. A photograph of each student will be taken as he/she crosses the stage and receives his/her diploma. Additional shots will also be offered, depending on the venue.

Following Commencement Weekend, graduates will be sent an electronic copy and hard copy of their photo proofs. All electronic communication will be private and secure. Electronic proofs can be expected within 24 hours of the conclusion of each ceremony, and you can expect your order to arrive within 5-7 days of placing the order. Electronic proofs will be sent to the e-mail address indicated by the graduate.

For complete information, please visit www.gradimages.com.

DECORUM & COURTESIES

West Virginia University asks that all guests remain in their designated seating areas during the ceremony. Due to security and safety concerns, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos, present gifts to, or congratulate their graduates. We appreciate your cooperation. We also ask that you refrain from using air horns or other noise-making devices as the graduates are recognized individually. It is important to each family to hear their graduate’s name called. Graduates are required to remain with their class through the duration of the ceremony. Also, please turn your cell phone to ‘silent’ during the ceremony.

FLORAL SALES

Flowers will be available for purchase on-site at the three primary commencement venues: the Coliseum, Creative Arts Center, and the Morgantown Event Center. A variety of options will be available for under $30 including single, three, and half dozen roses and a colorful spring bouquet, and they will come in custom blue and gold packaging. Cash only will be accepted. Proceeds will benefit West Virginia University’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club, who will be on-site.

LOST AND FOUND

Following the weekend’s ceremonies, inquiries about lost and found items should be directed to 304-293-7132. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days and then donated to an appropriate outlet.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

In the case of an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is on site and available to assist. Please seek out a Gold and Blue Student Ambassador or other event or University staff so they may contact the detachment.

FEEDBACK

Following Commencement Weekend, a survey will be posted at http://commencement.wvu.edu to gather your feedback on your experience. West Virginia University encourages graduates, participants and guests to complete the online form. Event organizers have been able to make improvements and implement several suggestions based on input given in past surveys.
Commencement Traditions at West Virginia University

THE SEAL
West Virginia University's seal was adopted by the WVU Board of Regents on June 15, 1869. The center of the seal includes an outline of the campus (then only Woodburn Circle), hills behind the buildings to reflect the institution's stability, and a rising sun to indicate its prosperity. The motto in the inner circle in Greek translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge” (from 2 Peter 1:5 in the King James Bible). The outer circle in Latin translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.”

The Regents' original, handwritten resolution adopting the seal is located in the University Archives in the WVU Wise Library.

THE MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The ornamental staff of authority is brought to the platform by the University Marshal who, to signify the beginning of the ceremony, taps it thrice and places it in the holder. The mace used in official ceremonies at West Virginia University was handcrafted by a WVU professor. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her at academic ceremonies, including Commencement and inaugurations. When the president is not in attendance, smaller batons are used to signify the designation of authority.

MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school's relics, including the mace and batons. University marshals are typically members of the faculty body. Schools and colleges may also select their own faculty and student marshals to help facilitate their individual ceremonies.

UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
Kari E. Sand-Jecklin, Grand Marshal

Khashayer Aminian  Amy Fiske  Robert DiClerico
Aaron Gale  Peter M. Gannett  Tesfa Gebremedhin
Robert Gerbo  Mohssen Ghalichebaf  Margaret K. Glenn
Lawrence A. Hornak  Hillar Klandorf  Dianna Martinelli
Susan Morgan  Tracy Morris  Susan Newfield
A. Graham Peace  Jeffrey L. Petersen  Charles D. Ponte
Chad N. Proudfoot  Janet H. Robbins  Andrew Shiemke
Joann Siegrist  Gail VanVoorhis  Robert A. Waterson
Jack C. Watson  

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL AND REGALIA
The sequence of the processional is as follows: members of the platform party, deans, faculty, degree candidates, honored guests, and presiding officer, such as the University president or provost.

The history of the academic regalia worn today at American college exercises dates back in its essential features to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions, and during the early days, both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy. Hence they wore clerical garb, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of their day, not merely on special occasions, but as their regular costume.

The head-covering of the academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. In the universities this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some; however, for the most part it has been replaced by the more familiar mortarboard.

The gown worn today seems to have been borrowed from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on the bachelor's and master's gowns. For those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet.

Today's hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears, on the inner liner, the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree.

The West Virginia University ceremonial regalia consists of a blue gown with blue velvet trim, a gold and blue hood, and a blue hat. This regalia is worn by members of the platform party, special guests, and members of the University administration.
George B. Bennett

West Virginia University would like to recognize Dr. George B. Bennett with an honorary degree. Dr. Bennett has been a leading thinker and entrepreneur bringing his background in engineering and analytics to consult on national and global issues; including healthcare and education.

Dr. Bennett earned a bachelor's degree in industrial engineering from West Virginia University in 1967 and a master's degree (1970) and doctoral degree (1971) in industrial administration from Carnegie Mellon University.

In 1982, Dr. Bennett was inducted into the WVU Distinguished Alumni Academy of Industrial and Management Systems Engineering. Dr. Bennett serves on the board of directors of a number of organizations, including the Disease Management Association of America, the National Youth Science Foundation; and Urban Improv, a Boston-based not-for-profit organization focused on improving the odds for Boston's inner city youth.

For more than 35 years Dr. Bennett has been a successful serial entrepreneur. Early in his career in 1973, he co-founded Bain and Company, a large top-tier international consulting firm, and Braxton Associates in 1976, a boutique strategy consulting firm with a reputation for innovation and creativity. Both companies are two highly regarded international strategy consulting firms that have dramatically impacted Fortune 500-scale firms around the world. Later in 1985, he co-founded Symmetrix, a management consulting firm that specialized in helping firms translate innovative strategies into cost-effective operating practices. He served as Symmetrix’s chairman and chief executive officer from 1985 to 1996.

Dr. Bennett also co-founded Health Dialog Services Corporation in 1997. The firm is a leading healthcare services company that is having a dramatic impact on the way healthcare is delivered in the U.S., several European countries; and Australia. Dr. Bennett served as both the CEO and chairman of the board from 1997 until January 2008 when the firm was sold to Bupa, a large British-owned global provider of healthcare services. He currently serves as chairman of the firm’s board of directors.

In the early 1980s, Dr. Bennett spent a year in Washington as a member of the Grace Commission, a commission created by President Ronald Reagan, to bring state-of-the-art business practices to the federal government. Bennett has remained active in Washington and has been an active participant in the ongoing debate regarding health reform.

West Virginia University feels that Dr. George B. Bennett has attained national and international pre-eminence in his field while provided distinguished leadership in society and philanthropic support of engineering at WVU.

Thomas E. Menighan

West Virginia University would like to recognize Thomas E. Menighan with an honorary degree. His contributions as a prominent pharmacist have positively impacted the health care industry in America.

Thomas E. Menighan is the Executive Vice President and Chief Executive Officer of the American Pharmacists Association, assuming this position in July 2009. Mr. Menighan received his Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy (BSPharm) in 1974 from West Virginia University School of Pharmacy and a Masters in Business Administration (MBA) in 1990 from Averett College. In May 2010, he was awarded an honorary Doctor of Science degree by the University of Charleston (WV).

Mr. Menighan is also a Fellow of the American Pharmacists Association. Prior to rejoining APhA, Mr. Menighan was President of SynTegra Solutions Inc., in Germantown, Maryland. The company provides supply chain and chargeback auditing and consulting in risk management, 340B Systems, anti-counterfeiting, and the technology of medication information. Mr. Menighan founded SymRx, Inc., and developed CornerDrugstore.com®.

Throughout his career, Mr. Menighan has served volunteer roles within the profession of pharmacy, including president of APhA from 2001 to 2002 and a member of the APhA Board of Trustees between 1995 and 2003. He was a senior staff member of APhA from 1987 to 1992. While on staff as Senior Director of External Affairs, he managed state affairs, public relations, new business development and practice management issues. Other professional experiences include management of the PharMark Corporation, creator of RationalMed®, and licensed systems for states to conduct Drug Utilization Review for millions of state Medicaid enrollees. Mr. Menighan also founded and was a 20-year Medicine Shoppe owner in Huntington, West Virginia, and is a partner in Pharmacy Associates, Inc., a multi-state specialty pharmacy that today serves patients in much of the United States.

West Virginia University feels that Thomas E. Menighan has attained national pre-eminence in the health care industry and has routinely supported his alma mater through his past and current activities and is deserving of an honorary degree from the institution.
Henry T. Yang

West Virginia University would like to recognize Dr. Henry T. Yang with an honorary degree. Dr. Yang is an accomplished leader in higher education and the field of aeronautical engineering.

Henry T. Yang has served as the chancellor of the University of California, Santa Barbara since 1994. He was formerly the Neil A. Armstrong Distinguished Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics at Purdue University, where he also served as the dean of engineering for 10 years. He received his B.S.C.E. degree from National Taiwan University, his master's degree in structural engineering from West Virginia University, and his Ph.D. from Cornell University.

Dr. Yang has served on scientific advisory boards for various government agencies. He currently chairs the Association of Pacific Rim Universities, and is immediate past chair of the Association of American Universities. He also serves on the President’s Committee for the National Medal of Science and the Kavli Foundation board, and is chairman of the board for the Thirty Meter Telescope project.

Dr. Yang has authored or co-authored more than 170 articles for scientific journals, as well as a widely used textbook on finite element structural analysis. He has also served as P.I. or co-P.I. for 32 sponsored research grants, guided 53 Ph.D. theses, and received 13 outstanding undergraduate teaching awards. He continues to teach an undergraduate engineering course each year, and is currently supervising four Ph.D. students with support from National Science Foundation grants.

Dr. Yang is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and a Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the American Society for Engineering Education, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He has received numerous awards for his research, teaching, and service, including the Benjamin Garver Lamme gold medal from the American Society of Engineering Education and the 2008 Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Award from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. He holds honorary doctorates from Purdue University, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, National Taiwan University, City University of Hong Kong, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, and now West Virginia University.

West Virginia University feels that Dr. Henry T. Yang has attained international pre-eminence in the fields of aerospace and structural engineering, as well as higher education, and is deserving of an honorary degree from the institution

2011 Order of Vandalia Honorees

The Order of Vandalia is West Virginia University's highest award for service to the University. The Order includes a long line of dedicated Mountaineers who have impacted the University through outstanding service. During Commencement Weekend each year, they are inducted into this elite group in a ceremony hosted by WVU's Alumni Association.
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Saturday, May 14, 2011  |  9:30 a.m.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER OF EXERCISES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Human Resources &amp; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dee Hopkins, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ANTHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Musical Arts Candidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELCOMING REMARKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Human Resources &amp; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia State Superintendent of Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“My Home Among the Hills”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Provost for Academic Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Human Resources &amp; Education Alumni Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMA MATER**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECESSIONAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please join us for a reception to congratulate our graduates immediately following the ceremony in the Shell Building beside the Coliseum.*

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at http://commencement.wvu.edu.

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Coliseum.
Jorea M. Marple

Jorea M. Marple took over as West Virginia’s 27th state superintendent of schools on March 1, 2011. As superintendent, she oversees West Virginia’s public school system, which includes 55 individual school districts, serving about 282,000 students in preschool through 12th grade.

Marple, a published author on effective school leadership, has more than 35 years of experience as a classroom teacher, reading specialist, university instructor, principal, assistant county superintendent, county superintendent, assistant state superintendent and deputy state superintendent. She has a doctorate in education administration from West Virginia University, a Master of Arts in reading from WVU, and a bachelor’s degree in elementary education at Fairmont State University.

Marple has experience in West Virginia schools in Marion, Monongalia, Greenbrier, and Kanawha counties. Her responsibilities have included working to create the state’s 21st-century learning program, “Global 21: Students deserve it. The world demands it.” The plan, which has garnered West Virginia national and international attention, includes increased rigor and relevance and incorporated real-world learning and performance skills, such as problem solving and creative thinking, into state standards.

She has also been involved in the state Department of Education’s work with pre-K programs, school technology implementation, school leadership development programs, reading initiatives, and teacher quality efforts.

On the national front, Marple served as a leader within the National Urban and Suburban School Association. She was invited to participate in both the Columbia and Harvard universities’ superintendent academies. She has worked with the U.S. Department of Education, Partnership for 21st Century Skills, Council of Chief State School Officers, other state departments of education, the State Educational Technology Directors Association, the National Association of Test Directors, the National Association of Special Education Teachers, and the National Staff Development Council. She also has been honored as a YWCA Woman of Achievement.

---
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Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.

DEGREE CANDIDATES

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Elementary Education

May 2011

*** Jenna Marie Alley
   Katelyn Marie Armourtrout
   Christopher Isaac Baldauf
   * Susan Byron Bingler
   Carolyn Marie Blank
   ** Laurel Eliza Bobo
   Amanda Marie Brant
   Samantha Rose Brody
   Lisa Renee Burns
   * Regina Ann Cappellini
   ** Madison E. Cebular
   *** Rebecca Anne Cline
   *** Sierra Whitney Collins
   * Amy Kathleen Condo
   ** Elizabeth Victoria Convey
   ****† Kathryn Tanner Cyphert
   Alison Dalle Molle
   Chelsea Margaret Drgon
   Lauren Michelle Eddy
   Andrea Kelli Elkins
   * Kayla Marie Felton
   *** Gabrielle Danae Ferrelli
   * Bryon David Folk
   Rebekah Renee Forest
   *** Katie Marie Goodrich
   Bethany Leigh Hamrick
   * Kelsey Elizabeth Hooks
   Christina Elizabeth Jones
   * Melissa Ann Kane
   Ann Michelle Kmetz
   ** Keely Marie Lambert
   * Rachael Megan Landes
   ** Lisa Ann Leventry
   *** Megan Anne Liberatore
   * Karri Ann Lisowski
   * Holly Leigh Lucas
   Tiffany Ella Mancuso
   ** Stephanie Laine Mumford
   *** Kaitlin Elizabeth Naumann
   * Amanda Danielle Parisi
   ** Stephanie Dawne Parks
   ** Stephanie Renee Pate
   Taylor Dawn Raikes
   *** Kathryn Elizabeth Ramsey
   * Natalie B. Robinson
   ** Jennifer Elizabeth Rosnick
   * Ashley Lauren Sambol
   * Cum Laude
   ** Magna Cum Laude
   *** Summa Cum Laude
   † University Honors Scholar

December 2010

Laura Ann Klink

May 2011

Kelsey Marie Sullivan

Bachelor of Science

Child Development & Family Studies

August 2010

Laura Ashley Allen
   Lindsey Nicole Balash
   * Gillian Clara Brown
   * Morgan Elizabeth Callaway
   Samantha Jo Dotson
   Dana Elizabeth Maurer
   * Jerrica Danielle Maze
   Jill Jaclyn Nowacek
   Caprice Deanna Porterfield

December 2010

Brandi Nicole Arnett
   Melissa Jillian Walker Buckner
   Susan Baker Chipley-Stealey
   Allison Nicole Daniel

Speech Pathology & Audiology

May 2011

*** Julie M. Adams
   ** Liza Angela Baldini
   * Bethany Marie Borgony
   ** Katharine Lynn Buckley
   *** Jenna M. Chickerell
   * Chelsey Ann Compliment
   ** Kayla Beth Currence
   Samantha Ann Determan
   ** Sarah Ann Figurel
   ** Megan Jessica Glass
   * Shayna Marie Goode
   * Sonia Cruhar Hamidi
   * Brianne Renee Hancock
   ***† Laura Elizabeth Harper
   Jasmine Noel Jeffries
   * Emily Rebekah Kisner
   * Autumn Nicole Kreider
   *** Gina Marie Lutyns
   *** Allison Renee Martinelli
   *** Rachel Elizabeth Mazanek
   * Anna Halyn McEwen
   *** Hope A. Middlemas
   ****† Donna Renee Moore
   *** Maria L. Muir
   * Anisha Marie Olenchak
   ***† Kathleen Elizabeth Parsons
   *** Amanda Nicole Payne
   *** Samantha Irene Pierson
** Michelle Christine Piscione
** Alyssa Nicole Ratliff
* Susan Elizabeth Reed
* Joseph Anthony Remmel
Lauren Elizabeth Richards
*** Amy Lynn Rogers
*** Stephanie Ann Satanek
*** Molly Elizabeth Schorr
*** Sarah Lynn Swoger
*** Rachel Lynn Szepelak
*** Kaitlyn Michelle Taylor
* Elizabeth Steiss Ventura
* Meredith Chelsea Willis

Master of Arts

** Counseling**

August 2010
Anthony Robert Vecchio

December 2010
Samantha J. Monda

May 2011
Meghan M. S. Baird
Chih-Ning Chang
Sean Joseph Fitzpatrick
Juliet Marie Fleece
Morgan Charlotta Fykes
Richard James Gerlach
Jason Richard Hedger
Kerri Elizabeth McDaniel
Sallie Jo Minor
Jessica Laurel O’Neal
Kourtney K. Provenzano
Jennifer Elizabeth Randall
Danica Lynn Ryan
Kayla Elaine Smith
Joshua David Thornton
Laura Manuel Walls
Lauren Elizabeth Weigel
Christine Elizabeth Weir
Roger Lendley Wilkinson

** Educational Psychology**

August 2010
Ying Dong

** Elementary Education**

August 2010
Amy Renea Andrews
Rebecca Aileen Ball
Amber Lynn Boor
Jennifer Marie Cirol
Christina Marie DeCasper
Anna Christie Demeria
Alice S. Duffy
Valerie Kim Grogg
Marcie Lynn Jurkowski
Mary Elizabeth Lucas
Christa Marie Miller
Heather Gail Mugnano
Angela Nicole Tomblyn

December 2010
Kristin Cherie Alexander
Nicole Renee Beason
Victoria Cea Bowes
Corey Joseph Dehaas
Heather Michelle Ferrell
Alison Dee Fisher
Ann M. Fodor
Jodi Ann Hatfield
Alexandra Davis Kolodziej
Marcus Allen Law
Gabriel Charles Markle
Dawn D’Alessandro Orphanos
Elizabeth Waid Ramsey
Erica Lee Smith
Heather Marie Vanscoy
Stephanie Workman

May 2011
Tracy Lynn Arnold
Chera Roquel Bennett
Chelsey Lair Capra
Olivia Linn Dieringer
Elizabeth Ducey
Elizabeth Ann Ferrari

Andrea Ranae Frashure
Hope Michele Hadley
Rachel Kaye Howard
Sara Elizabeth Phillips
Jennifer Zook Reaves
Lawren Lynne Scales
Lindsey Erin Snyder
Jennifer Ann Trythall
Auntida Vajrabhaya
Lisa Ann Walsh
Katherine Ann Wollam
Rachel M. Yates
Michelle Marie Zalewski

Five-Year Teacher Education Program — Elementary Education (B.A. & M.A.)

May 2011
Jenna Marie Alley
Katelyn Marie Armentrout
Christopher Isaac Baldauf
Susan Byron Bingler
Carolyn Marie Blank
Laurel Eliza Bobo
Amanda Marie Brant
Samantha Rose Brody
Lisa Renee Burns
Regina Ann Cappellini
Madison E. Cebular
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Sierra Whitney Collins
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Alison Dalle Molle
Chelsea Margaret Drgon
Lauren Michelle Eddy
Andrea Kelli Elkins
Kayla Marie Felton
Gabrielle Danae Ferrell
Bryon David Folk
Rebekah Renee Forest
Katie Marie Goodrich
Bethany Leigh Hamrick
Kelsey Elizabeth Hooks
Christina Elizabeth Jones
Melissa Ann Kane
Ann Michelle Kmetz
Keely Marie Lambert
Rachael Megan Landes
Lisa Ann Leventry
Megan Anne Liberatore
Karri Ann Lisowski
Holly Leigh Lucas
Tiffany Ella Mancuso
Stephanie Laine Mumford
Kaitlin Elizabeth Naumann
Amanda Danielle Parisi
Stephanie Dawne Parks
Stephanie Renee Pate
Taylor Dawn Raikes
Kathryn Elizabeth Ramsey
Natalie B. Robinson
Jennifer Elizabeth Rosnick
Ashley Lauren Sambol
Cassandra Dominique Stemler
Allison Michelle Stephens
Nicole Suzanne Stogran
Ashley Anne Todd
Morgan Suzanne VanScoy
Amanda Nicole Vollman
Lauren Elizabeth Walton
Meredith Irene Wetmore
Emily Ellen White
Latasha Shennae Wilderrotter
Amber Michelle Wolcott
Heather Elaine Wolford
Jeannine Marie Yerecic

Instructional Design & Technology

August 2010
Ronglei Chen
Kevin Patrick Sullivan

December 2010
Noriza Abu Hassan Shaari
Sophia Baisie

May 2011
Lara Michele Pitrolo

Reading

August 2010
Audrey Ann Andrews
Michelle Lynn Berry
Kara Nancy Christiansen
Melissa Jane Freshwater
Ashley Dawn Grose
Genevieve Klara Landers
Amanda Rose Maxwell
Rachael Elizabeth Ann Moore
Leslie Ann Phares

December 2010
Brande Marie Lemaster
Mohlanhledi Makumbila
Cynthia A. West

May 2011
Tarelle Lynnette Amadio
Lauren Nicole Bishop
Susan Michele Butler
Kristen Marie Cassidy
Li Jung Chang
Helen Jean Colburn
Kelley M. Costello
Jennifer Lee Davis
Jennifer Lynne Dubrasky
Amanda Dawn Dugan
Brenna Nicole Hagerty
Meredith Francine Hardin
Megan Kathleen Lawrence
Laura Kelly Lewis
Megan Marie Lundy
Trevor Levi McIntyre
Nancy S. Mitchell
Shirleen Moore
Amy Louise Ramsburg
Jennifer Zook Reaves
Sharon Elizabeth Sigley
Jessica Dolly Stewart
Amber Lee Storter
Courtney Dawn Teets
Rachel M. Yates

Secondary Education

August 2010
Amanda Dawn Bishoff
Terri L. Blake
Kelly Lee Borck
Kevin Michael Colistra
Carol Ann Hamilton
Penny Lou Lamb
Bryan Ronald Lewin
Bridget Gail Nelson
Shannon Danielle Rhodes
Razan M. Snari
John David Souther
Joseph John Speakman
Sherry Lynn Woolridge

December 2010
Zainah Musayil Alsharari
Salman Ghazi Alsharari
Katherine Marjolein Benders
Rebecca Lynn Evans
Joshua Michael Glass
Travis Edward Gum
Laura Elizabeth Helmick
Katie M. Hendrickson
Christina Carrie Henry
Heidi Nicole Hockenberg
Craig Wells Mason
Caroline Miles McDaniel
Kellan Russell Morgan
Ashley Nicole Neal
Thomas Jon Paserba
Andrew John Patrick
Abby Jo Robinson
Linda L. Runion
Amanda Lee Sisson
Morton Irwin Taber II
Matthew D. Wood

May 2011
Daniela Battaglia
Paige Nicole Butcher
Alessandra Rosseto Cardoso Clark
Francisco de Borja Caballero de la Cuadra
Victoria Elizabeth Dattola
Nadira Izzat Gharras
Maria Gomez Martin
Zachary Allen Gouzd
Ashley Elizabeth Herdman

Secondary Education English

May 2011
Emma Woodbury Byrne
Rachel K. Davis
Mellissa Danielle Duncan
Kathie Christine Jecklin
Sara Nicole Matheny
Molly Sue McClain
Marissa Ann Spatafore
Jennifer Grace Waugh
Matthew F. Workman

Secondary Education/Foreign Languages

May 2011
Melissa Carey
Matthew Joseph Forrester
Bethanney Drue Morris

Secondary Education/Interdepartmental Studies

May 2011
Brooke Lee Adams
Jeffrey Allan Blaker
Matthew Alan Clay
Michael Alexander Colonna
Matthew Dean Cox
Anthony DiCicco
Beth Amy Durst
Michael Patrick Eustace
Valerie Lynn Hanshaw
Matthew Michael Kelly
Andrew Timothy Knotts
Chad Andrew Meyers
Tommy Lee Nester
Stephen Michael O’Malley
Marcus Andrew Robinson
Raymond Scott Savage, Jr.
Nathan Allen Thornburg
Bonnie Michelle Weinstein
Benjamin David Whetsell

Secondary Education/Mathematics

May 2011
Mark Andrew Alvaro
Kelly Elisabeth Anderson
Laurel Luanne Beatty
Lisa Maria Compofelice
Lindsay Jo Dunaway
Sean Patrick Freeland
Kathryn Page Grantham
Natalie N. Irwin
Kristin Marie Reed
Stephanie Leann Smith
Michael John Triveri
Monica Gayle Wamsley

Secondary education/Multidisciplinary Studies

May 2011
Amy Nicole Beardmore
Jocelyn Kay Ferrell
Jason Andrew Graser
Daniel Robert Heumann
Ronald Francis Abenir Jacobs
Zachary William Rudloff

Special education

August 2010
Maria Celeste Becker
Andrea Rachelle Berghoff
Tiana Marie Brophy
Lori M. Clouse
Linda A. Davis
Tito William Gonzales
Nicole Renee Heckman
Betsy Jane Helmick
Cindy L. Hinerman
Amanda Rae Mitchell-Jones
Sherry Ryall Krallman
Jessica S. Maddocks
Lynne Marie Mamone
Carrie D. Mann
Sharon L. Mellon
Wendi Lee Mitchell
Kara Beth Moles
Barbara Ann Morris
April Elizabeth Reed-Halsey
Vaneta Anne Smiley
Danielle Louise Smith
Rosemary Renee Snyder

December 2010
Teresa Lynn Atkinson
Nikki Lyn Baranski
Kristie Lynn Bingham
Rachelle Dawn Bourne
Lisa Marie Burk
Christina Renee Carney
Myrissa Dee Daniels
Lori Cowger Dittman
Natalie Joy Hisam
Hillary Jean McCann
Douglas Ryan Nickell

Jason Matthew Pauley
Jennifer Leigh Pell
Leigh Louise Saville
Kristin Diane Teter
Terese I. White
Natalie Diane Yacenda
Stacie Juanita Young

May 2011
Ashley LaDawn Baker
Stephanie Ellen Brock
Donna R. Brumage
Lauren Michele Conway
Amy S. Coursin
Katie Lynn Dantrassy
Kathryn Ashley DeGarmo
C. Jonathan Felton
Christine Garrity-Carney
Tammy M. Jenkins
Cresta Michelle Kowalski
Mary McCoord
Sheila Lynn Rakes
Melissa Lynn Redding
Lora Colleen Stevens
Carrie Ann Studdard
Shauna Marie Varela
Melinda Jo Yoho
Autumn Ashley Young

Master of Science

Rehabilitation Counseling

December 2010
Emily Nicole Blankenship
Nathan Calvin Bridendolph, Jr.
Melissa Marie Casses
Margie Cecilia Cordle
Tera Jean Dunbar
Jerriyn E. J. Fabien
Denise Rae Jenkins
Kendra Nicole Largent
Sharon Rae Richards-David
Lauren Marie Snell

May 2011
Pamela Ann Allison
Whitney Michelle Church
Jessica Leigh Dement
Alexander George Dickinson
Joseph Geoffrey Goud
Kari M. Heeter
Gabriella Emmari Locke
Lisa J. Meisenheimer
Vivian Ann Person
Heather Marie Romine
Jacqueline G. Teskey
Stacy Burnette Thompson
Amanda Gail Wegmann
Phyllis Lee G. Willis

Speech Pathology

December 2010
Erica Marie Huffman
Marycelia Elizabeth See
Kristen Ashley Staats
Cassandra Lynn Starkey

May 2011
Brett S. Bumbico
Julie Ann Cessna
Katie Anne Fluharty
Carrie Lee Fox
Kathleen Marie Gallaher
Megan Michelle Gorby
Melyssa Ellen Hedrick
Alexis Rose Lape
Ryan Marie Lee
Kristen Leigh Lockhart
Alana Shea McKee
Natalie Rose Miller
Kristen Sheryl Porter
Meredith Brooke Reed
Erin Marie Steffke
Marissa Dyan Vetrica
Sarah Justine Williams
Jody Lynn Wilson
Sara Lynn Woodruff
Brienne Marie Worek

Doctor of Audiology

Audiology

May 2011
Robert Eric Cale, Jr.
Stephanie Michelle Collins
Gina Lynn Groves
Kari Anne Harsh
Lily Victoria Hughes
Ann Marie Knopp
Christina Lynn Lemley
Lindsay Dawn Radko
Megan Lee Watson

Doctor of Education

Curriculum and Instruction

August 2010
Christina Miller Riter

December 2010
*Carrie Elizabeth Edwards Marcum
*Joni Marie Johnson Gray
Tammy Lynn Woody

May 2011
Deborah K. Folger
Cyprien Nii Nortey Lokko
Tammy Jo Samples
Lydotta McClure Taylor
Sylvia Ann Wright
Educational Leadership

August 2010
Johnston Niven Hegeman

December 2010
Anastasia Lynn Boggs
Cynthia Lynn Gissy
Joyce Paulette Herold
Denice Hamula Kirchoff

May 2011
David William Agnew
Grace Mogoi Atebe
William Matthew Baronak
Michael Wayne Cutright
Vanessa Lana Drew-Branch
Philip Matthew Keith
Linda Nkirote Kimencu
Robin Joy Lewis
Sherri Anna Martin-Robinson
M. Suzanne Offutt
Richard Pagan
Blake J. Renner
David Sheldon Tupper
Kristi Doniel Wood-Turner

Educational Psychology

August 2010
Kari Coffindaffer
Aimee Richards

May 2011
Justin Cameron Griffith

Special Education

August 2010
Amy F. Conner Love
Philip Michael Kanfush III

Technology Education

May 2011
Joseph Nyandusi Nyachae

Doctor of Philosophy

Counseling Psychology

December 2010
Linda Rose Marnic
Jacquelyn Monique Strait

May 2011
John Edward Damm
Eric James Limegrover
Mary Eleanor Schaffer
Saturday, May 14, 2011
1:00 p.m.  |  Creative Arts Center
### ORDER OF EXERCISES

**College of Law**

Joyce E. McConnell,
The William J. Maier, Jr. Dean and Thomas R. Goodwin Professor of Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRELUDE</th>
<th>William Haller, D.M.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CALL TO ORDER | John E. Taylor  
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs |
| PROCESSIONAL* | William Haller |
| NATIONAL ANTHEM | Kristen Antolini  
College of Law, Class of 2008 |
| WELCOMING REMARKS | Joyce E. McConnell, Dean and Professor of Law  
WVU College of Law |
| RECOGNITION OF WVU COLLEGE OF LAW PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR | Megan Baker, President, WVU Class of 2011  
recognizes Gregory W. Bowman, 2011 Law Professor of the Year |
| RECOGNITION OF FACULTY | Joyce E. McConnell, Dean and Professor of Law |
| PRESENTATION OF JUSTITIA OFFICIUM AWARD TO CHARLES M. LOVE III, ESQ. AND ROBERT M. STEPTOE, JR., ESQ. | Joyce E. McConnell, Dean and Professor of Law |
| "My Home Among the Hills" | Kristen Antolini |
| HOODING OF CLASS OF 2011 GRADUATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES | Joyce E. McConnell, Dean and Professor of Law  
Michele G. Wheatly, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs |
| ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011 | Andrew N. Richardson, Esq.  
Vice-President, Wells Fargo Disability Management  
WVU College of Law, Class of 1982 |
| ALMA MATER** | Kristen Antolini |
| CLOSING REMARKS | Joyce E. McConnell, Dean and Professor of Law |
| RECESSIONAL | William Haller |

A reception for the graduates and their guests will immediately follow in the West Virginia University Law Center lobby.

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at [http://commencement.wvu.edu](http://commencement.wvu.edu).

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.

NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Creative Arts Center.
Michael E. Alpago
Sarah Rose Anderson
Nicole Leigh Applefield
Megan Susan Baker
Grant Edward Bayerle
Justin Michael Baylor
Rebecca Jean Blake
Crystal Irene Bombard
Jamie T. Bonser
Andrew David Brautigam
Claire Ann Brown
Daniel James Burns
Jamie Leigh Butcher
Drew Edison Cannon
Joseph Daniel Carpini
Michael McDonald Cary
Katherine Elizabeth Charonko
Jeffrey Blair Childers
Roger Samuel Christenson II
Ilora Dell Cipolat
Jessica Lacey Cook
Brian Jeffrey Corcoran
Andrew Reed Cutright
Devin Christopher Daines
Matthew Scott Delligatti
Emily Elizabeth Diederich
Kurt Andreas Doiron
Ryan McCune Donovan
Taylor Burkhart Downs
Robert Brandon Ector
Lisa Ann Estes
Jenny Miller Flanigan
Jonathan Patrick Floyd
Rachel Marie Flynn
Ngosong Fonkem
Whitney Ryan Frail
Mary Catherine Funk
Amanda J. Gardner
Kevin Thomas Gillen
Michelle Ami Green
Andrew Travis Gunnoe
Dale Hadley Harrison
William Henderson Hatfield
Jenny Lynn Hayhurst
Natalie Ryan Hess
John Francis Hickey
W. Harry Horner
Will Hudson
Savannah L. Hull
Jonathan Jacob Jacks
Lloyd George Jackson III
Mark Glendon Jeffries
Brittany Michelle Johnson
Michelle Rae Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Rebecca Ann Judy
Karina Renée Kendrick
Robert Wayne Kerns Junior
Paul Andrew Kettering
Joseph Raymond Kinser
Mikel R. Kinser
Natalie Nicole Koerber
Joshua Shane Korbini
James Sloan Kuykendall IV
Ashley Christine Levelle
Melissa Rae Lilly
Michael Christopher Litman
Adam Charles Long
Brant McGarry Lowe
Brandon James Lucki
April Dawn Mallow
Sarah Leonard Martin
Ian Tyler Masters
Tianna Jade Mays
Sarah Ashley McDaniel
Elizabeth Anne Moore
Jalea Ann Morgan
Ashlee Marie Neal
Cody E. Nett
Joshua Ryan Nightingale
Whitney Marie Nightingale
Joshua James Norman
Alison Elisabeth Nussear
Sebolatito Abidemi Olorunsola
Sarah Beth Patterson
Derik Evan Pennington
Evan Elizabeth Pratt
Travis Austin Prince
Eric William Ramsey
Jonathan Zak Ritchie
Herschel Hampton Rose, IV
Leslie Erin Saunders
Travis Christopher Sayre
George R. Shaffer III
Joshua Wade Sheets
Frank Edward Simmerman III
Dee Hayden Simmons
Tiffany Gail Simpson
Lawrence Rocco Skrzysowski
Gregory Scott Smith II
Kierson Carney Smith
Lee Adair Sparks
Patricia Gene Sparks
Devon Joseph Stewart
Joshua Samuel Stone
Aaron David Stonebraker
Nicholas Frederick Stump
Katherine Michelle Suehs
Thomas Nathan Talley
Adam Douglas Taylor
Michael William Taylor
Natalie Elizabeth Thomas
Brooke Ashley Tolman
Mikaela Dale Torbert
Michael Stephen Walker
Kevin John Watson
Craig Colin White
Katherine Elizabeth Wilcox
Catherine Ann Wilkes
Tyler Nathanael Williams
Lauren Marie Wilson
Ashley Danielle Young
Robert Joseph Zak, Jr.

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
LAW HONORS AND ACTIVITIES RECOGNITIONS

ORDER OF THE COIF

Selection to the Order of the Coif, as represented by the white circle on the graduate’s hat, is a recognition of outstanding scholarly achievement in law school. West Virginia University has been the home of a chapter of the Order of the Coif since 1925.

ORDER OF THE BARRISTERS

A national honorary organization, the Order of the Barristers, encourages oral advocacy and brief writing skills through effective law school appellate moot court programs. Members of the Marlyn E. Lugar Trial Association, the Moot Court Board, and students who have outstanding oral advocacy achievements are eligible for the award.

PATRICK DUFFY KOONTZ PRIZE

The Patrick Duffy Koontz Prize is a monetary prize awarded to West Virginia residents selected by the College of Law scholarship committee on the basis of scholarship, character, and leadership potential.

THOMAS N. CHAMBERS AWARD IN TAXATION

The Thomas N. Chambers Award in Taxation was established by the West Virginia Tax Institute in recognition of outstanding achievement by a student in tax law scholarship.

THE WEST VIRGINIA LAW REVIEW

The West Virginia Law Review publishes three scholarly issues each year, which regularly are cited by courts throughout the nation as an authoritative source of interpretation and explanation of the law. Candidates for the Law Review are selected on the basis of academic performance and legal research and writing skills following their first or second year in law school. Members of the Board elect the Editor-in-Chief, who appoints other executive editors. The West Virginia Law Review is the fourth oldest student-led law journal in the nation and was established in 1894.

MARLYN E. LUGAR TRIAL ASSOCIATION

The Marlyn E. Lugar Trial Association is an honorary society of law students selected based on their grades in Trial Advocacy. Participating students compete in intramural trials during the Fall of their third year and represent the WVU College of Law in external trial competitions during the Spring. The Association also sponsors and conducts the West Virginia Invitational trial competition, which is open to all students at the WVU College of Law.

MOOT COURT

The Moot Court Board manages the George C. Baker Cup intramural appellate moot court competition. Members of the WVU College of Law national and international moot court teams are selected from the members of the Board on the basis of competitions and represent the College throughout the area and the nation.

GENERAL CIVIL PRACTICE CLINIC

The General Civil Practice Clinic provides civil legal services to qualified clients with a concentration on family law, social security and other public benefits, property issues, and consumer debt relief along with other cases that provide good learning opportunities for our students.

THE INNOCENCE PROJECT

The Innocence Project brings together WVU’s College of Law and Forensics program to help exonerate prisoners who were wrongly convicted in West Virginia.

LOW INCOME TAXPAYER CLINIC

The Low Income Taxpayer Clinic provides information, advice, and representation on federal individual tax matters to low-income individuals. Unless closely tied to a controversy, the Tax Clinic does not assist in the preparation of current income tax returns.

CHILD AND FAMILY LAW CLINIC

Working with West Virginia children and families of limited income to promote their health, security, and future success, the Child and Family Law Clinic assists children and families with limited income who need free legal assistance in civil matters.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP LAW CLINIC

The Entrepreneurship Law Clinic offers start-up companies, small businesses, non-profits, and individuals legal services in areas of counseling for a product plan or business organization; licensing; employee and contractor agreements; intellectual property; financing and venture capital; planning and negotiation; dispute resolution; and generalized assistance in business formation, planning, and strategy.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND IMMIGRATION LAW CLINIC

The Human Rights and Immigration Law Clinic has served scores of clients throughout the West Virginia and western Pennsylvania region since 1996. The clinic serves foreign citizens who are facing deportation, asylum, and other immigration proceedings.
THE JUSTITIA OFFICIUM AWARD

The WVU College of Law Justitia Officium Award recognizes outstanding contributions and service to the legal profession and is the highest honor the College of Law bestows on an individual. Established in 1978, in commemoration of the 100th Anniversary of the founding of the College of Law, the Justitia Officium Award is presented annually. An individual bronze plaque bearing the recipient’s name and the year the award was presented is mounted in the lobby of the WVU Law Center.

JUSTITIA OFFICIUM AWARD RECIPIENTS

CHARLES M. LOVE, III, ESQ.

Mr. Charles M. Love, III is currently employed at Bowles Rice McDavid Graff & Love LLP in the position of Partner. He is the Leader of the firm’s Litigation Practice Group.

Mr. Love serves as President of the West Virginia State Bar, and is President-Elect of The West Virginia Bar Association. He is a permanent member of the Fourth Circuit Judicial Conference.

Mr. Love served as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the West Virginia Housing Development Fund (1981 to 2003) and was a member and officer of the Board of Trustees of the Herbert J. Thomas Memorial Hospital. He is a Fellow of the American Bar Association, a Fellow of the West Virginia State Bar, and a member of the Executive Council of The West Virginia Bar Association. He has served as Chairman of the Legal Ethics Committee of the West Virginia State Bar; Chairman of the Visiting Committee of the College of Law of West Virginia University; and Chairman of the National Development Council of the College of Law of West Virginia University.

Mr. Love earned his Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1962 and his law degree in 1965, both from West Virginia University.

He was admitted to practice in West Virginia in 1965, before the Court of Appeals for the United States Fourth Circuit in 1967, the United States Supreme Court in 1969, and the United States Tax Court in 1980. Mr. Love is a member of the Kanawha County Bar Association; the West Virginia State Bar; The West Virginia Bar Association; the American Bar Association; and the American Board of Trial Advocates.

ROBERT M. STEPTOE, JR., ESQ.

For over forty years, Bob Steptoe has focused his practice in the areas of labor and employment law and civil litigation. In addition to counseling clients, Mr. Steptoe has tried over one hundred jury and non-jury cases, and has argued approximately fifty appeals in the West Virginia Supreme Court and the United States Courts of Appeals. He serves as the Chief Executive Officer for Steptoe and Johnson.

Mr. Steptoe is a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, a permanent member of the Fourth Circuit Judicial Conference, a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation, an Advocate of the American Board of Trial Advocates, a Fellow of the West Virginia Bar Foundation, a member of the Association of Ski Defense Attorneys, a member of the AAA National Roster of Neutrals, and is recognized in The Best Lawyers in America in the fields of alternative dispute resolution, commercial litigation, labor and employment law. Mr. Steptoe is also recognized in the 2007 Chambers USA America’s Leading Lawyers for Business. He was named to Who’s Who in WV Business by The State Journal for 2007.

Within the legal profession, Mr. Steptoe has served as President of the West Virginia State Bar, President of the West Virginia Bar Association, and President of the West Virginia Bar Foundation. He has served as Adjunct Professor (Appellate Advocacy) at West Virginia University College of Law, and Chair of the Advisory Group for the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 (Northern District of West Virginia).

Within the community, Mr. Steptoe has served as President of the Harrison County Chamber of Commerce, President and Campaign Chair of the United Way of Harrison County, member of the West Virginia Ethics Commission, Board member of United Hospital Center, Inc., and Chairman of the Board of the West Virginia Chamber of Commerce. He also serves as Trustee of the West Virginia Chapter of The Nature Conservancy.

Mr. Steptoe received his legal education at West Virginia University College of Law in 1970, where he was Associate Editor of the Law Review and a member of the National Moot Court Team. He received his undergraduate education at the University of Virginia in 1965, after which he was commissioned as an officer in the United States Naval Reserve and served two years on active duty.
PREVIOUS JUSTITIA OFFICIUM AWARD RECIPIENTS

Herbert S. Boreman ’78-’79
Robert T. Donley ’78-’79
John E. F. Wood ’79-’80
Charles C. Wise, Jr. ’79-’80
Frank C. Hammond ’80-’81
Hale J. Posten ’80-’81
Stephen Ailes ’81-’82
Robert G. Kelly ’81-’82
Russell C. Dunbar ’82-’83
Sec. Cyrus Vance ’82-’83
Paul J. Kaufman ’83-’84
Harry E. Moats ’83-’85
Judith A. Herndon ’84-’85
Thomas M. Chambers ’84-’85
Paul N. Bowles ’85-’86
Guy O. Farmer ’87-’88

Harry E. Moats ’87-’88
Herbert H. Henderson ’88-’89
Vincent V. Chaney ’89-’90
Frances L. Horn ’91-’92
Kenneth D. Gray ’92-’93
Robert E. Maxwell ’93-’94
Thomas B. Miller ’94-’95
William T. Brotherton, Jr. ’95-’96
Paul L. Selby ’95-’96
Artur M. Recht ’96-’97
Elizabeth V. Hallanan ’96-’97
Thomas E. McHugh ’97-’98
William D. Lorensen ’99-’00
Margaret L. Workman ’99-’00
Charles H. Haden II ’00-’01
John L. McClaughey ’00-’01
John T. Copenhaver, Jr. ’01-’02

STUDENT MARSHALS

Robert Joseph Zak, Jr.
President
Student Bar Association

Lee Adair Sparks
Editor-in-Chief
West Virginia Law Review

Jonathan Floyd
Chief Justice
Moot Court Board

Travis Austin Prince
President
Marilyn E. Lugar Trial Association
Student Bar Association

DEDICATIONS IN MEMORY OF AND IN HONOR OF

The Class of 2011 has contributed a collective gift to the College of Law. This class gift is comprised of individual contributions given by the following members of the class who wish to recognize those who have supported them in their quest to master the discipline of law.

Megan Susan Baker
In honor of my parents, Kenneth and Melinda Baker. Thank you for all your love and support.

Justin Michael Baylor
In honor of my parents, Michael and Susan Baylor. Thank you for unconditionally loving me and for always encouraging me to always do my best at whatever I set out to do.

Crystal Irene Bombard
In honor of my parents. Thank you both for your love and support.

Daniel James Burns
In memory of Patrick J. Burns.
In honor of my, wife Linsey Burns, without whom I would have never made it this far.

Sean M. Buckley
To Natalie and my family. Thanks for being in my corner. To Anthony and Jenny.

My gratitude is without limits. To Dad and Heidi. Thanks for standing behind me.

In memory of my mother.

Drew Edison Cannon
In honor of my son, Clayton Max, and in memory of his great-grandfather, Richard Max Cannon.

Katherine Elizabeth Charonko
In honor of my parents, John and Caroline Charonko. Thanks for all your love and support.
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In memory of Milton S. Koslow, Esq.,
loving godfather and friend.

Jessica Lacey Cook
In honor of my parents, Robert and Linda.
Thanks for your constant love and support.
In memory of my Aunt Audrey, Grandma Cook, Grandma Paynter, and all my loved ones who helped me get here today.

Matthew Scott Delligatti
In honor of my family. Thanks for encouraging me to follow my dreams.

Kurt Andreas Doiron
My graduation today is dedicated to all my family and friends. You rock! Thanks.

Ryan McCune Donovan
In honor of my mother, Teresa McCune, for personal and professional inspiration.

Jonathan Patrick Floyd
In honor of my mother, Debbie Floyd, grandparents, G.C. and Mary Pickle, and my loving fiancée, Lee Sparks. I love and admire you all.

Amanda J. Gardner
In honor of my family. Thank you for unwavering love and support.

Kevin Thomas Gillen
In honor of my wife and children. Thanks for your love, patience, and support.

Jenny Lynn Hayhurst
In memory of Dad, Edward D. Kyle, who always supported me and continues to be my inspiration in all I do.
In honor of my mom and stepdad, Penny and Henry Bivens, and my amazing husband, Donnie Hayhurst. I appreciate all your love, support, and patience.

Lloyd George “LG” Jackson III
In honor of my grandparents, Pauline and Pappaw, Grandma and Poppaw.
In honor of my parents, Lloyd and Trina. Thank you for all your love and support.

Brittany Michelle Johnson
In honor of my parents, Dale and Brenda Johnson. Thanks for always supporting me in everything I have chosen to do.

Rebecca Ann Judy
In honor of Vincent Judy. Your love and support made it possible – thank you! 6 of 6! Now what?

Joshua Shane Korbini
In honor of John and Beverly Korbini. Thank you for your love and support.

Ashley Christine Levelle
In honor of my family. Thank you for all of your love and support!

Melissa Rae Lilly
In honor of my fiancé, Quentin Lyons. Thank you for your love and support. I would not have made it without you. I would also like to thank my mom for believing in me.

Brant McGarry Lowe
In honor of my parents, Scott and Kelly Lowe, for your unconditional love and support.

Tianna Jade Mays
In honor of my loving mother, Tempie Raglin. Thank you for your love, guidance, and support.
In honor of Brandon Mason. Thank you for your patience, understanding, and encouragement. I love you.
In honor of my loving grandfather, William Raglin. Thank you for your encouragement, guidance, and advice. In memory of my Nana, Brenda Raglin. Thank you for always believing in me.

Jalea Ann Morgan
In honor of Daniel and Margaret Morgan. Thank you. I love you.

Sebolatito Abidemi Olorunsola
In honor of my parents, Agnes and Feyisola Olorunsola. Thanks for your love and guidance.
To Yaya, Soji, Titi, Tope – I love you, and may you all be successful.
In honor of Remi Adeyemi and Buki Adegite. Thank you for the advice, encouragement, and support!

Sarah Beth Patterson
In honor of my parents, Mike and Amy, and my fiancé, Chip! Thanks for everything!

Herschel Hampton Rose IV
In memory of my grandfathers, Hays Webb and Herschel Rose.

Travis Christopher Sayre
In honor of my family and friends including but not limited to Bill and Kay Sayre.

George R. Shaffer III
In honor of my family. Thank you for believing in me! Without your help and support, I could not be here today. Your sacrifice has made my dream possible. I love you all. Today is for you!
In loving memory of my sister, Jenny. You have given me strength in ways you will never know. I miss you, sis.

Joshua Wade Sheets
In honor of my parents, Tamara and Rodney, who told me I could accomplish anything and meant it.
In memory of my dad, who taught me by example what true character is.

Lee Adair Sparks
In honor of Jonathan, and the marveloso Sparks family. I love you all.

Patricia Gene Sparks
In memory of my grandparents, Rita and Richard Sparks, who lovingly followed me in all my pursuits.

Joshua Samuel Stone
In honor of my parents, Sam and Jerilyn. Thank you for your love and support.

Katherine Michelle Suehs
In memory of my loving grandparents, Audrey “Mom Mom” Suehs and Richard “Pa” Johnson.

Thomas Nathan Talley
In honor of my family and friends. Thanks for all of your love and support.

Adam Douglas Taylor
In honor of my parents and the sacrifices they made for me. Thank you.
Brooke Ashley Tolman

In honor of my parents, Barb and Tom Tolman, who have made everything possible. Thank you for your love and support.
Love, Brooke

Michael Stephen Walker

In honor of my wife and daughter. Thanks for your support and sacrifice. I love you.

In honor of my parents, who never gave up on me.

Lauren Marie Wilson

In loving memory of Reverend Robert L. Nair.

Ashley Danielle Young

In honor of my family and friends. Thanks for your love and support.

2010-2011 WVU COLLEGE OF LAW ADMINISTRATORS

Joyce E. McConnell, The William J. Maier, Jr. Dean and Thomas R. Goodwin Professor of Law
John E. Taylor, Associate Dean, Academic Affairs and John W. Fisher, II Professor of Law
Valorie K. Vojdik, Associate Dean, Faculty Research & Development and Professor of Law
Daniel Fitzpatrick, Associate Dean, Administration and Finance
Janet Armistead, Assistant Dean, Student Affairs
Jessica Justice, Assistant Dean, West Virginia Continuing Legal Education
Jennifer Powell, Assistant Dean, Career Services
Valerie Hunt, Assistant Dean, Development
Rosalind Lister, Assistant Director, Career Services
Brian D. Caudill, Director, Communications
Megan Anitto, Director, West Virginia Continuing Legal Education
Valerie Hunt, Assistant Dean, Development
Rosalind Lister, Assistant Director, Career Services
Brian D. Caudill, Director, Communications
Megan Anitto, Director, West Virginia Continuing Legal Education

2010-2011 WVU COLLEGE OF LAW FACULTY

Gerald G. Ashdown, James H. “Buck” & June M. Harless Professor of Law
Jena Martin Amerson, Associate Professor of Law
Robert M. Bastress, John W. Fisher, II Professor of Law
Gregory W. Bowman, Visiting Professor of Law
Michael Blumenthal, Visiting Professor of Law
Thomas C. Cady, Professor of Law
Vincent Cardi, Bowles Rice McDavid Graff & Love Professor of Law
Shelley Cavalieri, Visiting Assistant Professor of Law
Franklin D. Cleckley, Professor of Law
Barton Cowan, Visiting Professor of Law
andré douglas pond cummings, Professor of Law
Charles DiSalvo, Woodrow A. Potesta Professor of Law
James Elkins, Professor of Law
Ariba R. Ellis, Associate Professor of Law
John W. Fisher, II, The William J. Maier, Jr. Dean Emeritus and Professor of Law
James Friedberg, Hale J. & Roscoe Posten Professor of Law and Director, Immigration Law Clinic
David C. Hardesty, Jr., WVU President Emeritus and Professor of Law
Jessica A. Haught, Visiting Teaching Associate Professor of Law
David Krech, Teaching Associate Professor and Director, Appellate Advocacy
Robert Lathrop, Professor of Law
Patricia H. Lee, Visiting Professor of Law and Director, Entrepreneurship & Innovation Law Program
Anne M. Lofaso, Associate Professor of Law
Marjorie McDiarmid, Steptoe Professor of Law & Technology and Director, Clinical Law Program
Patrick McGinley, Judge Charles H. Haden Professor of Law
James McLaughlin, Robert L. Shuman Professor of Law
Dale P. Olson, Professor of Law
Alison Peck, Associate Professor of Law
Camille M. Riley, Associate Professor of Law
William Rhee, Associate Professor of Law
Caprice L. Roberts, Professor of Law
Ruthann Robson, Visiting John T. Copenhaver Chair
Hollee Temple, Teaching Associate Professor & Director, Legal Research, Reasoning & Writing
Matthew Titolo, Visiting Assistant Professor of Law
Grace J. Wigal, Teaching Professor and Director, Academic Excellence Program

PROFESSORS EMERITUS

Forest “Jack” Bowman, Professor Emeritus
William Morris, Professor Emeritus
142nd Commencement
West Virginia University

College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
Saturday, May 14, 2011 | 2:00 p.m.

Master of Science
Mechanical and Aerospace

Doctor of Philosophy
Master of Science
Chemical Engineering
Civil and Environmental

Mining Engineering
Petroleum and Natural Gas

Civil and Environmental
Lane Computer Science and
Electrical
Industrial Management Systems
ORDER OF EXERCISES
College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
Eugene V. Cilento, Glen Hiner Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL*  Krista Shinew, D.M.A
NATIONAL ANTHEM  Joshua Stubbs
WELCOMING REMARKS  Eugene V. Cilento, Glen H. Hiner Dean and Professor
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREES AND  James P. Clements, President, West Virginia University
INTRODUCTION OF COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  Alan Stolzenberg, Chair, Faculty Senate
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  George B. Bennett, BS Industrial Engineering ’67
“My Home Among the Hills”  Chairman, Board of Directors, Health Dialog Services Corp.
Presentation of Candidates for  Joshua Stubbs
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy  Warren R. Myers, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Presentation of Candidates for  Warren R. Myers
Degree of Master of Science
Presentation of Candidates for  Rakesh Gupta, Chair
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Chemical Engineering  Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lane Computer Science and Electrical Engineering  Radhey Sharma, Chair
Industrial and Management Systems Engineering  Brian Woerner, Chair
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  Wafik Iskander, Chair
Mining Engineering  Jacky Prucz, Interim Chair
Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering  Christopher Bise, Chair
CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES  Samuel Ameri, Chair
Carolyn Long, Chair
West Virginia University Board of Governors  Royce Watts
PRESENTATION OF RALPH M. BARNES  Henry T. Yang, MS Industrial Engineering 65’
SENIOR SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS  Chancellor, University of California, Santa Barbara
ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011  Joshua Stubbs
ALMA MATER**  Krista Shinew
RECESSIONAL

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Coliseum.

Please join us for a reception to congratulate our graduates immediately following the ceremony in the Shell Building beside the Coliseum.

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at http://commencement.wvu.edu.
GEORGE B. BENNETT

West Virginia University would like to recognize Dr. George B. Bennett with an honorary degree. Dr. Bennett has been a leading thinker and entrepreneur bringing his background in engineering and analytics to consult on national and global issues; including healthcare and education.

Dr. Bennett earned a bachelor’s degree in industrial engineering from West Virginia University in 1967 and a master’s degree (1970) and doctoral degree (1971) in industrial administration from Carnegie Mellon University.

In 1982, Dr. Bennett was inducted into the WVU Distinguished Alumni Academy of Industrial and Management Systems Engineering. Dr. Bennett serves on the board of directors of a number of organizations, including the Disease Management Association of America, the National Youth Science Foundation; and Urban Improv, a Boston-based not-for-profit organization focused on improving the odds for Boston’s inner city youth.

For more than 35 years Dr. Bennett has been a successful serial entrepreneur. Early in his career in 1973, he co-founded Bain and Company, a large top-tier international consulting firm, and Braxton Associates in 1976, a boutique strategy consulting firm with a reputation for innovation and creativity. Both companies are two highly regarded international strategy consulting firms that have dramatically impacted Fortune 500-scale firms around the world. Later in 1985, he co-founded Symmetrix, a management consulting firm that specialized in helping firms translate innovative strategies into cost-effective operating practices. He served as Symmetrix’s chairman and chief executive officer from 1985 to 1996.

Dr. Bennett also co-founded Health Dialog Services Corporation in 1997. The firm is a leading healthcare services company that is having a dramatic impact on the way healthcare is delivered in the U.S., several European countries; and Australia. Dr. Bennett served as both the CEO and chairman of the board from 1997 until January 2008 when the firm was sold to Bupa, a large British-owned global provider of healthcare services. He currently serves as chairman of the firm’s board of directors.

In the early 1980s, Dr. Bennett spent a year in Washington as a member of the Grace Commission, a commission created by President Ronald Reagan, to bring state-of-the-art business practices to the federal government. Bennett has remained active in Washington and has been an active participant in the ongoing debate regarding health reform.

West Virginia University feels that Dr. George B. Bennett has attained national and international pre-eminence in his field while provided distinguished leadership in society and philanthropic support of engineering at WVU.

HENRY T. YANG

West Virginia University would like to recognize Dr. Henry T. Yang with an honorary degree. Dr. Yang is an accomplished leader in higher education and the field of aeronautical engineering.

Henry T. Yang has served as the chancellor of the University of California, Santa Barbara since 1994. He was formerly the Neil A. Armstrong Distinguished Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics at Purdue University, where he also served as the dean of engineering for 10 years. He received his B.S.C.E. degree from National Taiwan University, his master’s degree in structural engineering from West Virginia University, and his Ph.D. from Cornell University.

Dr. Yang has served on scientific advisory boards for various government agencies. He currently chairs the Association of Pacific Rim Universities, and is immediate past chair of the Association of American Universities. He also serves on the President’s Committee for the National Medal of Science and the Kavli Foundation board, and is chairman of the board for the Thirty Meter Telescope project.

Dr. Yang has authored or co-authored more than 170 articles for scientific journals, as well as a widely used textbook on finite element structural analysis. He has also served as P.I. or co-P.I. for 32 sponsored research grants, guided 53 Ph.D. theses, and received 13 outstanding undergraduate teaching awards. He continues to teach an undergraduate engineering course each year, and is currently supervising four Ph.D. students with support from National Science Foundation grants.

Dr. Yang is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and a Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the American Society for Engineering Education, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He has received numerous awards for his research, teaching, and service, including the Benjamin Garver Lamme gold medal from the American Society of Engineering Education and the 2008 Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Award from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. He holds honorary doctorates from Purdue University, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, National Taiwan University, City University of Hong Kong, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, and now West Virginia University.

West Virginia University feels that Dr. Henry T. Yang has attained international pre-eminence in the fields of aerospace and structural engineering, as well as higher education, and is deserving of an honorary degree from the institution.
STUDENT AWARDS

Ralph M. Barnes Senior Scholastic Achievement Award
Established by the family of Ralph M. Barnes, an alumnus of the College of Engineering, to encourage, recognize, and reward superior academic performance, this award goes to the graduate with the highest grade point average during their junior and senior years while enrolled as a full-time student. Recipients will be announced at Commencement.

2011 WVU Foundation Outstanding Seniors
Each year the WVU Foundation selects WVU’s top graduating students based on a number of criteria, including academic achievement, honors and awards, public service, demonstrated leadership, collegiate work experience, reference and a narrative of value of the WVU undergraduate experience. This year’s WVU Foundation Outstanding Seniors from the College of Engineering and Mineral Resources are:

Derrick Banerjee, Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Coder, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Zain Jafri, Biometrics Systems and Computer Science
Steven Rhodes, Mechanical Engineering
Spencer Teufel, Civil and Environment Engineering
Matthew Thompson, Chemical Engineering
Jennifer Weigand, Chemical Engineering
Justin West, Aerospace Engineering

ENGINEERS’ CREED
AS A PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, I DEDICATE MY PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TO THE ADVANCEMENT AND BETTERMENT OF HUMAN WELFARE. I PLEDGE:
TO GIVE THE UTMOST OF PERFORMANCE;
TO PARTICIPATE IN NONE BUT HONEST ENTERPRISE;
TO LIVE AND WORK ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF MAN AND THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT;
TO PLACE SERVICE BEFORE PROFIT, THE HONOR AND STANDING OF THE PROFESSION BEFORE PERSONAL ADVANTAGE, AND
THE PUBLIC WELFARE ABOVE ALL OTHER CONSIDERATIONS.
IN HUMILITY AND WITH NEED FOR DIVINE GUIDANCE, I MAKE THIS PLEDGE.

Adopted by National Society of Professional Engineers, June 1954
# DEGREE CANDIDATES

## Doctor of Philosophy

**August 2010**

Peter Joseph Dailey (CE)
- Advisor: Dr. David Martinelli
- Research Title: A Study of Real Time Kinematic Global Navigation Satellite Systems in Railroad Transportation

Xin Zhi Du (MINE)
- Advisor: Dr. Syd Peng
- Research Title: The Impact of the Longwall mining on Groundwater Systems—A Case of Cumberland Mine Panels B5 and B6

Peter David Gall (AE)
- Advisor: Dr. Wade Huebsch
- Research Title: Dynamic Roughness as a Means of Leading Edge Separation Flow Control

Brice Gnonleba Gnabore (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Darran Cairns
- Research Title: Mechanical Degradation of Thermal Properties of Flexible Aerogel Blankets

Armando Orobio Quinones (CE)
- Advisor: Dr. John Zaniewski
- Research Title: Sensitivity Analysis of Flexible Pavement Performance Parameters in the Mechanistic Empirical Design Guide

Emily Deanna Pertl (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. James Smith
- Research Title: Thermal Management of Solar Heat Flux Through Building Structures

Steven Lee Rowan (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Eric Johnson
- Research Title: Uncertainty, Exergy and Scaling Analysis of a Two-Stage Fluidized Bed for Drying of Fine Coal Particles

Manoharan Thiagarajan (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Mirdul Gautam
- Research Title: Real-Time Implementatin of a Sensor Validation Scheme for a Heavy-Diesel Engine

Jairo Antonio Valdes Ortiz (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Xingbo Liu
- Research Title: Preventing Solidification Defects in Large Superalloy Castings Used in Advanced Electric Power Systems

--

**Jay Paul Wilhelm (ME)**
- Advisor: Dr. James Smith
- Research Title: Control Methodology for an Augmented Vertical Axis Wind Turbine

**December 2010**

Ruben R. Avagyan (IE)
- Advisor: Dr. Wafik Iskander
- Research Title: Electric Power Distribution Expansion Planning Using Distributed Generation Sources and Storages

Tobias Jacob Denig (CHE)
- Advisor: Dr. Charter Stinespring
- Research Title: Electrical Characterization of Novel Carbon Films Derived from Halogen Plasma Etched SiC

Raj Kumar Gondle (CE)
- Advisor: Dr. Hema Siriwardane
- Research Title: Numerical Modeling of Overburden Response During Geologic Sequestration

Mingyang Gong (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Xingbo Liu
- Research Title: Sulfur Tolerant Solid Oxide Fuel Cell for Coal Syngas Application: Experimental Study on Diverse Impurity Effects and Fundamental Modeling of Electrode Kinetics

Fatma Nihan Karaismail (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Ismail Celik
- Research Title: A Phenomenological Model for Degradation of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Anodes Due to Impurities in Coal Syngas

Takamitsu Kawai (CS)
- Advisor: Dr. Tim McGraw
- Research Title: Spectral Approaches to Natural Mesh Processing

Guoxiang Liu (CE)
- Advisor: Dr. Donald Gray
- Research Title: Numerical Modeling of Near-Surface CO2 Migration With Barometric Pumping Effects

Songke Liu (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Larry Banta
- Research Title: Process Model and Control System for the Glass Drawing Process

Yan Luo (ME)
- Advisor: Dr. Samir Shoukry
- Research Title: Development of a Wireless System for Evaluation of the Structural Capacity of Bridges

---

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors Scholar
* Pending August 2011 graduation

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Kartikeya Krishnoji Mahalatkar (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. John Kuhlman  
Research Title: Computational Fluid Dynamic Studies of Chemical Looping Combustion Systems

Ashutosh Raj Nandeshwar (IE)  
Advisor: Dr. Majid Jaraiedi  
Research Title: Longitudinal Study of First-Time Freshmen Using Data Mining

Francisco Posada Sanchez (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Nigel Clark  
Research Title: Enabling HCCI Combustion of n-Heptane Through Thermo-Chemical Recuperation

Joseph Martin Stoffa (CHE)  
Advisor: Dr. Alfred Stiller  
Research Title: Pattern Recognition via a Novel Markov Chain Monte Carlo Method Employing a Random Step

Yuebin Wu (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Nigel Clark  
Research Title: Laboratory and Real-World Measurement of Diesel Particulate Matter

Inas Ahmed Mohamed Yassine Mahmoud (EE)  
Advisor: Dr. Tim McGraw  
Research Title: High Rank and Tensor and Spherical Harmonic Models for Diffusin MRI Processing

May 2011

Alan Wallace Brannon (PNGE)  
Advisor: Dr. Khashayar Aminian  
Research Title: Prediction of the Effects of Compositional Mixing in a Condensate Reservoir on Conversion to Natural Gas Storage

Tapas Das (MINE)  
Advisor: Dr. A. W. Khair  
Research Title: Model for Optimization of Bit Geometry for Continuous Miner Cutting Process

John Andrew Frazer (OS&H)  
Advisor: Dr. Steve Guffey  
Research Title: Effect of an Exposure-Indicating Light on Noise Reduction Experienced During Work at a Factory"

Todd Robert Hamrick (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Kang  
Research Title: Optimizing Operating Parameters for Minimum Mechanical Specific Energy in Drilling

Ertan Karaismail (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Ismail Celik  
Research Title: Transport Processes in Low Turbulence Flows Associated with Enclosing Hoods

Sridhar Venkata Kuchibhatla (EE)  
Advisor: Dr. Dimitris Korakakis  
Research Title: Development of Surface Micromachined Aluminum Nitride Airbridges for Piezoelectric MEMS/NEMS Applications Grown by Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy

Kwangsoon Lee (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Kang  
Research Title: Numerical Simulation of a Load-Based Micro-Indentation Technique for NDE on Thermal Barrier Coating Systems

Jingang Liu (IE)  
Advisor: Dr. Feng Yang  
Research Title: A Simulation-Based Transfer Function Modeling Approach for Responsive Production Planning

Kerri Beth Phillips (AE)  
Advisor: Dr. Marcello Napolitano  
Research Title: Aircraft Parameter Identification for Application Within a Fault-Tolerant Flight Control System

Jairo Andres Sandoval Leon (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Scott Wayne  
Research Title: Study of Transit Bus Duty Cycle and It’s Influence on Fuel Economy and Emissions of Diesel Electric-Hybrids

Sergio Tamayo (AE)  
Advisor: Dr. Mario George Perhinschi  
Research Title: Design of Fault Tolerant Control System for Individual Blade Control Helicopters

Jared Michael Tannenbaum (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Kang  
Research Title: Non-Destructive Thermal Barrier Coating Spallation Detection by Use of a Sperical Microindentation Method

Lijuan Wang (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Nigel Clark  
Research Title: Modeling and Validation of Heavy-Duty Vehicles

Ning Zhang (CE)  
Advisor: Dr. Lian-Shin Lin  
Research Title: Adsorption Removal and Mechanism Study for Selenate Using Iron Coated Granular Activated Carbon

Feng Zhen (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Xianqiang Wu  
Research Title: A Genetic Algorithm Based Optimization Tool for Transit Bus Fleet Management in Cost and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Mingjia Zhi (ME)  
Advisor: Dr. Xianqiang Wu  
Research Title: Electronchemical and Microstructure Analysis of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Electrodes

Master of Science

Industrial Hygiene

August 2010
Matthew Grover Duling  
Xinjian He

May 2011
Rabab Taqi  
Mohammed Jawad Alhassan  
Kristen Lynn Daft  
Janice Eileen Drellick
Christopher Aaron Harp
Daniel Lee Mitchem

Safety Management
August 2010
Ryan Joseph Lewis
Ayodele Christopher Olorunlogbon

December 2010
Michael Arndt
Michael Burke Callison
Brady Austin Campbell
Fernando Chamorro Echeverry
Rebecca Jean Cox
Autumn Felice DeSantis
Christopher James Frum
Benjamin A. Geary
Brian Scott Geissler
Jarrett William Helmick
Adam James Keener
Matthew Barr Heafey
James Alfred Skinner
William J. Smith, Jr.

May 2011
Bradley Waide Bryan
Hillary M. Dean Strawser
Richard Alexander Ford
Michelle Amber Foxson
Jeremy Edward Grant
Jeffrey Robert Holepit
Keith Leo Johnson, Jr.
Richard M. McElhaney
Rebecca Michele Moreau

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
August 2010
Santhoshi Priyanka Dixit
Ravinder Kumar Garlapalli
Yuan Li
Mayuri Mukka
Lavanya Nyayapathi
Avram William Siegel

December 2010
Vikas Agarwal
Vamsi Krishna Aluru
Poornima Chateker

May 2011
Kiran Pandurang Chaudhari
Soumya J. Gujjar
Dustin Douglas Jones
Ramanjaneyulu Katta
Tristan Jordan McQuain
Deepankar Virendra Sharma
Joshua Branch Welshans

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
August 2010
Matthew David Anderson
Kyle Blaine Baranowski
Mathew Marvin Blandford
Rupesh Kumar Gondle
Adam Levi Justice
Siddalingesh Karabasappa Kalligudd
Sarah Marie Offutt
Jinyan Sun

December 2010
Kevin Andrew Butler
Sumanth Gundagatti Manjunath
Arkanmitra Kar
Gregory Kyle Michaelson
Scott Addison Morgan
Krishna Chandra Nandam
Pradeep Thummala
Rajesh Tolikonda

May 2011
Christopher Lee Beckett
Kane Wagner Gyovai
Abdullah Elhaj Ibraheem
Daniel Stanislawski
Jeremi John Stawovy

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
August 2010
Ramalingeshwar Sarma Kollaparthi
Lenin Jose Leon
Snigdha Nune
Michael Joseph Spencer
Veeru Talreja

December 2010
Henry Bolivar Andagana Junta
Anusha Gangadi
Uday Kiran Para
Sri Ramya Peddada
Steven Joseph Rapp
Rakesh Sepuri
Savan Suri
Suryanarayana Siva Rama Satya Vempaty
Da Wang

May 2011
Muniru Akintunde Akinkuolie
Ahmed M Abu Seta Ammar
Krishna Jyothi Boppana

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Manasaveena Chennuri  
Rakesh Devineni  
Carter Matthew Edge  
Moataz Abd-Elmonaim Elbaz  
David Edward Estep  
Deepthi Garigipati  
Gregory Bruce Gerken  
Ricky Edward Hussmann  
Praveen K.R. Konatham  
AvinasChander Manivannan  
Kyle Robert McMillan  
Srikanth Nambu  
Chandana Nannapaneni  
Spoorthi Reddy Pailla  
Harish Kumar Gowd Palakurthi  
Raghuunandan Pasula  
Sriharan Ramagiri  
Avery Joel Simon  

Master of Science in Engineering  
August 2010  
Wen-Yu Chiang  

December 2010  
Isabel Cristina Cardona Rendon  
Huanling Liu  
Vivian Marcela Suarez Delgado  

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering  
August 2010  
Meng Han  
Ryan James Nave  

December 2010  
Naveen Kumar Bogum  
Sri Harsha Chintala  
Zongyu Geng  
Quang Minh Phuong  
Senthil Kumar Sundaramoorthy  

May 2011  
Nishit Banuri  
Phani Kishor Guthula  
Seyed Mohammad Jalali  
Radhika Kamalpurkar  
Navya Reddy Lenkala  
Mingj Li  
Srikanth Manukonda  
Karthikey Kameshvar Sista  
Nishil Singh Thakur  
Yi Chun Tsai  
Lauren Amanda Visnansky  
Chengcheng Xiang  
Mohita Yalamanchi  
Jagadish Yerra  

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering  
August 2010  
Jennifer Nicole Davis  
Brian Charles Eberly  
Philip E. Evans  
Jared Jay Hartsell  
Chet Mun Liew  
Venkata Reddy Sathi  
Fatemeh Sedigh Imani  
Umesh Shewalla  

December 2010  
Pingen Chen  
Rignesh S. Desai  
Jason Daniel Ice  
Franklin Aaron Montejo  
Krishna Priya Nandanavanam  
Idowu Olajire Olatunji  
Kedar Vasantrao Panday  
Ross Henry Ryskamp  
Kevin T. Shields  
Timothy Lee Weadon, Jr.  
Brenton Kyle Wilburn  

May 2011  
Clay Samuel Bell  
Raphael William Alwin Dodrill  
Peter B. Eshak  
Joaquin Maria Gutierrez  
Nitin Kohli  
Brock A. Merritt  
Thilanka Munasinghe  
Soheil Razmyar  
Cesar Sandoval Leon  
Joshua Joe Sill  
Tian Zhang  

Master of Science in Petroleum & Natural Gas Engineering  
August 2010  
Tariq Salman Saad Ali  
Camilo Enrique Calderon Huertas  
Yorgi Gomez  
Nagi A. Lam  
Abimbola A. Lightfoot-Boston  
Richard Mark Ramharack  

December 2010  
Ayodeji Luke Aboaba  
Jesma Mohan  
Saeed Zargari  

May 2011  
Faisal Naif Al-Enezi  
Bander Ibrahim Al Quaimi  
Osade O. Edo-Oba  

Master of Science in Software Engineering  
August 2010  
Alexander Beecher Cercone  
Jenny J. Henry  
Daniel Patrick Kelly  

December 2010  
Travis Gene Dillon  
Charles David High  
John Christopher Racelis  
Shane Allen Starcher  
Joseph T. Wade  
Brandon Drew Yauess  

May 2011  
Brandon Joseph McCombs  
Craig A. Reynolds  
Roy Kenneth Shillingburg III  
Logan Charles Bacco Stanley  
Gary Michael Taylor  
Kevin Hugh Williams  

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science  
( College of Engineering and Mineral Resources)  
August 2010  
Elijah Pike Flesher  
Shaun M. Reynolds  

December 2010  
Benjamin Robert Butler  
Michael Joseph DeMicco II  
Brian Edward Farr  
Joshua Paul Hoffman  
Edward George Jesinsky III  
Arthur Oduor Otieno  
Allen B. Wight  

May 2011  
*** Douglas L. Barnes  
Morgan Nicole Barnhart  
Christopher Adam Carpenter  
Stephen Brett Chenoweth  
Casey Ray Corder  
Aaron James Costa  
Zachary Arthur Cowell  
Jonathan Levi Crouse  
Richard Bradley Honeycutt  

***† Zain F. Jafri  
** Arvind Vasudevan Jagannathan  
Ryan D. Knost  
Thomas Raymond Littleton  
James Eric Mantheiy, Jr.  
Jeremy Neal Sheppard  
** William T. Sica
Westley Garrett Smolder
Daniel Patrick Swisher
Cameron Tucker
Evan Matthew Walls
Robert Alexander Wayland
Clayton Carson Winner
Piotr Jerzy Wojciechowski
Jamie Ryan Wood
William Watson Woodyard

Computer Science
(Eberly College of Arts and Sciences)
August 2010
Jason Hooks

December 2010
David Conrad Asselstine
Nicholas Daniel Fleming
Jeremy Austin Kezzan
Melville Lee Stanley

May 2011
Julian Breyer
Cody Shane Brown

† Jonathan Mark Dehlin
Forrest Gray Desjardins
Nathaniel Thaddeus Gladysz
Brandon Scott Pugh

Bachelor of Science in
Aerospace Engineering
August 2010
Ondrej Karas
Robert Allen Mullins

December 2010
Eric Allen Blamble
Dale Robert Born
Cory Neil Brant
Richard Brian Cain
Jeffrey Thomas Datko

Zachary James Eckman
Samuel Devin Fletcher
Megan Rae Gorrell
Adam Donald Hunter

Timothy Ray Jackson
Adam Seth Johnson
David Scott Loud

Lydia Katelyn McDowell
Sherene Carolyn McLean
Philip Christopher Morgan
Jared Scott Nutter

Ryan Patrick Pekar
Kyle Franklin Potts
Cory Albert Ramler
Matthew David Roesch

William George Rosen
Timothy Schulte
Aaron Matthew Smith
Christopher Anthony Stewart
Charles Joseph Takes II

Bachelor of Science in
Biometric Systems
December 2010
Christopher Michael Crowder

Andrew Robert Ford

Bryan Douglas Horst

Thomas Joseph Kopp
Anastasia Noelle Pavlovic
Samuel Joseph Romano

Frank Russell Shaw

Deanna Lynn Walters
Cameron Frank Whitelam
Allen B. Wight

May 2011
Neil Andrew Bowman
Peter William Hein
Zain F. Jafri

Arvind Vasudev Jagannathan
Peng Li
Aaron Wesley Smith

Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
May 2011
Zachary Charles Baker

Jamie Ann Barr

Jordan Zachary Beihart
Sandra Lee Bruce
Joshua Burton Caldwell

Alan Steven Campbell
Kristen Courtney Carpenter
Nathaniel James Carr
Amanda Yvette De Fusco

Michael Phillip Gramlich
Andrew Robert Graves
Kevin Robert Gross
Nathaniel Bradford Guy
Alexandria Lea Harris
Cory Michael Hinerman
Paul Anton Kast IV
Kristen Daniell Kief
William Raymond Kistler
John Nicholas Maxim
Zachary David Mayes
Owen James McGrath

donald Miller
Molly Marie Nagowski
Matthew Alan Payne
Erik Lee Rasky
Thomas E. Sobray
Matthew Scott Thompson
Derek A. Walls
Jacob Logan Weidman
Jennifer Rose Wiegand

Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering
August 2010
Brian Lee Hayhurst

December 2010
Justin Paul Ammons
James Mauro Barnhart
Wesley Taylor Billups

Kevin James Burton
Zachary M. DeMarco
Erik William Edwards
Jonathan Scott Geary
Justin Charles Gibbons
Justin Hausrath
David Ryan Hendrixson
Cory Adam Hess
Matthew G. Lowe
Paul Edwin Nicol
Robert Wayne Nixon, Jr.
Robert Johnathan Palmay
Bryan Michael Surface
Charles Zachary Walburn
Victoria Louise Wheaton

May 2011
Sean Michael Abel

Samantha Lee Bailey
Adam Thomas Batty
Joshua N. Brown
Adam Stuart Burnley
Sean E. Combs
Nathan Cory De Priest
Jenny Brooke Elyard
Daniel Charles Farbaugh
Richard George Farquhar
Steven Frank Guenther
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
August 2010
Sohail Chaudhry
Joshua Daniel Durst
Sohail Chaudhry
Brandon Edward Newsom

December 2010
Joshua Steven Fierbaugh

***‡ Andrew Robert Ford

† † Cameron Shae Fortner
Bryan Douglas Horst
Manpreet Kaur
Thomas Joseph Kopp
Shannon E. Ramey
Samuel Joseph Romano
Wesley Graham Rumble

*** Frank Russell Shaw
Deanna Lynn Walters
Allen B. Wight

May 2011
*** Luis Carlos Armendariz, Jr.
*** Douglas L. Barnes
Morgan Nicole Barnhart
Dow Douglas Bennett
Christopher Robert Blosser
Nickolas Paul Bolyard
Neil Andrew Bowman
Stephan Britt-Crane
Jonroy Dean Canady
Gordon Andrew Christie

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
December 2010
Derrick Alan Bennett
Meredith Michelle Bullet
Zachary Robert Childers
Manpreet Kaur
Kevin Charles Lamb
Anastasia Noelle Pavlovic
Shannon E. Ramey
Wesley Graham Rumble
Bishoy Barsoum Saad
Jeffrey Scott Spangler

May 2011
Morgan Nicole Barnhart
Jonroy Dean Canady
Aaron James Costa
Jared Andrew Crawford
Alexander Todd Dilello
Bret Palmer Hammer
Brandon Michael Kelly
Thad Edward Martin
Aaron Wesley Smith
Zachery John Taormina
Justin David Wloch

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
August 2010
Benjamin Patrick Archer
Ryne Patrick Barrall
Ryan F. Cannon
Rusty Luke Dow Goff
Jonathan Christopher Larsen
James Matthew Lewandowski
Zenaba Qadeer
Candice Nichole Ridgely
Bryan Jamison Spencer
Vincent M. Testa

December 2010
Kyle Michael Beaver
Jessica Lee Capane
Brian Russell Combs
Ryan S. Caster
Jacob P. Cox
Logan William Hartle
Cody James Hostuttler
Derek Richard Ingle
Mark Daniel Johnson
Zachary James Johnson
Courtney Marie Kemper
Cassidi Jae Layfield
Anne Marie Mallow
Eric James Martin
Kyle Nolan Meyers
Shane Richard Phillips
Thomas Edward Scott, Jr.
Joshua Alan Sencindiver

May 2011
Michael Jamar Austin
Adam Joseph Brandfass
Christian Roman Castro
Karen Elizabeth Collier
Phillip Michael Conroy
Melissa Anne Cottage
Justin Tyler Dalton
Henry Thomas Davenport
Steven A. Dehlin
Kevin Christopher Denman
Garrett Michael DeVault
Derek Clayton Dunn
Joshua David Edmiston
Vernon Paul Ferrell III
G. Jacob Fromhart
Jeffrey Richard Hafner
William Matthew Hyson
Vaibhav Jain
Eric Daniel Jobe
Andrew Colin Johnson
Nicholas Keller Jones
Barrett J. Kabulski
Muhammad Sami Kamal
Christopher Cory Kernan
Christine Marie Kurtz
Steven Mark Lavenski II
Anthony Thomas Miller
Giuseppe William Morabito
Stephen Richard Morris
Kaung Nyunt Myat
Michael Jordan Myers
Tara Marie Napolillo
Daniel Allan Norris, Jr.
Moriah Elizabeth Peddicord

Victoria Lynn Phillips
Yeh-Ern Poh
William D. Prountlker
Anthony Paul Prugar
Wael Ibrahim M. Qararaal
Saba Jasmine Raesi
Edward Steven Ramratan
David Michael Riedel
Timothy Patrick Rock
Addison Karl Salzmann
Justin Michael Sechrist
Benjamin Adam Trogdon
Aaron Chase Woodard
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August 2010
John Eric Booton
Christopher Scott Byrd
Ryan Taylor Collins
Gregg Michael Giacomello
Robert Andrew Godwin
John Andrew B. Holt IV
Animish Rajendra Khandekar
Matthew Dominick Lucero
Curtiss Brent Miller
Robert Allen Mullins
Marshall Brooks Underwood
Eliot Robert Watson
Andrew Charles Wiedrich

December 2010
Gregory Thomas Antill
*** Derrick Allan Banerjee
Eric Allen Blamble
Dale Robert Born
Cory Neil Brant
Richard Brian Cain
Jeffrey Thomas Datsko
** McKenzie Matthew Ditty
** Zachary James Eckman
Jeremy Frye
Robert Handley Garton
* Megan Rae Gorrell
Clinton Lee Hartman
Adam Donald Hunter
*** Timothy Ray Jackson
* Adam Seth Johnson
Andrew David Judy
Craig Joseph Kammerman
Ky Jordan Layfield
* Robert Marshall Loehr
* David Scott Loud
Sherene Carolyn McLean
Philip Christopher Morgan
** Ryan Patrick Pekar
† Kyle Franklin Potts
Jahad Hassan Radwan
Cory Albert Ramler
*** William George Rosen
* Timothy Sierzecha Rouse
Christopher Leo Schachle
* Justin William Schulte
* Christopher Anthony Stewart
** Chad Edward Swenglish
Charles Joseph Takes II
* Alexandra Gail Thomas
William Lawrence Vogel
Michael Joseph Wagoner
Jonathan Lewis Withrow

May 2011
** Nicholas Scott Baxter
Timothy Jordan Berry
Andrew Kerry Bledsoe
* Douglas Steven Bowman

Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering

August 2010
Brian Mark Cappellini
Bongani Dlamini
* Karl Philip Ivanisin, Jr.
Ryan Justin Richman

December 2010
** Kevin James Burton
Chad Michael Collins
Mitchel R. Funk, Jr.
Jeremy Ray Holt
Samantha Jo Hyita
Jacob King
* Drew Lachland Morgan
Paul Edwin Nicol
Nathan Gregory Syropol
John Roger Tipton

May 2011
* David L. Blake
Zachary John Coldebeba
* Sean E. Combs
Austin Mathias Gilmore
** Katarina Rashel Gump
Nicholas Robert Hajduk
Kevin Michael Hatfield
** Geoffrey Eric Howe
Albert Carl Johnson IV
Zachary Russell Linn
* James D. Lovejoy II
Timothy Wyeth Miller
Benjamin Bennett Parker
** Alison Elizabeth Sears
* Martin John Smay
Bryan Thomas Troast

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum & Natural Gas Engineering

August 2010
Ghassan Dhiya AlShubbar
Kaitlyn Rachael Mathews
Martial Hermann Tchuindjang Yatchou

December 2010
Christian W. Donharl
* Colin Malachi Enos
Teshome Beyen Hailmichael
Matthew James Rockey
May 2011
Mughees Ahmad
*** Mahdi Saeed Al Dawood
*** Abdullah Saleh Al-Amri
* Aaqel Mohammad Al-Bahrani
* Ahmed Mohammed Al-Drees
Mohammed Ibrahim Almana
Fida Khalid Almatar
*** Hashim Amin Al-Sadah
Matthew Richard Anderson
Mohanad Sameer Asali
Samuel David Ashley
* Mahmoud Hajaga Awnour
Bibars Basha
Michael H. Cauley
Maxwell Joseph Cummons
****† William Cox Earhart
*** Mike V. Evtushenko
** Adam Douglas Gray
Benjamin Thomas Houghton
Stephen Gene Huskey
Schuyler Montague Ingram
Joshua W. Kahle
Jacob Charles Kirelawich
Jeremiah Kent Knavenshue
John LaFayette Landis III
Mark A. Leonard
Nicholas Dale Lightner
Forest Andrew Moore
Edwin Marcus Neal
Solomon Adewale Oladipupo
Duncan Ralph Oliver
****† Andrew Scott Reeder
 Axelle Murielle Sandjong Kombou
** Andrew Kyle Sarver
* Danial Shami Shaikh
Christine L. Shveda
Eric Thomas Skotnicki
****† Zachary Lyle Toothman
* Carlos Enrique Varady Mago
Patrick Michael Wrisley
ORDER OF EXERCISES
College of Creative Arts
Bernard Schultz, Dean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESIONAL*</th>
<th>William Haller, D.M.A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NATIONAL ANTHEM | Sarah Nale  
*Doctor of Musical Arts Candidate* |
| WELCOMING REMARKS | Bernard Schultz, *Dean*  
*College of Creative Arts* |
| OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARDS | William J. Winsor, *Associate Dean* |
| COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS | Bernard Schultz, *Dean*  
*College of Creative Arts* |
| “My Home Among the Hills” | Sarah Nale |
| PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES |  |
| Division of Art & Design | Alison Helm, *Chair* |
| Division of Music | Keith Jackson, *Chair* |
| Division of Theatre & Dance | Joshua Williamson, *Chair* |
| CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES | Carolyn Long, *Chair*  
*West Virginia University Board of Governors* |
| ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011 | David Bess, Ph.D  
*College of Creative Arts* |
| ALMA MATER** | Sarah Nale |
| RECESSIONAL | William Haller |

*Please join us for a reception to congratulate our graduates immediately following the ceremony in the Douglas O. Blaney Lobby of the Creative Arts Center*

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at [http://commencement.wvu.edu](http://commencement.wvu.edu).

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Creative Arts Center.
Bachelor of Arts

Art History

August 2010
Sarah Brown Ferguson

December 2010
Lindsey Christine Sullivan

May 2011
Jenna Rae Green
Danielle Hammer Geffel

* Julia Pearle Rine

Music

August 2010
* Alejandro William Belden
Daniel Aaron Mondak

May 2011
Daryl Lynne Gray

* Nathan Bradley Heller
*** Adam Hess Jones
** Danielle Nicole Martinez
** Amanda Kaye Miller
** Elizabeth Jean Perich

Theatre

August 2010
Jana Christine Jarrett
Nicholas Andrew Yuick

May 2011
*** Kathryn Mary Fogarty
Josh Luzier

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art and Design

August 2010
Lindsay Alise Barnes
Jessica Dawn Bryan

** Jonathan Randal Hudak
Matthew Maclaren Lineham
Christopher Dale Porchiran

** Justine Alison Semack

December 2010

** Elissa Chaney Dray
* Tyler Bryan Hamilton
* Cory Alan McKinney
Cynthia Faye Myerberg
Vanessa Renee Nutter
Kevin Martin Reed
Richard Marshall Snyder

May 2011
Zachary Price Alderfer
Nicole Helene Brennan

** Jessica Louise Brobst
Christopher Paul Eddy
Emily Elizabeth Fertig
Clint Dale Fisher
Christopher Joseph Gregory
* Carrie Ann Grubb

** Jennifer Lynn Johnson
** Laura Marie Johnson
* Amanda Elizabeth Kitzmiller
Jesse Noah Lewis
William Aaron Marple

*** Lauren Ashley Nagy
* Benjamin Stuber Nelsen

** Nicholas Angelo Sacheli
Stephanie Nicole Schweitzer
Joshua Cole Smith
Benjamin Andrew Snyder

*** Octavia Ann Steffich
Rortanak Sy
** Alexandra Lauren Wayne
* Aaron Tyler Williams
** Mara Alyse Wilson
Karlee Allison Wyer

Theatre

August 2010
Jerrad L. Bierce
Jessica Sarah Goldstein

December 2010
* Michael Ray Baker
** Robert Osborne Eure III

May 2011
** Steven Ellsworth Bell
Jacob Dean Brady
Isaac Neil Crow

** Rachel Ann Fraley
*** Sarah Roxanne Hauserman
** Amanda Gale Lawson
Chasdan Ross Mike
Laura Diane Peters
Ashley Elizabeth Shade

*** Matthew Osceola Webster
* Blaire Mackenzie Wendel
*** Katarina Deana Whitmarsh
* Dean Earl Wright

Master of Arts

Art and Design

August 2010
Katherine Elizabeth Inge

December 2010
Jufang Zhang

May 2011
Nicole Lynne Peters
Elizabeth Rininger
Linda Marie Rosefsky
Elizabeth Stoloff Vehse
John Christopher Williams
Zhe Wu

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Master of Fine Arts

Art & Design
May 2011
Aaron Seth Anslow
Ronald P. Hollingshead
Charles Nicholas Lejeune
Virginia Dawn Millard
Kurt Andrew Teeter

Theater
May 2011
Andrew Kevin Moeggenborg
Hannah Elizabeth Wold

Master of Music

Music
August 2010
Sara Jane Beattie
Susanna Reckord Raymer Lauer
December 2010
TingTing Chang
Pei Yee Lee
Chiao Su Joyce Wang
May 2011
Krystle Marie Fryzel
Allen Parker Heath
Shou Ping Liu
David Michael Longfellow
Andrew Joel Neldon
Samuel Jonathan Oram
Wendy Erin Portis
Maureen Ruth Seymour
Karina Nicole Sweeney
Rachel Elizabeth Weiss

Doctor of Musical Arts

Music
December 2010
Sean Elliot Beachy
Tomislav Dimov
Jeffry Blake Johnson
Min Sue Kim
Matthew Allen Ward
May 2011
Amy Moontide Galbraith
Christopher David Mickel
David Joseph Rudari

OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD
Evan Thomas Boegehold, Bachelor of Music
Octavia Ann Steffich, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art & Design
Matthew Osceola Webster, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theatre

COLLEGE OF CREATIVE ARTS FACULTY MARSHAL
Dr. Jay Malarcher, Division of Theatre and Dance

COLLEGE OF CREATIVE ARTS STUDENT MARSHALS
Lauren Ashley Nagy, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art & Design
Ju Young Lee, Bachelor of Music
Katrina Deana Whitmarsh, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theatre
Saturday, May 14, 2011
6:00 p.m. | Coliseum
142nd Commencement
West Virginia University

College of Business and Economics
Saturday, May 14, 2011 | 6:00 p.m.

Stage

PhD Economics
BS Economics
BS Management

MBA
MS Finance
BS Accounting

BS MIS
MS Marketing

MPA
BS Finance
ORDER OF EXERCISES
College of Business and Economics
Jose V. Sartarelli, Milan Puskar Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL*    Krista Shinew, D.M.A.
NATIONAL ANTHEM             Joshua Stubbs
WELCOMING REMARKS           Jose Sartarelli, Milan Puskar Dean
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS     College of Business and Economics
“My Home Among the Hills”     Fred T. Tattersall, Class of 1970
PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES
Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Economics
Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Master of Professional Accountancy
Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Masters of Business Administration
Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Master of Science in Finance
Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Economics
Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Accounting                     Timothy Pearson
Business Management            Jim Denton
Finance                        Victor Chow
Management Information Systems Timothy Pearson
Marketing                      Michael Walsh
CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES
James P. Clements, President,
West Virginia University
ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011
Fred T. Tattersall
ALMA MATER**                  Joshua Stubbs
RECESSIONAL                   Krista Shinew

Please join us for a reception to congratulate our graduates immediately following the ceremony in the Shell Building beside the Coliseum.

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving of their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at http://commencement.wvu.edu.

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places through the recessional.

NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Coliseum.
We would like to recognize Dr. Nancy McIntyre, Nomenclaturess
Fred T. Tattersall graduated with honors in 1970 from WVU’s College of Business and Economics with a B.S. in finance. He went on to serve as a senior vice president in the Fixed Income Division in what today is the Bank of America. He continued his career in investment management and in 1997 created the Tattersall Advisory Group, which currently manages more than $52 billion for institutional accounts. He retired from the business in June 2004 and is now chairman of 1607 Capital Partners, a Richmond-based investment management company established in 2007.

Tattersall currently serves on the WVU Foundation Board of Directors; the executive committee of the University of Richmond board; the Spider Management Company committee, which oversees the University of Richmond’s endowment fund; the Virginia Museum Board of Trustees and the Hollywood Cemetery Board of Directors. He served as the past chair of The Community Foundation serving Richmond and central Virginia. In addition, he recently ended 20 years of service to the Jenkins Foundation.

WVU COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Administration

Jose V. Sartarelli, Ph.D.  Dean
Nancy McIntyre  Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Cesidio “Jess” Mancini  Associate Dean, Administrative Services
Tom S. Witt  Associate Dean, Research and Outreach
A. Graham Peace  Assistant Dean, Special Projects
Timothy A. Pearson  Director, Department of Accounting and MIS
Clifford Hawley  Director, Department of Economics
Neil Bucklew  Director, Department of Industrial Relations
Karen France  Director, Department of Marketing
Joyce Heames  Director, Department of Management
Robert Maust  Coordinator, Master of Professional Accountancy
Ronald Balvers  Coordinator, Ph.D. Program
Jeffery Houghton  Coordinator, Industrial Relations Program
Gary Insch  Director, Graduate Programs
Joseph P. Seieman  Director, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Carol A. Henry  Director, Information Technology
Patrick Gregg  Director, Communications and Marketing
Tim A. Terman  Director, Public Relations/Communications
William B. Riley  Director, Center for Chinese Business; Director, Department of Finance
Max Houck  Director, Forensic Business Development
Tom S. Witt  Director, Bureau of Business and Economic Research
Rita Sailer  Director, Center for Career Development
Mindy F. Walls  Director, Entrepreneurship Center
Martina Bison-Huckaby  Director, Executive Education
Terry Rose  Director, Fred Wright Center for Insurance and Services
Brenda K. Walker  Director, Development
Faculty

Accounting
Barbara Apostolou
Nicholas Apostolou
Richard Brooks
Jack Dorminey
Arron Scott Fleming
Nancy Lynch
Robert Maust
Bonnie Morris
Adolph Neidermeyer
Presha Neidermeyer
David Pariser
Timothy A. Pearson
Richard Riley
L. Christian Schaupp
Megan McBride-Schaupp

Economics
Ronald Balvers
Arabinda Basistha
Randy Childs
Brian Cushing
Stratford Douglas
Eran Guse
George Hammond
Clifford Hawley
Ming-jeng Hwang
Shulchiro Nishioka
Santiago Pinto
William Reece
Russell S. Sobel
William Trumbull
Tom S. Witt
Feng Yao
Andrew Young

Marketing
James Brown
Jody Crosno
Annie Cui
Paula Fitzgerald
Karen France
Cyril Logar
Michael Walsh
Andy Wood

MIS
Oran Alston
James Denton
Virginia Klesit
Graham Peace
Nanda Surendra

Business Administration
Gerald Blakely
Neil Bucklew
David Cale
David Dawley
Jack A. Fuller
Joyce Heames
Tim Heames
Jeffery Houghton
Gary S. Insch
Nancy McIntyre
Dietrich Schaupp
Abhishek Srivastava
Linda Sypolt

Executive In Residence
William Hutchison

Finance
Ashok Abbott
Naomi Boyd
K. Victor Chow
Frank DeGeorge
Ann Marie Hibbert
Alexander Kurov
Constanza Meneghetti
William Riley
Terry Rose
Paul J. Speaker

Staff

Bonnie Anderson, Graduate Programs
Jane Armstrong, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Jamie Bouquot Bureau of Business and Economic Research
Debra Buchanan, Industrial Relations
Lana Cantoni, Dean’s Office
Erin Carter, Center for Chinese Business, Finance and Marketing
Brian Chang, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Christiadi, Bureau of Business and Economic Research
Andrea Davis, Business Office
Anita Davis, Executive Education
R. Lynn Feather, Development
Greg Goodwin, Center for Career Development
Tami Gurley-Calvez, Bureau of Business and Economic Research
Susan Gustin, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Amy Higginbotham, Bureau of Business and Economic Research
Carole Kiger, Technology Support
Chee Lee, Center for Chinese Business
Henry Lee, Technology Support
Erica Lindsay, Communications & Marketing
Susan Maczko, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Linda Moore, Dean’s Office
Jo Morrow, Business Administration
Michelle Paugh, Business Office
Cynthia Perkins, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Lisa Polling, Executive Education
Patricia Ratliff, Business Office
Patty Reed, Technology Support
Susan Robison, Center for Career Development
Karen Smith, Economics
Charylene St. Clair, Graduate Programs
David Stone, Development
Catharine Thieme, Undergraduate Programs and Advising
Vickie Trickett, Communications & Marketing
Elizabeth Vitullo, Graduate Programs
Bachelor of Science

Economics

August 2010
Aaron Eugene Chipps
Steven R. Thebner

December 2010
Brandon David Jones
Brannan Dale Lahoda
Ryan Michael Romano
Timothy Tidmarsh

May 2011
Seth Allen Bailey
† Lauren Marie Bartlow
John William Gilligan
Joshua Daniel Kendrick
Ryan R. King
Alexandra Morgan Kitts
Marvin Quaye
Andrew Eliot Sherman-Ash
* Peter Paul Shirley
Richard E. Skiles III
** Kyle Bradley Smith
** Sarah Kathryn Voegelin

Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration

Accounting

August 2010
Michael A. Alam
John Thomas Briggs
* Melinda Tafara Daura
Andrew Louis Hendricks
Gregory S. Kepner
* Joel Andrew Lewis
* Christopher Daniel Pecka
Jamon Keith Wolfe
Michael G. Yost

December 2010
** Sydney Michelle Bogess
Charles Rodger Bondarenka IV
Lauren Ashley Campbell
* Mark Francis Dvoroznak
Lauren Ann Eley
*** Julie Ann Francis
Elia G. Frenn
** Kristen Michelle Handy
Terrence William Henderson II

Danica Marie Kempinski
* Eric Robb Krzys
Dustin Andrew Martin
** Shawn Michael Mayhew
Leslie Ann McCardle-Gray
Tyler Robert Oldaker
** James Matthew Robertson
Stephen Edward Seitz
Jelisa Nicole Stubbs

May 2011
Justin Ray Adkins
** Hilarie Aressa Alberico
Ryan Edward Alleman
Elizabeth D. Arline
Olivia Rose Audia
*** Lauren Brooke Ayers
Eric T. Bailey
** Danielle Marie Bieniek
Ashley Rae Bolyard
*** Lauren Jeanay Booth
† Georgia Marie Boyd
** Kelly Anne Brockway
**† Christopher Ernest Burky
** Daniel John Cavello
Nicole Danielle Clutter
Cristen Alane Collins
* Chad Westley Cotrill
Kelsea M. Coyne
Joseph Kyle Cunningham
Charles G. Dellingler
Patrick David Dermuc
Spencer Micheal Didion
Samuel Dillon
Ryan R. Donnelly
Joseph Benjamin Ducatman
* Kelly Renee Dunmire
Matthew Edward Duvall
Sean Michael Easton
Brian Edward Engle
Sean Patrick Ennis
Stephanie Marie Fabis
† Leigha Elaine Fleming
Colin W. Fortier
Amanda Lee Fowler
*** Lisa Beth Fraley
** Bryan Michael Fund
Charles Clinton Gabbert
Lauren Ashley Giffen
Felicia Rose Gibberti
* Michael Gradishar
** Errol Sean Griebel
*** Amanda Suellen Hall
** Jason Lee Harmon
* Michael James Harmon
** Ryan Andrew Hasara
****† Caitlin Kimberly Helmer
*** Ian Glen Henry
Nathan Blake Herrington
*** Patrick James Hickmann
* Daniel Robert Hill
Samuel E. Hinebaugh
Chris Nelson Hoke
*** Jennifer M. Holley
Jesse Lane Isner
Derek A. Jefferson
*** Austin Matthew Jones
* Stephanie Alison Jones
John Isaac Kelso
***† Jacob Thomas Kidwell
Jennifer L. Kimble
** Jessica Lynn Kinley
David Valerian Kocot
*** Andrew Frank Lamson
** Jessica Leigh Lawrence
* Brian Frederick Lee
Timothy Allen Lieving
Sean Emery Loughrie
Stephen Andrew Marcus
Laurie Martorana
Katherine A. Maurer
*** Joseph Michael McCawley
Kyle Martin McGrath
* Joanna Elizabeth Merzelstein
*** Andrew John Mikac
*** Brian Andrew Miller
Philip Girard Molle
Justin Robert Moore
*** Jonathan Pierce Moriarty
Kyle Mullane
Gary James Neil, Jr.
* Brian David Null
** Somtochukwu Nicholas Okonkwo
*** Kristin Nicole Patterson
Douglas Richard Pell
** Shannon Ray Piggott
* Vincent Placco III
* Courtney Marie Plante
Eli P. Popicg
* Robert B. Qualch
* Bradley Ross Raxenberg
Gregory E. Reed
Matthew Joseph Reilly
Daniel Andrew Romain
Dennis Michael Ryan
Keith A. Salnick
*** Albert Richard Sementa

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.

The College will be recognizing its August 2011 graduates at its May 2011 Commencement Ceremony. Graduates’ names and award of degree will however appear in the May 2012 commencement program.
Christopher Russell Shafer  
* Chirag J. Shah  
*** Andrew Charles Shectman  
* Devan Thomas Smith  
Stefanie Ardessa Snyder  
George Joseph Solometo IV  
* Stephen Joseph Sondericker  
Steven Joseph Staffileno  
** Richard Benjamin Stewart  
Timothy Ryan Stutler  
*** † Kelsey Lynn Swaim  
Christina Hollister Kerry Trent  
Megan Carinne Trusal  
Rodney S. Turner  
Michael Caleb Vance  
*** † Shannon René Veyon  
Corey Joshua Waldman  
Paul Andrew Walker  
Samantha Marie West  
** Jared Charles Wylie  
Michael Spiro Zumas

Business Management  
August 2010  
Kathleen Leigh Arber  
Alexander Mckinstray Bartin  
Scott Alan Beitzell  
Savannah Denise Clay  
* Jillian Cobb  
Bethany Lynn Fitzpatrick  
Ashley Nicole Foltz  
Ramon Garcia  
Bradley Carl Lindberg II  
Joshua John Moran  
* Daniel Alexander Page  
Adam Blake Perry  
Emily Faye Rabey  
Daniel Thomas Saoud  
Jessica Paige Stubbs

December 2010  
Matthew Jacob Alten  
* John Anthony Bailey  
Elida Eileen Beatty  
Matthew Grant Beatty  
Brandon Alexander Biller  
* Brenton Ambrose Carnell  
Stephen Allan Conte  
Charles Anthony Custer  
Lindsey Alicia Dawson  
Maria A. Dunn  
*** Deborah Jane Eddy  
* Philip Jacob Fisher  
Richard Edward Gammieri  
* Jordan Mitchell Jarrett  
* Brent Cameron Judy  
Abby Lynn Kern  
Michael Ryan Lambert  
Stephanie M. Learn

Maura Renee Lee  
Daniel A. Morante  
Cameron Dickinson Payne  
Wesley Travis Ritchie  
Nathan W. Shaw  
Andrew Patrick Shelton  
Kathleen Colborn Siegrist  
Sarah Elizabeth Twigg  
Zachery Bryan Ueltschy

May 2011  
** Andrea Christine Allen  
Jonathan Keith Andersen  
Francis Joseph Angotti  
Amy Elizabeth Atkinson  
*Nafiseh Bayat  
Schuyler Bennett Beck  
* Stephanie Faye Boden  
Kierstin D'nae Brooks  
Christopher Michael Burnett  
* Elizabeth Megan Buzzo  
Andrew C. Carr  
Nathan Bauer Carter  
** Robert Preston Cline  
James Tyler Crawford  
Alexander Charles Cvrk  
Marco Nicholas Dedda  
Scott Dominic DiGuglielmo  
* Dana Lynnelle Doyle  
Drew Alan Dumont  
Matthew Phillip James Edwards  
Taylor Nichole Effland  
Christopher Scott Everett  
Bradley Aaron Feigenbaum  
Landon T. Ferrell  
Daniel Vincent Fox  
Albert Daniel Friend  
Zakariah Thomas Gaudreau  
Brian David Gawthrop  
Suzanna Jessica Geller  
Karley Alaina Goodwin  
Shane Paul Grady  
Michael Joseph Green  
Robert Joseph Green  
Kelsey LeeAnn Guthrie  
Benjamin Matthew Harris  
Cole Allen Henry  
* Gregory Raymond Hummer  
Seth Ray Jarvis  
Barclay G. Jones  
Jason Christopher Junkin  
Michael John Kent  
Tabitha Nicole Knicely  
* Haleigh Blair Krieg  
Robert Joe Leveille III  
Christopher Leon Lewallen  
Joretta F. Livengood  
Katherine Elizabeth Maguire  
Chad Allan Maynard  
* Brittany Rose Michael  
** Alyssa Kay Moate

David Robert Moore  
** Liza Violet Muniz  
Andrew McLearen Murray  
William Peter Neely  
Patrick Robert O'Malley  
* Tara Grace Paolomelio  
Molly Claire Park  
** Brady Jordan Pellarin  
Isaac Otey Perkins  
Amanda Noelle Richman  
Jerad D. Simpson  
Andrew Michael Skasik  
Thomas Casey Smithson  
Caitlin Paige Spratt  
* Evan Drew Stevens  
Jeremy Reese St Pierre  
Cameron Dale Taylor  
Kelly Elizabeth Taylor  
Jessika Rae Thompson  
Aaron Douglas Thugut  
Brandon Michael Tucker  
Matthew Martin Vargo  
* David Peter Vignovic  
Craig Ronald Vittese  
Steven John Westerman  
Christopher M. Wilder  
Bryan Curtis Yeaglin  
Thomas Alfonso Zebrowski

Finance  
August 2010  
Hamad A. ALGahtani  
Caressa Bena Stoller  
Frank Kevin Uglik II

December 2010  
Matthew James Allevato  
David Michael Barker  
Justin W. Bates  
** Amber Renee Bowman  
Robert Chase Dewese  
** Christine Jeanne Faini  
* Christina Marie Glance  
* John Robert Hatfield  
David Robert Jacavone  
Jennifer Elizabeth Jacobs  
Jaime Elizabeth Quinn  
Seth Neil Rockey  
Ryan Dennis Stanowick  
Roger Lee Surphin II  
Ashley Dawn White

May 2011  
Jesse D. Allen  
Zachary John Bell  
Maria Terese Borracci  
Marcus Aaron Broadwater  
Adam Paul Brown  
* Shanté Marie Brown  
Stephen Allan Castilow  
Joseph Ryan Cerone  
Wesley J. Clark
Management Information Systems

August 2010
Ryan Matthew Grant
Stephen Jude Hendricks

December 2010
Patrick A. Carroll
* Christopher W. Gurtshaw
Matthew Robert Kullman

May 2011
Rani Mohammed Aldaalouj
Thomas Parker Bailey
Kasha Marie Beidler
Shayla Lynn Boyle

Cameron Baker Childs
Victoria Jeanne Colasensano
Justin Ethan Collins
Julie Ann Dunn
Jared David Lloyd Friedman
Brenton Louis Jakiel
Bryce Wolfgang Kennedy
Derek L. Knight, Jr.
Daniel L. Lively

* Joseph Patrick McVey
Steven Andrew Pauley
Joshua Scott Ratliff
Jerry Joseph Richards
Michael Ross Shriver
Brian Thomas Sturm
Robert Patrick Thompson
Joshua Tocci
Stephanie Ann Vander Horn
Andrew Dale Whitmer

Marketing

August 2010
Hatem Abdulrahman Al Fayeza
Ahmed Abdulrahman Alfaadh Alsubaie
Ali A. Alsenea
Scott Bradford Beaven
* Douglas Joseph Christman
William T. Maddalone
Stephanie Michelle Rayl
Garrett Edward Rieser
Jessica Lynn Saurborn

* Kristin Brianne Skidmore
Alissa Beth Sweeney
Jeanette Kathyrn Vara
Anthony Thomas Veverka III

December 2010
Michael T. Austin
Marko Nicholas Badovinac
Kevin A. Beck
William Seth Bostaph
James Joseph Brown III
John Tyler Calvert
Cole Jason Carder
Carol M. Ebner
* Lauren Marie Evans
Kerri Leigh Fitzgerald

Ryan E. Fletcher
Andrew Hunt Gilbert
Christopher Michael Jackson
Nikolaus Allstair Koester
Matthew Scott Kolb
* Allison Kay McClung
Kevin Nolan Quain
Erica Rose Ryan
Brittany Jane Schoch
Jacob Austin Spaur
Michael J. Spear
Alexander Neil Stewart

May 2011
Kirk Lyndell Adkins II

* Angela Kay Amerzua
Marc Louis Apter
Caroline Elaine Axton
Seyyedeh Aysan Azabdaftari
Amanda Michelle Baker
Everett Alexander Baldwin
Travis Andrew Basso

* Amy Olivia Bergstresser
* Daniel Richard Bernardo
Jennifer Rae Bevans
Kayla R. Bumbaugh

* William Alexander Carswell
Alissa Marie Caumo
Marc Michael Cestaro
Shawn Joseph Conahan
Adam James Daniels
Danielle Nicole Daquin
Patrick DeAngelis
Brad Christopher Denny
Robert Michael DeSano
Colin J. Durborow
Andrea Lynn Everett
Ronald Joseph Finafrock

* Kasey Marie Fisher
Ariel Elizabeth Foy
* Cameron Joseph Friedy
Abigail Paige Gavanditri
Heather A. Geiss
* Joshua Steven Gilchrist
Kyle Gregory Golombos
Thomas Harrison Gorrell
Amanda Marie Groggel
James Charles Hahn
* Kimberly Nicole Harlow

* Lavern Roché Johnson
* Hannah Elizabeth Keyser
John Michael Kundrat
* Katie Margaret Landfield

* Jessica Wing-See Li
Cailin Michelle Limetti
Daniel Bryce Long
Kirsten Lia Marshall

* Lee Edwin Masters
Jessica Lynn MccChesney
Devin Thomas McDermott

* Elyssa Wendy Meier
* Katelyn Ashley Mock
Thomas Kyle Naples
Jason Nicholas Olen
*** Stephen A. O'Neil
Charles Dayne Pearl
Nicole Leigh Peltz
Joseph Patrick Petito
** Christina Paige Quinn
Spencer Alan Quinn
* Jesse Matthew Reed
*** Elizabeth Michelle Richter
Jacqueline Rose Ruggiero
** Blair Ashley Ryan
Kacie Lane Schiefer
* Ryan Daniel Sendro
Richard Gilbert Shuman III
Foster Lee Sirbaugh III
Anne Elizabeth Smeed
*** Scott H. Stacy
Karmen Charise Stafford
Melissa Joy Stamalogos
Jordan Tyler Stern
Lauren Danae Swisher
Mouatez Medhat Tantawy
John Michael Todd
Sarah Brooke Varda
* Jacob Michael Watt
Michael Joseph White, Jr.
Hilah Zia

Master of Arts

Economics

May 2011
Eric Norman Bowen
Oleg Kucher
Eric James Pennington

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration

August 2010
Matthew James Anstey
Zachary Even Armentrout
Eric Robert Arnold
Dachaphol Balankura
Robert Louis Baldwin, Jr.
Rachel Bell
Amanda Danielle Bickerton
Lisa Michelle Baker Bowerman
Todd Allen Branhm
Sean Michael Buel
Natalie Rita Committee
Asel Akbarovna Connolly
Charles Richard Cyphert
Jason Thomas Diemann
Kevin Patrick Donohue
William Carter France
Corey Ellen Gabbert
William Leo Gautreau
Kelsey Jo Greco
Caitlin Marie Henning
Chad Everett Hileman
Margaret Janice Ann Hively
Brian David Kalar
George Fuhmuma Kangha
Ashley Renee Lawrence
Chance Michael Litton
Ann-Marie Mathieu Marnell
Cody William Meenan
Rachel Joy Miller
William Crichton Miller III
Yusuke Nagai
Aki Oguri
Tara Lynn Roberts
Stephen Joseph Seem
Angela Joelene Sheffield
Laura Elizabeth Simatic
Mary Theresa Soo Hon
Daniel Doyle Stockdale
Gabriel John Stotrick
Charles Thomas Strope
Jessica Paige Sumner
Christopher Charles Swecker
Rachel Ann Taylor
Timothy Aaron Waybright
Wenzhe Xia
Aubrey Elizabeth Zeigler

December 2010
Brian C. Abe, Jr.
Reshad Ququin Alexander
Christopher Joseph Altobello
Jennah Marie Altobello
Rebecca Suzanne Baker
Jason Scott Bussey
Chris Francis Callen
Daniel Lucas Cochran
Daniel Davidson
Alfred Willis Foster IV
Jasmine A. Gilbert
Cheryl Lynne Hisam
Carole Lynn Kiger
Kimberlee S. Legg
Wyatt Thompson Lilly
Joshua Michael Luoni
Jeffrey John Martucci
Glen Walton McNew III
Grant Alexander Meadows
Brandon C. Merriman
Fredric Burke Mills
Donald Frederick Mock III
Robert Keith Nichols
Victor David Proietti
Benjamin Hill Randolph
Michael Clarence Smith
Matthew David Thornton
Meifen Wang
Michael Andrew White I
Roger Dale Whitt II
Matthew Craig Williams
Thomas Avery Wimmer II
Devdatta Ashok Yogi

May 2011
Barry Joe Adams
Hanan Eisa AL Dossary
Michael E. Alpago
Jeremy Donald Ashe
William Edward Bane
Jonathan Shane Beam
Timothy D. Brethhauer
Rebecca Elizabeth Burns
James Andrew Campbell
Nicole Annette Cofer-Fleming
Pearl Michelle Cofer
John Walter Craffhun, Jr.
Hillary Brie Dennis
Robert Stephen Dennis
Adrian Ellis Dowell, Jr.
Michael Edward Fleming, Jr.
Matthew Alton Fletcher
Ramon Jyrwa Flores
John Bundu Fosanah
Kimberly Renee Foltz
Ngosong Fonkem
Elizabeth Jeanette Guthrie
Chris R. Hamilton
Craig M. Hill
Will Hudson
David Warren Joseph Kirkpatrick
Jessica Kaye Lamb
Michael Eugene Lavengood
Ashley Christine Leveille
Gregory Michael Luttrell
Michael Scott Mangum
Aravinda Nanjundappa
Susan Plumley
Heather Ashley Richardson
Heather Dawn Ritchie
Matthew Allen Royce
Patrick Scott Schneble
Eric Louis Sapatofore
Kevin Patrick Speaker
Scott Allen Stephenson
Michael Todd Vira
Jennifer L. Ware
Catherine Ann Wilkes
Kevin Douglas Wolfe
Lauren Allison Joyce Zaritsky
John Samuel Zuercher

Master of Professional Accountancy

Professional Accountancy

August 2010
Stephanie Michele Burke
Nathaniel Joseph Carroll
Sarah Elizabeth Crouse
Kerry Lorree Davis
Scott Allen Stephenson
Michael Todd Vira
Jennifer L. Ware
Catherine Ann Wilkes
Kevin Douglas Wolfe
Lauren Allison Joyce Zaritsky
John Samuel Zuercher
December 2010
Andrew S. Dailer
Christopher Daniel Dowell
Billy J. Edwards
Elizabeth Claire Harless
Nathan P. Poling
Stephen Lee Stout
Amanda Marie Wilson

May 2011
Jordan Michael Bable
Seth Bernstein
Robert Bruce Lovett IV
Amanda Jean Macklen
Rachel Marie Meyer
Thomas Edward Morton
Kayla E. Show
Derek Douglas Tabar
Matthew Scott Tyczkowski

Master of Science
Finance
August 2010
Matthew James Anstey
Nan Chen
Qiang Chong
John Failing
William Carter France
William Leo Gautreau
Caitlin Marie Henning
George Fuhrmuma Kangha
Jing-Wun Grace Liao
Chia-Yu Liu
Ryan James Owens
Rachel Ann Taylor
Hui Wang
Christopher S. Warash

Industrial Relations
August 2010
Jennifer Michelle Burkhart
Alexis Dawn Marie Burt
Alaina D. Caldwell
Margaret Carney
Emily Brook Collins
Alyssa Marie DeSantis
Jeremy Joseph Dorsey
Nikki Michelle Eliopoulos
Lydia Kathryn Gilpin
Robert Fletcher Goldsmith, Jr.
John Bankhead Hardison
Adam Steven Heller
Kathryn M. Hendren
Grant Matthew Henley
Blair Annette Hering
Heather Marie Hostutler
William Benjamin Lawson
Alyssa Lauren Lopez
Benjamin Douglas Maatman
Tyler Evan Martin
Emily Diane McCoy
Heidi Ann Milne
Jessica Rose Murray
John Edward Rahl
Jessica Lynne Rice
Melissa Rene Rinehart
Donovan Andrew Sarr
Nathan Lawrence Smith
Colleen M. Speaker
James Gregory Staten II
Jessica Paige Sumner
Kaitlin Tinney Tierney
Jessica Tyler Titchnell
Laura Alanna Wilson
Greg Allen Wimer

December 2010
Ellen C. Cook
Stephanie Anne Foster
Cortney Allyse Leonbruno
Safana A. Mainani
Zachary Allen Cole-Parsens
Victor Emmanuel Sella-Villa
Annie Elizabeth Taylor

Doctor of Philosophy
Economics
August 2010
David Richard Christafore
Seth J. Kopchak
Sanjukta Roy
Arzu Sen

December 2010
Harumi Hattori
Alina Florinela Klein

May 2011
George R. Crowley III
Rudolf F. Klein
Casto Marin Montero Kuscevic
Juan Sebastian Leguizamon

Beta Gamma Sigma Honorary
Beta Gamma Sigma is the international business honor society for students enrolled in programs accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB International). To qualify for membership inductees must be in the top ten percent of baccalaureate students, in the top twenty percent of the graduate students, or have completed all degree requirements for doctoral studies.

2010 Members Graduating
Angela Amezquita
Lauren Brooke Ayers
Karen Jean Booth
Kelly Anne Brockway
Daniel John Cavello
Christopher Scott Everett
Kasey Marie Fisher
Amanda Suellen Hall
Ryan Andrew Hasara
Patrick James Hickmann
Jennifer M. Holley
Kevin James Hughes
Jacob Thomas Kidwell
Brannon Dale Lahoda
Andrew Frank Lamson
Andrew John Mikac

Brian Andrew Miller
Jonathan Pierce Moriarty
Jose M. Palacio-Bedoya
Elizabeth Michelle Richter
Albert Richard Sementa
Andrew Charles Schectman
Kelsey Lynn Swaim
James D. Triano
Alan J. Wilson

2010 Members Graduating
James Benjamin Goss
Kristin Nicole Patterson
Jared D. Simpson
Kevin Patrick Speaker
John Samuel Zuercher
Faculty Marshals

Undergraduate Majors
Professor Nancy Lynch
Accounting
Dr. Brian Cushing
Economics
Dr. Naomi Boyd
Finance
Dr. Jun Xia
Management
Professor Oran Alston
Management Information Systems
Dr. Andy Wood
Marketing

Graduate Majors
Dr. Brian Cushing
Economics
Dr. Scott Fleming
Accounting
Dr. Gary Insch
Master of Business Administration
Dr. Paul Speaker
Finance

Student Marshals

Undergraduate Majors
Lauren Brooke Ayers
Accounting
Peter Paul Shirley
Economics
Jonathan David Michael
Finance
Christopher A. Carr
Business Management
Joseph Patrick McVey
Management Information Systems
Angela Kay Amezcua
Marketing

Graduate Degrees
George R. Crowley III
Ph.D., Economics
Amanda Mae Kobasher
Master of Professional Accounting
Hanan Elisa AL Dossary
Master of Business Administration
Brittany Audia
Master of Science in Finance
Sunday, May 15, 2011
9:30 a.m. | Coliseum
142nd Commencement
West Virginia University

Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources & Design
Sunday, May 15, 2011 | 9:30 a.m.

Stage

Animal & Nutritional Sciences
Design & Merchandising
Forestry & Natural Resources
Plant & Soil Sciences

MDS - MS
MS - PhD

Resource Management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER OF EXERCISES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prelude and Processional</strong>*</td>
<td>Krista Shinew, D.M.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| National Anthem    | Sarah Nale  
*Doctor of Musical Arts Candidate* |
| Welcoming Remarks  | Cameron R. Hackney, Dean  
*Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design* |
| Commencement Address| Dr. Franklin E. Boteler, Assistant Director  
*Institute of Bioenergy, Climate and Environment*  
*USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture* |
| “My Home Among the Hills” | Sarah Nale |
| Presentation of Graduates | Kenneth P. Blemings, *Associate Professor*  
*Animal and Nutritional Science* |
| Presentation of Candidates for Degrees of Doctor of Philosophy |  |
| Presentation of Candidates for Master’s Degrees |  |
| Presentation of Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees |  |
| Division of Animal & Nutritional Sciences |  |
| Division of Design & Merchandising |  |
| Division of Forestry & Natural Resources |  |
| Division of Plant & Soil Sciences |  |
| Division of Resource Management |  |
| Conferring of University Degrees | Russell K. Dean, *Senior Associate Provost for Academic Affairs*  
*West Virginia University* |
| Alumni Charge to the Class of 2011 | HR Scott, President, *Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design Alumni Association* |
| Alma Mater** | Sarah Nale |
| Recessional | Krista Shinew |

Please join us for a reception to congratulate our graduates immediately following the ceremony in the Shell Building beside the Coliseum.

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at [http://commencement.wvu.edu](http://commencement.wvu.edu).

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Coliseum.
THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE
DAVIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES AND DESIGN

Cameron R. Hackney  Dean
Dennis K. Smith  Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Timothy T. Phipps  Associate Dean for Research and Outreach
Thomas W. Green  Assistant Dean for Finance and Administration
Paul E. Lewis  Assistant Director for Outreach and Community Affairs
Steven W. Selin  Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs
Barton S. Baker  Director of the Division of Plant & Soil Sciences
Matthew Wilson  Interim Director of the Division of Animal & Nutritional Sciences
Barbara S. McFall  Director of the Division of Design & Merchandising
Joseph F. McNeel  Director of the Division of Forestry & Natural Resources
Jerald J. Fletcher  Director of the Division of Resource Management

DR. FRANKLIN E. BOTELE

Franklin E. Boteler (Frank) currently serves as the Assistant Director of the Institute of Bioenergy, Climate and Environment (IBCE) in the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture. IBCE programs advance science through awarding approximately $300 million per year in grants to support research, education, and extension in sustainable bioenergy, adaptation/mitigation of agriculture and natural resources to climate change and variability, sustainable natural resources, and environmental concerns.

Previously, Dr. Boteler held progressively responsible positions with the North Carolina, Idaho, and Washington State Parks Systems. In Washington he functioned as the chief operating officer responsible for 1000 FTE’s (including 250 commissioned park rangers), 125 parks, a $100 million operating budget, and an $80 million capital development budget. He regularly participated in cabinet meetings of Governor Locke in Washington and Governor Andrus in Idaho, prepared briefing documents and gave presentations to policy setting boards and commissions, and testified before state legislative committees.

Dr. Boteler was a tenured associate professor in the West Virginia University Division of Forestry performing research and teaching in forest resources management. His research work was supported by the National Park Service, the USDA Forest Service, and the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources which he worked with in setting the original carrying capacity and safety regulations for whitewater use of the Cheat, New, and Gauley Rivers.

Dr. Boteler holds a doctorate and masters from the Pennsylvania State University School of Forest Resources and a B.S. in psychology from the University of Maryland. He has completed substantial executive management training including a four week in-residence training on executive leadership at Federal Executive Institute, two weeks in residence at the Washington State Executive Managers Program, the North Carolina Certified Public Manager Program, and numerous courses from the Kennedy School of Government Studies at Harvard and the Brookings Institution.

Frank is an avid outdoors person who enjoys skiing in British Columbia, mountain climbing, road biking, backpacking, and river running. He has climbed Mt. Rainier and is currently in training to climb Mt. Denali. His wife, a WVU graduate, is a reference librarian and their son, born in the WVU Hospital, is a recent graduate of Western Washington University.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Multidisciplinary Studies

December 2010

** Nathan Daniel Askins
Nathan Thomas Barie
Bridget Marie Haas
Amanda Jane Summy

May 2011

Cara Patton Boyle
Joseph Alex Kraynak
Scott Douglas Mathess
Courtney Anne Ponikvar
Valerie Lynn Richards

*** Samantha Ann Spencer

Bachelor of Science

Agribusiness Management and Rural Development

August 2010
Keith Gregory Bohrer
Justin Douglas Goodnight
* Stephanie Nichole Moore
Lucia A. Mosesso
Brian James Neilan
Devin Michael Patten

** Kevin Joseph Shippe
Jason Charles Tyrell

December 2010

** Victoria Brooks Bishop
Lori Lynn Chamblee
** Ashley Cassandra Kisamore
Christopher Nicholas Novosel
Jonathan David Parli
Rachel Louise Spiker
Jessica Lyn Winters

May 2011

Mario Ian Canales
Lisa Michelle Daffin
Dylan William Foley
* Jaclyn Shae Hoover
Andrew Cole Hutson
Zohaib Khan
Edward Wallace Knight II

Animal and Nutritional Sciences

August 2010
Lillie Beth Haynes

December 2010
Jeremy Frye
Michelle Nicole Hall
Casey Ellen Hogan
Cassondra Nicole Miller

*** Chelsea Ann Opdyke
Jack Walter Pimer
William Justin Bradley Smith

May 2011
Garrett Michael Bailey
* William Christopher Brooks
* Ashley Marie Campasino
Amanda Jo Clark
Brittany Ann Clark
Matthew Lewis Deacon
Michelle Rodrigues Domingos
Ora Lawson Ford
Stephen Curtis Getz

*** Katelyn Christine Hlusko
Michelle Diane Iardi

** Travis James Kreashko
Amanda Lynn Leister
Tiffany L. Mahalchick

* Megan Marie McCorkel
Brittany Dawn McCutcheon
Laura Fay Moore
Jessica Ruth Nickerson

** Brittany Lee Ours
Paige Greer Parrack
William Alexander Proudfoot
* Lisa Marie Raab
* Todd R. Rinerger
Amber Nicole Rose
Tonya Kay Skidmore
* Jaclyn Ellen Warner
** Margaret R. Zafiris

Applied and Environmental Microbiology

December 2010

Calvin Christopher Lang
Aaron Michael Miller
Drew Richard Newsome
* Emily Rose Perdue
Mathew Robert Riemenschnieder
Zachary Stephen Rizzi
Brian Joseph Sweeney

Daniel C. Maddalena
May 2011
Matthew Luke Riznik

*** Autumn Lynn Sayre

Biochemistry

May 2011
Zachary Angelo Angius
** Marie-Louise Asselin
*** † John Taylor Barnard II
* Ryan Christopher Cavender
Sophia Erica Chien
Margaret Conde
Anastasia Lockard DuPont
Adam Walter Eifert

*** † Kristine Ann Bybee-Finley
* Jason Daniel Gallentine
John Samuel Ketz
Tasha Dawn Marker
* Grant Alexander Neely
*** Corey James Ritter
* Charles Robert Russell
Emily Michelle Shaffer
Samantha Ellen Starling

*** † Stanley Eugene Strawbridge
** Michael David Williams
Brittany Marie Woodall

Design Studies

May 2011
Caitlin Carrigan
** Kathleen Andrea Ebert
Hadley Elizabeth Garnett
Samantha Rose Hitt
Lisa Renee McClung
* Sara Katherine Schnably
Shaina Kate Zelesnick

Environmental and Natural Resource Economics

August 2010
Vaughn Augustus Courtney
David Charles Lemasters

*** Alex Workman Tenaglio

December 2010
Matthew David Adamiak

May 2011
Patrick Brian Burke
Laura Susan Calvert
Kenneth Wayne Durst
Drew Harrison Herstine
Anthony Michael Orbita Jette

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Douglas Paul Tarasek

**Fashion Design and Merchandising**

* August 2010
  - Jordanna Charlotte Arbogast
  - Danielle Lynn Bell
  - Ashley Diane Berg
  - Lauren Ann Bielawski
  - Courtney Lynn Bioux
  - Lindsay Roslyn Brown
  - Ashley Marie Bussard
  - Mariangela Compahnone
  * Catherine Jun Crockett
  - Anne Elizabeth Dinan
  - Ashley Nicole Dunn
  - Jillian Michele Edwards
  - Chelsey Kate Ellard
  ** Amanda Nicole Gill
  - Sarah Kaitlin Hoover
  * Bailey Glover Johnson
  - Francesca Ann Musick
  - Laurie Nkechi Ogu
  - Meghan Nichole O’Leary
  - Heather Ann Papoushek
  - Erika Whitney Phillips
  - Lindsey Marie Podlesnik
  * Anastacia Elizabeth Sprague
  - Lindsey Elizabeth Swann
  - Jamie Dawn Wheeler
  ** Jessica Lydawn Wilson

* December 2010
  - Ali Raye Hermosilla
  - Julie Michelle Morris
  - Jaclyn Kathryn Nix
  - Brittany Lynn Skinner
  - Megan Lynn Sweeney
  - Chelsea Elise Thomas

* May 2011
  - Mary Kate Benson
  *** Sarah Elizabeth Chiplaskey
  - Jennifer Lynn Contino
  - Sarah Ellen Corrick
  * Julie Elizabeth Friedman
  ** Michelle Allison Greder
  * Ariana Skye Grieu
  * Alisa Jean Griffin
  - Jennifer Dail Harrington
  *** Melanie Lauren Hess
  - Stacy Katherine Litwinowicz
  *** Anna Marie Orso
  - Anna Corinne Pennington
  ** Candace Alise Rapanotti
  - Whitney Anne Ray
  *** Aracely Rivero-Cuellar
  *** Erika Ellen Smith
  ** Kathryn Lee Vidmar

**Interior Design**

* May 2011
  - Mary Kate Benson
  *** Sarah Elizabeth Chiplaskey
  - Jennifer Lynn Contino
  - Sarah Ellen Corrick
  * Julie Elizabeth Friedman
  ** Michelle Allison Greder
  * Ariana Skye Grieu
  * Alisa Jean Griffin
  - Jennifer Dail Harrington
  *** Melanie Lauren Hess
  - Stacy Katherine Litwinowicz
  *** Anna Marie Orso
  - Anna Corinne Pennington
  ** Candace Alise Rapanotti
  - Whitney Anne Ray
  *** Aracely Rivero-Cuellar
  *** Erika Ellen Smith
  ** Kathryn Lee Vidmar

**Wildlife and Fisheries Resources**

* August 2010
  ** Dylan Kristopher Fowler
  - Chelsea Darlene Gibson
  - Bryan William Janney
  - Justin Mark Jennings
  - Chrissy Watts
  - Christopher James Wren

* December 2010
  - Rebecca Jean Funk
  - Matthew David Goldberg
  - Annika Leigh Lantz
  - Luke Raynes Lively
  - Brett Michael Matthews
  - John David Moore II
  - Aaron Michael Nemeyer
  - L. Logan Riggleman
  - Geoffrey Henry Weichert
  ** Daniel Phillip Whiteman

* May 2011
  - Mary Elizabeth Arnold
  - Jody Cass Baker
  * Bartholomew James Barhorst
  - Cathleen Jocelyn Collier
  - Kaytlyn Mey Collins

**Human Nutrition and Foods**

* August 2010
  - Pai-Hui Ko

* December 2010
  - Ashley Elizabeth Kiger
  - Jillian Meghan Loro

* May 2011
  *** Rebecca Claire Dattola
  - Amanda Lynne Demcsak
  ** Abney Simmons Kilcollin
  - Julia Michele McCracken
  - Rayann Lyn McElhaney
  *** Michelle Ann McGinley
  ** Jessica Lynn Willet
  ** Katelyn Eileen Williams

**Wood Science and Technology**

* August 2010
  - Michael Scott Ashworth
  - Marcus Lee Bailey
  - James Daniel Shadd

* December 2010
  - Robert James Bell
  - Ryan Andrew Bremar
  - Jonathon Charles Harbin
  - Joel Grayson Raymond
  - Jonathan Steele Shuman
  - Joseph Brandon Utz

* May 2011
  - Nicholas Chilcoate
  - Jordan Neil Curry
  * Patrick Carroll Eisenhauer
  - Andrew Joseph Grubler
  - Jeremy Wayne Owens

**Bachelor of Science in Agriculture**

**Agricultural and Extension Education**

* August 2010
  - Marty Rae Walker

* December 2010
  - Kayla Jene Lemley
  - Jessica Lee Maple
  - Steven Blake Smith
  ** Jamie Lynn Snider
  * Adam Dewayne Weekley

* May 2011
  - Kelsey Lee Beverage
  ** Samantha Ann Galloway
  *** Randall Christopher Harrold
  ** Katlyn Marie Hendershot
  * Bridget Marie Hoffman
  - Jennifer Leann Kile
  * Jaime LeAnn Larkin
  - Ian Luther Newlin
  - Samantha Rebecca Richardson
  - Kathryn Elizabeth Simunich
  - Mitch Darrell Wagoner
** Erik Herbert Yost  
Agroecology  
December 2010  
Sara Beth Taylor

** Joseph Michael Tokash  
** Bachelor of Science in Forestry  
Forest Resources Management  
August 2010  
Zachary DeMonde Collins  
Kyle Gillespie  
Daniel W. Ramsey  
Shane Franklin Richardson  
Darrel Andrew Wright  

December 2010  
Matthew Frank Kemo  
Ian Christopher Kisamore  
Brian Michael Stiglitz  

May 2011  
Dane Robert Cunningham  
Mark David Carl Hudnall  
Andrew Louis Kosydar  
Matthew Alan Malone  
Adam Wes Miller  

Leann Marie Grapes  
Thomas E. Henne, Jr.  
Matthew Aaron McCombs  
Abigail Ruth Painley  

* Patrick Wayne Parsons  
** Leann Marie Grapes  
** Joseph Michael Tokash  

Agronomy  
December 2010  
Franklin L. Hewitt

* Nathaniel Robert Smiell  
Bryant Michael Teefey  
Christopher Grant Toselli  

* Kari Lee Upchurch  
Travis Lee Wamsley  
James Curtis Yost

** Bachelor of Science in Recreation  
Recreation, Parks and Tourism Resources  
August 2010  
Thomas Earl Bisom  
Jonathan Pierce Butler  
Eugene Robert Gianmottorio  
Tyler William Houck  
Adam Douglas Meyers  
Keith Andrew Nettles  
Nicholas Mathew Ploceck  

* Trevor Thomas Schwab  
* Adam Everett Zakowski  

December 2010  
Peter Louis Bucciari  
Samuel Abdo Chaber  
Robert Lee Crawford  
Matthew Steven Marrongelli  
Elizabeth Ann Mascio  
Clayton Douglas McMillen  

* Deidre Anna Smithberger  
Michael Lee Stahlman  

May 2011  
Emily Margaret Bard  
Rachel Nicole Everly  

* Nathaniel Robert Smiell  
Bryant Michael Teefey  
Christopher Grant Toselli  

* Kari Lee Upchurch  
Travis Lee Wamsley  
James Curtis Yost

* Benjamin Welton Haas  
Alexis Lee Marshall  

** Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture  
December 2010  
Paul DeVitto III  
Joseph Philip Faini  
Garrett Paul Graham  

May 2011  
Lindsay Marie Birkhimer  
Douglas Aaron Bowe  
Catlin Shane Buckley  

Sarah Nicole Carpenter  
Zachary Alan Cebenka  
Timothy John Field  
John Clayton Gills  
Jared Samuel Gorby  
Jenna Rae Green  

Matthew John Griskevich  
Wesley Fetty Haynes  

* Justin Michael Ellis  

* Alexis Lee Marshall  

** Master of Agriculture  
Agriculture, Forestry and Consumer Sciences  
August 2010  
Kathryn Elizabeth Ferreira  
Joshua Edward Rice  

December 2010  
Olufemi Akingboye Akintounde  
Ashley Marie Carson  
John Herbert Fair  
Natalie Ruth Fix  
Danielle Nicole Kisamore  
Joshua Andrew Peplowski  
Danielle Nicole Williams  

May 2011  
Ayodele Olufunbi Adelanwa  
Shannon Nicole Boswell  
Jeremy Todd Chetwynd  
Lindsey Michelle Crites
Master of Science

Agricultural and Extension Education

August 2010
Nathan F. Dean
Russell A. Dotson, Jr.
Sara Catherine Hare
Timothy James Keller
Joshua Dean Kretzer
Lisa Marie Lagana
Lee Stephens Mullett
Serena Sue Straight
Marty Rae Walker

May 2011
Laurel Kaytlin Shires

Plant Pathology

May 2011
Jonathan Daniel Hulse

Recreation, Parks and Tourism Resources

August 2010
Jennifer Nicole Dunn

Agriculture and Resource Economics

August 2010
John Ashley Workman

May 2011
Davina Danielle Bird
Marc Lyisle Mulkey

Agronomy

August 2010
Nathan Robert Cameron
Lafe Joseph Kunkel
Vishesh R. Maskey

May 2011
Travis Lee Keene
Rishi Prasad

Animal Physiology

May 2011
Allison Rose Corey
Gretchen Jane McLaughlin

Design and Merchandising

May 2011
Susan Nicole Emerick
Renee Nicole Thompson

Genetics and Developmental Biology

December 2010
Yingxue Zhu

Doctor of Philosophy

Animal and Food Sciences

August 2010
Lisa Rachel Tager

May 2011
Joseph Christopher Gigliotti

Forest Resource Science

August 2010
Joshua Begg Johnson
Jered Michael Studinski

December 2010
Nathan R. Beane
Douglas Andrew Becker
Katherine Amy Thompson

Genetics and Developmental Biology

May 2011
Swamy Krishna Tripurani

Human and Community Development

December 2010
Carol Cordyack Petitto

Natural Resource Economics

August 2010
Maitreyi Mandal

December 2010
Hui Su

Plant and Soil Sciences

August 2010
Sriroop Chaudhuri

May 2011
Sonia Purin
Mimi Roy

Forestry

December 2010
John Quinn Burkhart
Jonathan R. Marden

May 2011
Peter Michael Jacobson
Jared P. Manzo
Nathan Andrew Sites

Nutrition and Food Sciences

August 2010
Kala Renea Beaman
Amanda Louise El-Rawas
Staci Ann Loop
Valerie Jean Shelton
Sunday, May 15, 2011
10:00 a.m.  |  Creative Arts Center
ORDER OF EXERCISES

Eberly College of Arts and Sciences
Robert H. Jones, Dean

PROCESSIONAL*  William Haller, D.M.A

NATIONAL ANTHEM  Mary Joanna Grisso
                   Vocal Performance, Class of 2011

WELCOMING REMARKS  Fred L. King, Associate Dean
                     Research and Graduate Studies

INTRODUCTION OF COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  Robert H. Jones, Dean

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  William A. Mase, Research Assistant Professor and Director
                        Department of Public Health Sciences,
                        University of Cincinnati, College of Medicine

“My Home Among the Hills”  Mary Joanna Grisso

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES  Eberly College Department Chairs

CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES  Jonathan Cumming, Associate Provost for Graduate Academic Affairs
                                   West Virginia University

ALMA MATER**  Mary Joanna Grisso

RECESSIONAL  William Haller

EBERLY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Faculty Marshals

Jo Ann Dadisman  Department of English
Jane Donovan  Religious Studies Program
Joseph Hodge  Department of History

Huey Hannah Lin  Department of Foreign Languages
Jason MacDonald  Department of Political Science
Daniel McNeil  Department of Psychology

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at http://commencement.wvu.edu.

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Creative Arts Center.
EBERLY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

Robert H. Jones, Ph.D.
Dean

Joan S. Gorham, Ed.D.
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs

Fred L. King, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, Research and Graduate Studies

Asuntina S. Levelle, J.D.
Associate Dean, Financial Planning and Management

Katherine A. Karraker
Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Studies

L. Christopher Plein, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean, School of Applied Social Sciences

DEPARTMENT CHAIRS / PROGRAM DIRECTORS

Richard B. Thomas
Biology

Terry W. Gullion
Chemistry

Matthew M. Martin
Communication Studies

Brian J. Cushing
Economics

Donald E. Hall
English

Creative Writing (MFA)

Ángel T. Tuninetti
Foreign Languages

Keith Morris
Forensic and Investigative Science

J. Steven Kite
Geology and Geography

Environmental Geoscience

Elizabeth Fones-Wolf
History

Joe D. Hagan
International Studies

Nancy L. Adams
Legal Studies (MLS)

M. Carol Zwickel
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Edgar J. Fuller
Mathematics

Industrial Math and Statistics

Evan M. Widders
Multidisciplinary Studies

Ralph W. Clark
Philosophy

Earl E. Scime
Physics

Joe D. Hagan
Political Science

Tracy L. Morris
Psychology

L. Christopher Plein
Public Administration

Carol A. Hando
Regents B.A.

Aaron M. Gale
Religious Studies

Robert E. Blobbaum
Slavic and East European Studies

Karen Harper-Dorton
Social Work

S. Melissa Latimer
Sociology and Anthropology

Criminology and Investigations

E. James Harner
Statistics

Ann M. Oberhauser
Women’s Studies

Liberal Studies (MALS)
William Mase earned his doctorate in public health from the University of Kentucky College of Public Health. He earned his Master of Public Health degree from The Ohio State University in health services, management, and policy and a Master of Arts degree in sociology from West Virginia University. He completed dual bachelor’s degrees, psychology and sociology, at Wright State University. At WVU, Mase’s research focused on crime and justice studies with an emphasis on criminality and gender-based differences, specifically developing models to better understand female criminality.

Dr. Mase joined the University of Cincinnati faculty in 2008, serving as an assistant professor and director of the MPH Program in the College of Medicine, Department of Public Health Sciences. Prior to joining the UC faculty, he served on the faculty of the Wright State University School of Medicine for 16 years. In 2010, Mase received a five-year Health Research Services Administration grant award as co-principal investigator with colleagues at The Ohio State University to advance statewide efforts with the Ohio Public Health Training Center (2010 – 2014). Additional grant funding in 2010-2011 included: an award from Proctor and Gamble to advance workforce-based health promotion initiatives, a technology-based educational grant in collaboration with the University of Cincinnati and The Ohio State University, a contract from the Association of Health Commissioners to evaluate state-wide H1N1 response, and a contract from the Ohio Department of Health to conduct a Workforce Competency-based Needs Assessment. Additionally, Mase has received two Public Health Systems and Services Research grants from the University of Kentucky and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

Dr. Mase’s research focuses on public health workforce development. In 2007 and 2008, he was awarded two investigator initiated research grants from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to study the relationship between employee-supervisor trust relationships and differential effects of race, ethnicity, and gender. His work in community and public health has been supported through grants from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Ohio Department of Health, the Ohio Board of Regents, the Ohio Department of Mental Health, the Corporation for National Service, the United States Department of Education, and a number of community and non-profit foundations. He has published in a number of public health journals and currently has an epidemiology book chapter in-press.
DEGREE CANDIDATES

Biology

Doctor of Philosophy
August 2010
Christine Johanna Picard
December 2010
Anasa Bose
Bhaskar Kahali
May 2011
John A. Navaratnam
Baneshwar Singh
Stephanie Theresa Young

Master of Science
August 2010
Madhumati Mukherjee
December 2010
Swati Banerjee
Xiangyi Zhao
May 2011
Ashley Elizabeth Banks
Debolina Ganguly
Adam Michael Hnatkovich
Ernest Wiemer Smith

Chemistry

Doctor of Philosophy
August 2010
Hu Cui
Cheng Zhong
December 2010
Bo Wen
Christian Marlow White
May 2011
Guodong Gu
Xiaojian Mao
Fang Wang
Bulan Wu
Yalan Xing
Shengrong Ye

Master of Science
August 2010
Melvin S. Rajaratnam
May 2011
Arica Lynne Jordan
Tao Liao

Communication Studies

Doctor of Philosophy
August 2010
Kerry Ann Byrnes
Brandi Nicole Frisby
May 2011
Daniel Hans Ake Mansson
Sydney Michelle Staggers

Master of Arts
August 2010
Terrie L. Brady
Kimberly Nicole Goddard
Madeleine Kay Hummer
Christian Easterday Kefauver
Shay Niland
Jill Amanda Nizan
Sarah Oyler
Emily Lauren Read
Cailluin Dyan Rexrode
Charles Kyle Rudick
James Michael Schulte
Erica Shello
Sara Christine Snider
Julie Ann Studler
Christine Yurko

December 2010
Nancy J. Albert Glenn
Meredith Hamilton Browning-Sterling
Michelle Renae Carvell
Sherri Leigh Christian
Leslie Ann Edwards
Lyla Donise Grandstaff
Yolanda Lugo
Rahsa S. Pell
Timothy Allan Povenski
Carri Ann Strunk

May 2011
Jody Lee Bryant
Christopher Lee Coffman
Zachary Alexander Cuffe
Kevin Dewayne Cunningham
Samuel Edward D'Annunzio
Jacob Paul Glance
Cassie Lynn Hayes
Christine Susan Hess
Justin W. Knopp
Valerie Delores Phillips
April Renae Saunders
Susan Lindsay Wilkins

Creative Writing

Master of Fine Arts
August 2010
Rebecca Suzanne Bailey
May 2011
Alexander John Berge
Sarah Elizabeth Einstein
Heather Kimberly Frese
Charity Ann Gingerich
Aaron D. Hoover
Victoria Charlene Moore
Christina Ann Rothenbeck
Ashley Danielle Ryle
Rebecca Jean Schwab

English

Doctor of Philosophy
December 2010
Matthew Joseph Ferrence
Jonathan Richard Harvey
December 2010
Luminita Mihaela Dragulescu
Sohinee Roy
Nevena Stojanovic
Lori Halvorsen Zerne

Master of Arts
August 2010
Drew Elaine Bucy
Martina Rae Fetzer
Margaret Quinn Hannan
Lindsey Kay Joyce

December 2010
Katherine O'Brien Harclerode
Danielle Michelle Strenko

May 2011
Scott Michael Dicken
Vladimira Duka

Foreign Languages

Master of Arts
August 2010
Thomas William Riser IV

December 2010
Ali Mohammad Al-Asmar
Manja Lara Zaaba

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Forensic and Investigative Science

Master of Science

May 2011
Charles Thomas Clutter
Patricia Thanh Elswick
Blake Alan Kinder
Jennifer Lynn Titanski

December 2010
Arthur Francis Elmes

Geology

Doctor of Philosophy

December 2010
Matthew Louis Boyce

Master of Science

August 2010
Aaron Edward Maxwell

December 2010
Kyle Vickery Littlefield
Anne Elizabeth Yanni

History

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2010
Gojoner Achieng N. Wanga Odhiambo

December 2010
Scott William Daley
Raymond Andrew Keller II

May 2011
Fiona Natasha Mani
Melinda Marie Mohler
Charlotte Cathy Rodabaugh
Traci Jane Scully
Christopher Lee Napier

Legal Studies

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies

December 2010
R. Saya Bobick

May 2011
Jayne Kristen Chapple Kirk
Mathematics
Doctor of Philosophy
August 2010
Chunguang Chen
May 2011
Hao Li

Master of Science
December 2010
Adriel Lorien Robinson
May 2011
Janet Louise Anderson
Celeste Joy Glenn
Benjamin Michael Harki
Nathan Harel Newman
Katerina Nicole Smith
Todd Alan Tichnor
Christopher Aaron Tuggle
Brittany Lynn Vincent

Physics
Doctor of Philosophy
August 2010
Saeid Houshmandyar
December 2010
Saikat Chakraborty Thakur
Joshua Paul Ridley
Michael Irl Zimmerman
May 2011
Adi Constantinescu
Cameron Bradley Keenan
James David Rall

Master of Science
August 2010
Andrew David Seymour
December 2010
Jerry Carr, Jr.
Disheng Chen
Matthew Edward Galante
Joseph Zachery Intorre
Colin Michael Komar
Mitchell Bernard Mickaliger

Politics
Doctor of Philosophy
December 2010
Thomas Kain Bias
Kyle Matthew Christensen
Vivien Louis Exartier
Fabio Franch
Stephanie Jane Frisbee
May 2011
Stephanie G. Pratt
Arnta Sitarsari
Arian Spahiu
Harry Carl Taylor III
Jonathan Curtis Young

Master of Arts
August 2010
Bryan J. Arva
Amy C. Bruno
Steven James Paille
December 2010
Charles Damien Arthur
Joshua Lynn Austin
Fabio Capano
Bagnini Kohoun
Harry Carl Taylor III
May 2011
Matthew Todd Bailey
Liam Ashby Bowers
Gunhee Chang
Anthony James Delligatti
Michael Joseph Dorsch
Annalisa Foglia
Jack Robinson Furbee
Graham Rodney Godwin
Shabib Ahmad Khan
Micalyn Shanna Kuhl
Joel Arland Nelson
Richard Marshall Reddecliff
Steven Robert Richmond
Joshua Benjamin Swecker
Robert Michael Wells

Professional Writing and Editing
Master of Arts
August 2010
Bryan Morgan Coyle
Danielle Maria Zahoran

Psychology
Doctor of Philosophy
August 2010
Kimberly Patricia Foley
Emily J. Keener
Brandon Nicholas Kyle
Sarah Ann Stoner
Tracy Ann Thomas
December 2010
Carl Byron Clegg
Alisa Anne O’Riley
Marion Eleanor Young
May 2011
Carlos Renato Xavier Cancado
Megan Marie Clegg-Kraynok
Eric Scott Grady
David Paul Jarmolowicz
Danielle Kristen Nadorff
Leo Schlosnagle
Sarah T. Stahl

Master of Arts
August 2010
Lindsay Marie Parenti
May 2011
Mohammed Munther Al-Hammouri
Kathleen Marie Betley
Alexandra Christine Perryman
Allison Marie Schenk

Master of Science
August 2010
Carlos Renato Xavier Cancado
Caroline Michele Ciliberti
Suzan Walsh Clemens
Lisa Marie DiDonato
James A. Henrie
August Frances Holyn

May 2011
Ellen Nicole Brosh
Andres Hernando Garcia-Penagos
Sally L. Huskinson
Vanessa Marais Jacoby
Tonya Marie Marsteller
Shane Evert Melanko
Jennifer Nicole Morey
Sarra Nazem
Jonathan Michael Ortega
Robert Eugene Phillips III
Darcey Nicole Powell
Joanna T. Prout
Rebecca Lynne Schwartz

Public Administration
Master of Public Administration
August 2010
Stephen R. McBride
Angela Christine Faulkner
Shannon Landrum
Sean William O’Leary

December 2010
Robert Edward Allison III
Dalal M. Alnajjar
Sean Outland Anderson
Merrily McGowan Cheek
Kevin Richard Crockett
Brittany Ann Drake
Daniel Alden Durbin
Shirley A. Hartness
Megan Elizabeth Kirk
Yvonne Michelle Lemon
Festus Aji Manly-Spain
Carter Paul Rieser
Regan Ashley Siko
Patrick Christopher Whaley
Social Work

Master of Social Work

August 2010
Joseph Earl Black
Julie Fay Blair
Rebecca Elaine Boardman
Jana Marie Bruno
Kristie Ann Byrd
Derek Alan Cain
Crystal Gayle Champ
Marsha Neely Edwards
Rachelle Lee Frame
Anita Susan Given
Rhonda Jane Hayes
Jarrett K. Isler
Cecil Antonio Joseph, Jr.
Victoria Kelly
Kapsoo Kim
Joseph W. Lilly
Erin Misty Lilly
James David Mark
Kala Elaine Michels
Lee Anne Ollom
Stefan R. Page
Joseph Robert Platt
Vanessa Marie Revere
E. Frances Roop
Elizabeth M. Shahan
Elizabeth Wetherell Smailes
Mary Elizabeth Standish
Julia Ann Tackett
Laurie Ann Thompson
Heather Louise Young

December 2010
Rosalie Gail Mason

May 2011
Makara Lea Benson
Whitney Elizabeth Boutelle
Leslie James Boyd
Brian D. Bradley
Dawn Marie Carpenter
Brittany Alis Coughlin
Colleen Theresa Damrath
Jessica Nicole DeMoss
Sara Lindsay Double
Bethany Denise Ellard-Richmond
Michael Frederick Ellis
William Roger Feathers
Angela June Fedele
Sarah Nicole Floyd
Shawna Lynn Forinash-Cogar
Elizabeth Chesney Frampton
David Bryan Frazier
Sarah Joy Gabrielson
Jennifer Elizabeth Gallienne
Erica Renee Gobel
Erin Lee Greathouse
Jacqueline Marie Grim
Deitra Rochelle Harris
Jennifer Lee Hartley
Peter Andrew Hendricks
Chrisitl L. Hanson
Karla J. Hinis
Amy Renee Hoffman
Stacey Lynn Holley
LaToya Renee Holliday
Olivia Dawn Honaker
Lynette Kaye Jacob
Keyota O. Jarvis
Kathy Annette Jones
Nicole Charlene Keefauver
Abigail Lee Kerns
Nicole Lynne Kimble
Rebecca Nicole King
Meghan Lynnette Kline
Alisha Beatrice Greene Knight
Lindsay K. Knotts
Jessica Renee Laffrey
Courtney Elizabeth Lanham
Jenna Catherine Lapointe
Hieu Thi Minh Le
Lisa Marie Lilly
Blair Evans Lord
Brandi Lynn Loy
Christin Simone Lynch
Jeffrey Majewski
Kelli Ann Manzano

Sociology

Master of Arts

August 2010
Adam Thomas Babich
Ellen Belchior Rodrigues

May 2011
Sheena Leigh Bowman
Lara Michelle Foster
Anastasiia Kucher
Dawn Marie Lozzi
Juston Chad Morrison
Randy Jake Stump
Thomas Kenneth Wytizaz
Statistics

Master of Science

August 2010
Robert Alan Chaney
Yaohui Ding
Christopher J. Maga
Daniel Joseph Szlec
Kursad Tosun
Jiajia Wang
Changchang Xiao

December 2010
Zhuping Che
Sita Divya Kalidindi
Jianqing Liu
Oluwaseyi Temitope Okuyemi
Ajit Kumar Pandey
Wenyu Wang
Wanmei Wang
Wenjun Xin
Liwei Yu
Ruoxin Zhang

May 2011
Chinedu Leonie Adjeroh
Ang Li
Aijun Qiu
Joseph Vincent Shutak
Wenliang Tang
Jun Xiang
Bachelor's Degree Candidates
EVERLY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Sunday, May 15, 2011
2:00 p.m. | Coliseum
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ORDER OF EXERCISES</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eberly College of Arts and Sciences</strong></td>
<td>Robert H. Jones, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROCESSIONAL</strong>*</td>
<td>Krista Shinew, D.M.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **NATIONAL ANTHEM** | Sarah Nale  
*Doctor of Musical Arts Candidate* |
| **WELCOMING REMARKS** | Robert H. Jones, Dean |
| *“My Home Among the Hills”* | Sarah Nale |
| **PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES** |  |
| **CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES** | Michele G. Wheatly, *Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs*  
West Virginia University |
| **ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011** | Chaun A Stores  
*Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science, Class of 2005* |
| **ALMA MATER**** | Sarah Nale |
| **RECESSIONAL** | Krista Shinew |
| **READERS** | Bill Nevin, Director of Communications  
WVU Foundation |

*Please join us for a reception to congratulate our graduates immediately following the ceremony in the Shell Building beside the Coliseum.*

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at [http://commencement.wvu.edu](http://commencement.wvu.edu).

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Coliseum.
EBERLY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

Robert H. Jones, Ph.D.
Dean

Joan S. Gorham, Ed.D.
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs

Fred L. King, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, Research and Graduate Studies

Asuntina S. Levelle, J.D.
Associate Dean, Financial Planning and Management

Katherine A. Karraker
Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Studies

L. Christopher Plein, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean, School of Applied Social Sciences

DEPARTMENT CHAIRS / PROGRAM DIRECTORS

Richard B. Thomas
Biology

Terry W. Gullion
Chemistry

Matthew M. Martin
Communication Studies

Brian J. Cushing
Economics

Donald E. Hall
English

Creative Writing (MFA)

Ángel T. Tuninetti
Foreign Languages

Keith Morris
Forensic and Investigative Science

J. Steven Kite
Geology and Geography

Environmental Geoscience

Elizabeth Fones-Wolf
History

Joe D. Hagan
International Studies

Nancy L. Adams
Legal Studies (MLS)

M. Carol Zwickel
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Edgar J. Fuller
Mathematics

Industrial Math and Statistics

Evan M. Widders
Multidisciplinary Studies

Ralph W. Clark
Philosophy

Earl E. Scime
Physics

Joe D. Hagan
Political Science

Tracy L. Morris
Psychology

L. Christopher Plein
Public Administration

Carol A. Hando
Regents B.A.

Aaron M. Gale
Religious Studies

Robert E. Blobaum
Slavic and East European Studies

Karen Harper-Dorton
Social Work

S. Melissa Latimer
Sociology and Anthropology

Criminology and Investigations

E. James Harner
Statistics

Ann M. Oberhauser
Women's Studies

Liberal Studies (MALS)
DEGREE CANDIDATES

Biochemistry

Bachelor of Arts

May 2011
† Kenneth Zachary Adkins
*** John Zachary Cavendish
*** Mackenzie James Clarkson
* Brock Andrew Hardin
***† Andrea Michelle Labus
***† Lee Angelo Wiley

Bachelor of Science

August 2010
Heather Marie Campbell
Thomas J. Dentice
* Kristie Jo Hill
Anne Maureen Kerns
* Caitlin Ann McGraw
Kristen Renee Pence

Biology

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Jaime Rodrigo Arze Aranibar
Caroline Marie Cronin
Arvind Jay Dixit
Stephanie Marie Dreaver

December 2010
***† Elizabeth Anne Banta
** Samantha Nicole Bauer

May 2011
* Kristin Grace Black
*** Adriana Ida Bonasso
***† Brendan Christopher Cline
* Anastasia Nicole Gevas
Stephne Allen Harris
† Krystynne Aguire Leacock
***† Hayley Michelle Leight
Janshermeka Janelle Marshall
* Derek Evan McWilliams
Jan Elizabeth Nevy
Amanda Jayne Oeinck-Young
*** Sabbagh Osama
***† Kylie Lenae Farrish
Katelyn Scot Poulin
† Hayley Hathaway Redmond
Omar Bashah Wazir
*** Laura Ann Wilson
Joseph Stroud Woomer
Lindsay Chestnut Zwiebel

Bachelor of Science

August 2010
Heather Marie Campbell
Thomas J. Dentice
* Kristie Jo Hill
Anne Maureen Kerns
* Caitlin Ann McGraw
Kristen Renee Pence

Chemistry

Bachelor of Arts

December 2010
Zachary David Garrett

May 2011
***† Nadia Lisa Ahmed
*** Donald Albert Bennett
Sandra Lee Bruce
Morgan Brittany Dodson

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Bachelor of Science

December 2010
*** Claire Elizabeth Dolan
Daniel Robert Heumann
Ronald Francis Abenir Jacobs
Julia Michelle Murray
* Meredith Ann Stalnaker
** Kaitlyn Marie Titus
Brent Harrison Vodraka
Karyn L. Williams
* Brittany P. Witherspoon
Christina Louise Zeno

Bachelor of Science

December 2010
Hannah Kay Hochrein
Brittany Leigh Miller
Adam Michael Weir
May 2011
** Tural N. Akhmedov
*** Cynthia Gaye Bollinger
Christopher Joseph Bulino
Amber Christina Cook
* Patrick Thomas Dayton
** Tiffany Renee Dolan
** Travis Matthew Doria
*** Kristen Marie Felice
Timothy Daniel Gaydos
Maggie Kate Gottardi
*** Tasha Raedene Joy
Conor Patrick Lennon
* George Justin McKenney
*** Aaron Lynn Routzahn
Justin Michael Sanders
Elizabeth R. Setton
***† Tasha Raedene Joy
Conor Patrick Lennon
* George Justin McKenney
*** Aaron Lynn Routzahn
Justin Michael Sanders
Elizabeth R. Setton
***† Marci Gayle Smeltz
* Barbara Katelin Woodbury

Communication Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Carli Patricia Aliseo
Lauren Michelle Bendheim
Heather Marie Carhart
Megan Elizabeth Cowles
Jennifer DiDonato
Gina L. DiFalco
Brian Douglas Dively
Megan Erin Gaither
Liza Adele Greenbaum
Zachary Carl Hogbin
Cory Drew Jones
James Joseph Kane
Sean Robert Kirkpatrick
Jonathan Ross Marmer
Christopher Thomas Miller
Cory Matthew Myers
Robert Jonathan Nersesian
Colleen Carey Orth
Trevor Moore Robertson
Casey James Ruggiero

December 2010
Danilo Alfredo Sandoval
Matthew Roy Snyder
Audrey Mae Terry
Gregory P. Willoughby
Kelli Winick
Brandon Williams Yerkes

Communication Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Carli Patricia Aliseo
Lauren Michelle Bendheim
Heather Marie Carhart
Megan Elizabeth Cowles
Jennifer DiDonato
Gina L. DiFalco
Brian Douglas Dively
Megan Erin Gaither
Liza Adele Greenbaum
Zachary Carl Hogbin
Cory Drew Jones
James Joseph Kane
Sean Robert Kirkpatrick
Jonathan Ross Marmer
Christopher Thomas Miller
Cory Matthew Myers
Robert Jonathan Nersesian
Colleen Carey Orth
Trevor Moore Robertson
Casey James Ruggiero

December 2010
Danilo Alfredo Sandoval
Matthew Roy Snyder
Audrey Mae Terry
Gregory P. Willoughby
Kelli Winick
Brandon Williams Yerkes

Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

August 2010
Jason Hooks
December 2010
David Conrad Asselstine
Justin Alexander Baker
Nicholas Daniel Fleming
Jeremy Austin Kecez
Melville Lee Stanley
May 2011
** Julian Breyer
Cody Shane Brown
Forrest Gray Desjardins
Nathaniel Thaddeus Gladysz
Brandon Scott Pugh

Criminology and Investigations

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Jessica Marie Austin
Viral Praulchandra Bhatt
James Edward Bryan II
Ryan William Donovan
Jessica Kane Fredo
Joshua Paul Harvey
* Michael Scott Haugan
Samantha Hoffmann
Cheryl Lynn Lantz
Brian Maher
Joseph Francis Martin
Nicholas Allen McMillion
Michael Thomas Ostrander
Brittany Lynn Robertson
Amy Jo Searls
Jeffrey Allen Shears
Samantha Lauren Slater
Jonathan Hilyard Weik
Brittany Ann Weimer
Michael David Weinstein

December 2010
Christopher Joseph Altimus
Brandon Nikolai Barndt
Brooke Elizabeth Bonner
Ryan Matthew Book
Edward Alexander Campbell
* Eva Marlene Carrero
Matthew John Conley
Takierra Jahnee’ Eason
Lauren Ann Eley
Corey Michael Ernisse
Leandro Antonio Gonzalez
Tiffany Nicole Harvey
Matthew Christopher Higgins
Robert Christopher Hilgar
Corey Douglas Hill
Daniel Richard Innamorato
Caitlin Blake Jones
Kristi Nicole Keller
John William Kephart
John Wesley Law
Kastasha Lorraine Leggett
Ryan Andrew Lockard
Brooke Welch Marsh
Douglas Charles McAllister
Patrick Francis Murphy
James Hunter Padgett
Robert Foster Phillips
Brittany Nicole Richards
Christopher Aaron Riley
Nikole Rae Snyder
Justin Michael Trippett
Abigail York Wheeler
Nicole Elizabeth Ziatyk

May 2011
Madina Bint Ali
Kasey Nicole Allamong
Dustin Scott Allen
Alexandra Jane Ball
Christopher Robert Batelli
Shavonne JaLee Baynes
Caitlin Elizabeth Bennett
Brittany Ann Bhatia
Amber Nicole Bishop
Jack Lee Boothe
Brent Alfred Boyd
Taylor Lee Bromley
Ryan Michael Buck
Ashley Marie Butler
Kendra Nicole Campbell
Dean Elliott Cantis
Joseph L. Cappelli
Kayla Renee Carter

Matthew Lawrence Childers
Cheri Beth Conrad
Victoria Elizabeth Cox
Allison Marie Cupach
Paige Brittany DeLuca
Kari Marie Deremer
Bryan Troy Derryberry
Justin Keith Dixon
Jordan Ann Downey
Ashley LeAnn Dunlap
Francis James Erro
Jessica Marie Eward
Johnathan Justin Flowers
Ashley Lynn Freeman
Reed Gable Gunnar Gardner
Lauren Monica Garrity
Edward C. Gaydos III
Michael Patrick Hammond
Cori Mark Hardman
Joel Alexander Hodinko, Jr.
Alicia Lyn Holman
Tanya Faye Holmes
Aaron Scott Huyett
Jeremy Lee Hylton
Ronald Chad Irick
Yoon Ho Jang
Courtney Shae Kesecker
Tyler Browning Kirk
Kristin Carol Kleinenschmidt
Jase Alexander Kollar
Joseph Michael Kopetsky
Paul Joseph Kulesza, Jr.
Shana Danielle Lane
Ashtin H. Larkin
Ian Michael Lechlider
Jonnie Lea Lipscomb
Kevin Nelson MacLachlan
Jaclyn Danielle Marsh
Megan Florence McCole
Caitlyn Noel Meade
Alexandra Lorraine Mecouch
Amy Lauren Meluzio
Ashley Anne Miller
Terina Louise Jean Miller
Tyler Aaron Mohrman
Jacklyn E. Murray
Matthew Francis Murtagh
Christopher Allen Neulan
Jared Steven Newman
Colleen Megan O’Neill
Dianna Marie Pearce
Ryan Paul Pershing
Jessica Lea Poe
John Timothy Reynolds
Justin Ernest Riggs
Joseph Albert Rizzo
Amy S. Rohr
Jaimie Lynn Russell
Jason M. Santmyer
Samantha Sue Sconish-Thomason
Cara Ann Seggie

Thomas Allen Shafer
Jeffrey Ryan Shaw
Michael Shoukry
Keith Edward Silva
William Ryan Simmons
Jill Lorraine Sinclair
Zachary Hyland Sinclair
Brandon Michael Smock
Ryan Edward Sommerkorn
Danielle Hanna Jade Steel
Denzil Allen Stocklask
Kerry Ferris Stott
Angela Justine Sycsfoose
Alyssa Marie Tagliaferro
Andrew Edwin Thomas
Juan Ivan Torres
Lindsey Erin Turner
Jessica Marie Wilson
Natalie Anne Wynne
Diana Teresa Yildirim
Ashley Marie Zultanky

Economics
Bachelor of Arts
August 2010
Ross Michael Adrian
Lauren Diane Conwell
Mihal George Moscalu
Matthew S. Ponchin
Husni Mohamed Sangarie
Bryan James Stutzman
Stephen Douglas Word

December 2010
Kenneth Michael Belknap II
Collin Smith Copenhaver
Emily Beth Kayser
Nicholas Edward Maczko
Korey Joseph Murano
Barbara Cameron West
Hassan Jamaal Wynn

May 2011
Eric A. Baker
Joseph Emmitt Barringer
Brandon Daniel Brice
Albert John Castellini
Jessica Ann DeHaven
Joseph Accurzio DiMare
Tyler Norman Dubuque
Joshua Thomas Haydon
Benjamin Thomas Helm

Geoffrey L. Hempelmann
Alan W. Kwong

Amam John McWilliams
David Anthony Parisi
Amber Lynn Phillips
Amy Elizabeth Powers
Keith Frederick Teltser
Jessie Lee Troyan
Ryan Christopher Velez
English

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
* Laura Lee Burdette
  Mallory Rachel Davis
  Jeremy Michael Groghan
  Audrey Michelle Guire Simmons
  Janelle Bryanne Moyer
  Elizabeth Ann Osborne
  Abigail Leigh Ott
  Kevin Christopher Phillips
  Elizabeth Clare Staggers
  Justin Lee Suder

December 2010
  Kenneth Michael Belknap II
  Jonathan Robert Blevins
  Ashley Nicole Calvert
  Leslie Dawn Cayanus
  Valerie Nicole Hyde
  Caitlyn Jo Johnstone
  Tariq William Kalwar
  Emily Ann Koonse
  * Lyndsey Rockelle Loughry

*** Kristen Lynn McCabe
  Matthew Gregory O'Connell
  Stefania Priscilla Piatkiewicz
  Elizabeth Louisa Stryker
  * Zachary Lee Thomas
  Thomas Brevard Yaussy

May 2011
  Katie Lynn Baldrich
  * Lance Andrew Allen Bond
  Carolin Louise Brewer
  *** Lea Elisabeth Bridi
  Tiffany Lynn Burrow
  *** Emma Woodbury Byrne
  *** Alexandra Paige Castillo
  Erin Leonh Relm
  Amy Joel Cronin
  Howard William Davis, Jr.
  Rachel K. Davis
  Maxx Cornell Delaney
  Rebecca Marie DeWitt
  * Mary Elizabeth Donato
  Mellissa Danielle Duncan
  Michael Henry Ebeling
  Amanda Dawn Farley
  Gabriel Preston Gibellino
  Brittany Lynn Haddock
  Angela M. Hair
  Jeffrey Ian Haye

** Chelsea Lane Henshey
  ** Yonina Ann Hoffman III
  Robert Louis Holland III
  * Kallie Christine Jecklin
  Samantha Dawn Kerwood
  ** Veronica Leigh Kidwell
  * Taylor Lawren Martin
  ** Sara Nicole Matheny
  Jordan Paul Maze
  ** Molly Sue McClain
  Amber Lacy Miller
  Crystal Kay Moran
  Christina Murphy
  *** Candace Rose Nelson
  *** Louie Edward Olive
  Mallory Dawn Pickert
  Brittnie Liane Polen
  Trent Mitchell Porter
  Sarah Camille Portner
  Christopher L. Progar
  Shauna Lynn Purtell
  * Ashley Lauren Roberts
  Jesse Ander Rutter
  *** Christine Marie Schussler
  Mallory Renee Schweitzer
  ** Marissa Ann Spatafore
  * Selby Allison Stanton
  Joseph Trenton Stover
  ** Alyss Christine Thompson
  John Nelson Thrasher
  ** Emily Tonacchio
  Emily Louise Wallace
  *** Jennifer Grace Waugh
  Amelia Catherine Wetzler
  Matthew F. Workman
  Brittany Marie Wyatt
  * Kevin Michael Zorn

Environmental Geoscience

Bachelor of Arts

December 2010
*** Molly Jean Simis

May 2011
  Richard Timothy Bex II
  * Erin Kathrine Broussard
  Elizabeth Anne Flynn
  Evan Russell Flynn
  Adam David Katzoff
  Matthew Alan Keck
  ** Henry Thomas Lewis
  Dustin John Smith
  Jeremy Scott Wriston

Foreign Languages

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
** Karyl Bree Amick
*** Jessica Lynn Bailey
** James Lowell Dzuris II

Reinmar C. Freis-Beattie
Ramon Garcia
*** Amber Nicole Lane
*** Lauren Mackenzie Maiden
Kelsey Hsbrouck Smith-Lambeau
Jeanette Kathryn Vara

December 2010
*** David Christopher Alderman
  Brandon Alexander Biller
  * David Allen Brown
  Diane Nicole Davis
  *** Mariana Fenna Freitas
  Samantha Joann Hyland
  Diana Lynn Impagliatelli
  ** Lynda Kaelyn McDowell

May 2011
  John Jordan Austin
  Shavonne JaLee Baynes
  Shannon Nichole Bolton
  *** Adriana Ida Bonasso
  Kelly Ann Bryant
  Alexandra Paige Castillo
  ** George Alston Corley
  * Maxx Cornell Delaney
  Brian Francis Duffy, Jr.
  ** Brittany Anne Fink
  *** Allison Eileen Fleming
  Elzaeth Anne Flynn
  Tasha Dawn Frazie
  *** Matthew Joseph Forrester
  ** Walter LeRoy Golf III
  Taylor Austin Gunnoe
  * Benjamin Jarad Hancock
  ** Laura Elizabeth Harper
  *** Sarah Roxanne Hauserman
  *** Caitlin Kimble Helmer
  Timothy Ryan Hutchinson
  *** Stephanie Kah-Ling Khoo
  Raela Elizabeth Klimas
  Kevin Thomas Lafalce
  Jonnie Lea Lipscomb
  Jennifer Erin Lyall
  *** Frederick Herbert McDonald III
  ** Amanda Kaye Miller
  Sean Patrick Mitchell
  ** Bethanyne Drue Morris
  * Rebecca Ann Nunley
  *** Samantha Suzanne Pareso
  Faith Caroline Prillo
  Katelyn Scot Poulin
  * Alicen Trudy Railing
  Mitra Mike Ramkaree
  ** Aracely Rivero-Cuellar
  *** Zachary Calvin Shearin
  * Ryan Edward Sommerkorn
  * Devan Thomas Smith
  Cody Mellissa Talbott
  Kevin Joseph Tellier
  *** Alyss Christine Thompson
Forensic and Investigative Science

Bachelor of Science

December 2010
** Karen Anne Bechtold
** Hannah Kay Hochrein
Brittany Leigh Miller
Adam Michael Weir

May 2011
Heather Nicole Cook
* Megan Brianne Cullen
** Travis Matthew Doria

** Kristen Marie Felice
Maggie Kate Gottardi
William John Hahn, Jr.
Rachel Elizabeth Hampton
Joshua Thomas Haynes
Joseph Robert Hodor III
** Drew Michael Hollinger
Amie S. Johnson
*** Tasha Raelene Joy
Conor Patrick Lennon
Jonathan Daniel Moul
* Rachel Elizabeth Mould
Bernhann Jeannette Rasey
* Todd R. Riningers
Elizabeth R. Sefton

*** Marci Gayle Smeltz
*** Shadron Hayes Starnes
Brittany Anne Swisher
*** Alli Marie Szepanski
* Kayti Klayre Wildman
Nikki Lee Zack
* Nicole Zuffi

Geology

Bachelor of Science

August 2010
Timothy Bryan Balasko
* Keith Thomas Coffindaffer
Bongani Diaminti
* Samantha Ann Falcon
Christopher Scott Hitchcock
* Karl Phillip Ivanisin, Jr.
Jordan Phillip Mey
Steven Glenn Propst
Rodney Lee Rice II
Andrew Carl-Jones Roberts
Tyler Lee Spear

December 2010
Chad Jackson Koury
Daniel Franklin Mesheese
* Emily DeAnne Roberts
Jared Ross Stanley

May 2011
Lauren Elizabeth Black
Eva Lillian Bragonje
Marcus Andy Ellison
Amelia Lynn King
* Carlos Enrique Varady Mago
* Marla Kaye Yates

History

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Jordan Tyler Bonner
Alana Michele Clements
Christopher James Colosi
Michael Joseph Dimariano
Johnny Walker Kocher
Michael Hunter McKeever
Tristan Ambrose Plummer
Michael A. Price
* Matthew Thomas Richards
Eric Glen Rosenthal
Matthew Alan Speaker

December 2010
*** Megan Jeanne Boone
** John Robert Bsharah
*** Alexandra Day Coffman
Richard Oliver Cofield
*** Jennifer Lynn Findo
Clifford Daniel Fisher
Shannon Rose Harrington
Robert William Mary III
Nicholas Robert Morgan
Michael Benjamin Nusbaum
* Levi Houston Sanders
* William Nicholas Shelton
William Shinego
Anthony Ryan Smith
Courtney Russ Townsend
Kurt Alexander Zollman

May 2011
Kirk LaMont Adams
*** Ryan Christopher Addis
Zachary Wain Airhart
Kristopher Thomas Allen
Breon F. Batten
Shannon Nichole Bolton
Jesse David Brenner

*** Carolyn Louise Brewer
Jordan Scott Lee Broome
Nicholas Bujacich
Jeffrey John Burgazzoli
Christopher Richard Campbell
Luis Alexander Carrion
Jillian Marie Corbett
** Matthew Dean Cox
Anthony John DePietri
*** Kathleen Rebecca Donovan
Daniel Charles Dorsch
Charles Valentine Eby
Adrian Hutzler Elliott
* Jason Douglas Frantz

*** David Sanford Freeman
* David Clark Fuellhart
Katherine Frances Garrett
R. Reid George
* James Arthur Godbout II
* Benjamin Paul Graham
Brett Matthew Hickle
** Huston Kip Johnson

*** Kristin Elizabeth Kennedy
Anastasia Marie King
Megan Lynn Kretzlzi
** Andrew Timothy Knotts
** Travis James Kreashko
** Hanna Danielle Law
*** Emily Rebecca Logue
* Sarajane Lowe
** Jacob Hiram Lubman
Scott William Luecking
Jacob O. McClung III
Penny Jane Merriman
Stephen William Mick
** Stephanie Lynn Moore
*** Anne Elizabeth Moreland
*** Tommy Lee Nester
Erin Elizabeth Louise Paletta
** Alexandra Kay Park
*** Elizabeth Rose Parnica
Christopher Amir Ramezan

*** Chelsea Elizabeth Richmond
Theodore Duane Robinson
James Dayton Rose
Jonathan Lockwood Rowland, Jr.
Joshua Frank Ryland
James Vincent Santa Maria
Brendan Hobart Sherlock
Clifton David Smith
* Douglas Joseph Smith
David Joshua Snyder
Lauren Virginia Stamm

Geography

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Patricia Beth Fuentes

December 2010
Michael Scott Bruce
Matthew Cullinan Cowan

May 2011
Patrick Evans Anderson
Samuel Robert Byron
Patrick B. Corley
Joseph Bernard Keder
Douglas Darby Peterson
Matthew Silveira
** Steven Thomas Thorp
Tyler Regol Trolox
Industrial Mathematics and Statistics

Bachelor of Science

May 2011
Tabitha Nicole Grimmett
Lindsey Jane Mason

Interdepartmental Studies

Bachelor of Arts

May 2011
** Brooke Lee Adams
Jeffrey Allan Blaker
** Matthew Alan Clay
Michael Alexander Colonna
** Matthew Dean Cox
Anthony DiCicco
Beth Amy Durst
** Michael Patrick Eustace
Valerie Lynn Hanshaw
* Matthew Michael Kelly
** Andrew Timothy Knotts
* Chad Andrew Meyers
*** Tommy Lee Nester
Stephen Michael O'Malley
Marcus Andrew Robinson
Raymond Scott Savage, Jr.
* Nathan Allen Thornburg
** Bonnie Michelle Weinstein
Benjamin David Whetsell

International Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
** Kalynn Bree Amick
** Melanie Ann Arruda
Chelsea Allyssa Berdaniel
* Anthony Rocco DeLaRosa
Rebecca Lea Dottellis
Jamie Michael Durante
** James Lowell Duris II
Reinmar C. Freis-Beattie
Jasmynne Tatiana Hicks
*** Emily Beth Kayser
Min Seop Kim
Natalya Renee Krimmel
*** Lauren Mackenzie Maiden
Molly Elspeth Kathleen Roush
** Bridget Kelly Winstanley

December 2010
Mohamed Fernand Bangoura
Chassity Jalene Bartolovich
*** Megan Jeanne Boone
Megan Elizabeth Ciariolla
Brittany Landreth Erskine
David Martin Georg
Katherine Anne Gurtler
Lindsay Marie Gutta
Robert Taylor Hastings III
* William Nicholas Shelton
May 2011
Irving Alvarado
Daniel Antonio Bernal
Alan Robert Blankstein
* Juliane Maelyn Bledsoe
***† Anna-Clare Ashby Bowers
Jane Marie Bryant
***† Kelly Ann Bryant
***† Brandee Nicole Cain
***† Alexandra Paige Castillo
Chelsea Christine Cavlovic
Jillian Marie Chapman
Jenny Lenn Cochran
* Beverly Maria Cordone
** George Alston Corley
John Elliott Davis
Daniel Charles Dorsch
Brian Francis Duffy, Jr.
Amna Hassan Elnour
***† Kristine Ann Bybee-Finley
***† Allison Eileen Fleming
Dru Allen Floyd
** Walter Leroy Goff III
Jonathan Aubrey Hansen
* Haley Ann Hathaway
***† Caitlin Kimble Helmer
*** Danielle Marie Herlache
Calvin David Jones
Joshua Michael Kotula
James Kenneth Kozcek II
Eric James Langa
John Andrew Langerhans
* Rando Joseph Ligutic
Bernard Joseph McCabe
*** Frederick Herbert McDonald III
Sean Patrick Mitchell
*** Justin Royer Moore
* Rebecca Ann Nunley
Charles Chedsey Orr
* Patrick Wayne Parsons
Faith Caroline Pirlo
*** Michael Thomas Rafa
* Aileen Trudy Railing
Mitra Mike Ramkaree
Ryan Thomas Rush
Robert Oakley Seibert
Evon M. Sheldon
Ashston Nicole Short
Lauren O'Neil Smith
*** Lynsey Yvonne Spence
*** Rurik Lol Tywoniw
*** Andrea Theresa Varady Mago
Colin Allen Veditz

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Alexandra Susan Morgan
December 2010
Amanda Marie Kaelber
Aubrey Ann Repole
May 2011
Lindsey Marie Chaney

Mathematics

Bachelor of Arts

May 2011
*** Mark Andrew Alvaro
Kelly Elisabeth Anderson
***† Laurel Luanne Beatty
Lisa Maria Compofelice
Lindsay Jo Dunaway
*** Meghan Elizabeth Flinn
***† Sean Patrick Freeland
** Kathryn Page Grantham
*** Natalie N. Irwin
Kristin Marie Reed
Stephanie Leann Smith
* Michael John Triveri
*** Rurik Lol Tywoniw
Stacy Lynne Voorhees
Monica Gayle Wamsley

Bachelor of Science

December 2010
** Noemi Heather Borsay
Taylor Cather Cutlip
Evon Scott Wallace
May 2011
Chad Everett Costa
*** Jordan Lee Helmick
***† Stephen John Molinari
***† Stanley Eugene Strawbridge
Christine Alison Wallick

Multidisciplinary Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
Anthony J. Colabella
Keith Louis Dopp
Barrington DeLayne Gore
Aric Michael LiVorio
Anthony James Macho
Jamal Ernest Newman
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies/BMdS

August 2010
Michael James Adams
Jennifer Marie Allen
Adetola Olusegun Awofisayo
Beth Alexandra Bentolila
Drew Alexander Berlin
Steven Ray Biller
Brandon Michael Boyer
Karen Keyser Cappeluti
Whitney G. Carminati
Brian Alan Cohen
Angelo Anthony DeCicco
Alexander J. Dilger
Kelli Renee Eisentrout
Tara Michelle Elder
Brittany Morgan Fehr
Daniel Robert Flynn
Kendal Layne Fowler
Breanne Nicole Garland
Kerry Elizabeth Goetz
Lauren Eleanor Hall
Jacqueline Nicole Harris
Kent Morgan Harshbarger II
Colleen Mary Hearn
Lindsey Ann Hines
Jamie Lee Holm

December 2010
Brittany Nicole Anderson
James Alexander Braswell
Kristen Denise Catalonello
Holly Noel Downs
Brittany Landreth Erskine
Brandon Todd Grover
Heather Marie Hubert
Eric James Hughes
Anthony Andre Johnson
William Walsh Kerrigan
Gregory Alan Lichtenberger
Amber Michelle O'Roke
Denise Monica Ovalle
Roberto Carlos Soto
Gregory Edward Spiegler
Matthew Dennis Timmerman
Matthew Reccard Williams

May 2011
Michael Gordon Bronowski
Christina Lynne Bunner
Angel Dawn Burroughs
Cameron Lee Clark
Amos F. Cuschnir
Robert James Gittleson
Megan Elizabeth Griffith
Stuart Michael Hall
Jennifer Anna Heimpel
Heather Lynne Higgins
Tessa Elizabeth Houston
Kasey Leigh Hull
Naja Re Johnson
Brian Howard Katz

***
Chelsea Leigh Kearns
Michael G. Knight

***
Sara Lynn Lewis
Tiffany J. Mandl
Grace Paige McMurry
Alyssa C. Parker
Shannon Elizabeth Pattajo
Nathan Robinson Smith
Chantelle Marie Weber

* Perry Samuel Wertheimer

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies/BMdS

August 2010
Michael James Adams
Jennifer Marie Allen
Adetola Olusegun Awofisayo
Beth Alexandra Bentolila
Drew Alexander Berlin
Steven Ray Biller
Brandon Michael Boyer
Karen Keyser Cappeluti
Whitney G. Carminati
Brian Alan Cohen
Angelo Anthony DeCicco
Alexander J. Dilger
Kelli Renee Eisentrout
Tara Michelle Elder
Brittany Morgan Fehr
Daniel Robert Flynn
Kendal Layne Fowler
Breanne Nicole Garland
Kerry Elizabeth Goetz
Lauren Eleanor Hall
Jacqueline Nicole Harris
Kent Morgan Harshbarger II
Colleen Mary Hearn
Lindsey Ann Hines
Jamie Lee Holm

December 2010
Brittany Nicole Anderson
James Alexander Braswell
Kristen Denise Catalonello
Holly Noel Downs
Brittany Landreth Erskine
Brandon Todd Grover
Heather Marie Hubert
Eric James Hughes
Anthony Andre Johnson
William Walsh Kerrigan
Gregory Alan Lichtenberger
Amber Michelle O'Roke
Denise Monica Ovalle
Roberto Carlos Soto
Gregory Edward Spiegler
Matthew Dennis Timmerman
Matthew Reccard Williams

May 2011
Michael Gordon Bronowski
Christina Lynne Bunner
Angel Dawn Burroughs
Cameron Lee Clark
Amos F. Cuschnir
Robert James Gittleson
Megan Elizabeth Griffith
Stuart Michael Hall
Jennifer Anna Heimpel
Heather Lynne Higgins
Tessa Elizabeth Houston
Kasey Leigh Hull
Naja Re Johnson
Brian Howard Katz

***
Chelsea Leigh Kearns
Michael G. Knight

***
Sara Lynn Lewis
Tiffany J. Mandl
Grace Paige McMurry
Alyssa C. Parker
Shannon Elizabeth Pattajo
Nathan Robinson Smith
Chantelle Marie Weber

* Perry Samuel Wertheimer

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies/BMdS

August 2010
Michael James Adams
Jennifer Marie Allen
Adetola Olusegun Awofisayo
Beth Alexandra Bentolila
Drew Alexander Berlin
Steven Ray Biller
Brandon Michael Boyer
Karen Keyser Cappeluti
Whitney G. Carminati
Brian Alan Cohen
Angelo Anthony DeCicco
Alexander J. Dilger
Kelli Renee Eisentrout
Tara Michelle Elder
Brittany Morgan Fehr
Daniel Robert Flynn
Kendal Layne Fowler
Breanne Nicole Garland
Kerry Elizabeth Goetz
Lauren Eleanor Hall
Jacqueline Nicole Harris
Kent Morgan Harshbarger II
Colleen Mary Hearn
Lindsey Ann Hines
Jamie Lee Holm

December 2010
Brittany Nicole Anderson
James Alexander Braswell
Kristen Denise Catalonello
Holly Noel Downs
Brittany Landreth Erskine
Brandon Todd Grover
Heather Marie Hubert
Eric James Hughes
Anthony Andre Johnson
William Walsh Kerrigan
Gregory Alan Lichtenberger
Amber Michelle O'Roke
Denise Monica Ovalle
Roberto Carlos Soto
Gregory Edward Spiegler
Matthew Dennis Timmerman
Matthew Reccard Williams

May 2011
Michael Gordon Bronowski
Christina Lynne Bunner
Angel Dawn Burroughs
Cameron Lee Clark
Amos F. Cuschnir
Robert James Gittleson
Megan Elizabeth Griffith
Stuart Michael Hall
Jennifer Anna Heimpel
Heather Lynne Higgins
Tessa Elizabeth Houston
Kasey Leigh Hull
Naja Re Johnson
Brian Howard Katz

***
Chelsea Leigh Kearns
Michael G. Knight

***
Sara Lynn Lewis
Tiffany J. Mandl
Grace Paige McMurry
Alyssa C. Parker
Shannon Elizabeth Pattajo
Nathan Robinson Smith
Chantelle Marie Weber

* Perry Samuel Wertheimer
Brian J. Smith
Kayla Dawn Smith
Ryan Christopher Smith
Lauren Ashley Statler
Nicholas James Straface
Evan Morgan Swingle
Emily Jo Tanzey
Daniel John Tedesco
Derek Alexander Todd
Lukas Allen Travinski
Timothy Ray Turner
Christopher Michael Walker
Devin Allori Walsh
**Brian Patrick Ward
Tianyang Wen
Danielle Elise Wierman
Jamieson David Wilson
Kyle Alan Wilson
Paul Ryan Wilson
**Angela Renee Wise

May 2011
Karri Beth Anderson
Alex Quinn Baker
Lindsey Nicole Balash
Raymond James Balkey
Matthew Lawrence Barrack
Zechariah D. Beard
Richard H. Berry, Jr.
Thomas Patrick Berry, Jr.
Anthony Raymond Bianchi
Heather Marie Blasingame
Jonathan David Bouges
Amanda Michelle Bowman
Lily Claire Brookman
Grant Charles Buckner
Johnathan Underhill Bukac
Emily Kent Calcagno
Brian Patrick Callahan
Korinne Lovell Campbell
Robbi D'Ann Cannon
Matthew J. Carduff
Chelsy Dawn Carey
Nicole Amanda Carlo
Erick Allen Carlson
Brant Allen Carr
John W. Casella II
Jason Michael Cavley
Anthony Vincent Claridades
Andrew Patrick Clements
Megan Ann Cornell
Mark Winston DeCamp
Sean Tyler Dingess
Kaitlyn K. Donahue
Philip Tyler Dorworth
*Shawn Rainey Douglass
Jessica Linnette Drenning
Rebecca Elaine Durst
Avery Kathleen Dworshak
Eugene Anthony Ednie II
Stephen Ray Eskins
Brittany Diane Fierro
Matthew Thomas Fike
Stephen Dean Finckel
Zachary Scott Fizer
Daniela Jean Franco
Jessica Ann Fulmer
Janessa Marie Garble
Eretimy Hilary Shole George
Kyle Raymond Gerlach
Matthew Thomas Gilpin
Sidney Lamar Glover, Jr.
Keba Rachelle Goff
Kyan Edward Hartley
Emily Ruth Henderson
Carolyn Leigh Hicks
Zachary Ryan Hill
Anthony Gearld Horton
Drew Hoy
Ashlee Renee Hull
Jonathan Richard Hull
Jonna Lynn Illig
*Alana Maria Jogan
Adam Joseph Johnson
William Christopher Johnson
Sarah Kathleen Kennedy
Ross Clinton Kirk
Michael Jack Kolesnik
Aaron C. Kosko
Keita Kusahara
***Lyndsey Louise Lanham
Timothy William Larson
Dylan Edmond Lawler
Patrick James Lazear
Alexander Ray Leis
Linda Gay Lemley
Travis Jay Lester
Derek Ryan Lewis
Megan Elizabeth Lilly
Tyler Jourdan Littman
Matthew Richard Loew
Ryan Craig Lory
Ashley Lynn Mason
Martin Mihaly
Sara Lynn Milam
Sarah Annette Miles
Brian Andrew Moffitt
Sarah Bethany Moore
Laura Lee Myers
Kaitlyn Marie Nachtman
Justin Glenn O'Brien
Lacey Mae Orndorff
Joseph Michael Parelhoff
Jennifer Michelle Patton
Chante Monique Peaks
Ross Edward Pedersen
Brian Joseph Petitto
Malcolm Clarke Peverill IV
Leann Elizabeth Phil
Robyn Dawn Pigott
Sean R. Powell
Michael D. Priolo
Megan Mary Puglisi
Brennan Anthony Pyles
*Cara Lauren Queen
Simone Alyssa Randolph
David Jonathon Rebinski
*Lauren Nicole Riggs
Roxanne Rittberg
Caitlin Marie Robertson
Jennifer Ann Roehlein
Brian Clifford Ruehle
Samantha Danielle Russell
Gregory S. Samartzis
Kevin James Schmitt
Kyle Charles Searfoss
Franklin Thomas Sears
Albert Charles Serur
*Haleigh Rose Shaw
*Alexandra Dabomb Sheehan
Daniel Jacob Shusteric
Michael Fernando Sierra
John Michael Simmons
Cody Linn Skinner
Travis Ray Snuffer
Cameron David Solley
Jessica Lynn Sorbino
Patrick Christopher Southern
Casey Christine Sprouse
Michael T. Stadelman
*Timothy Hardin Stockdale
Maxwell S. Tandler
Jessica Noel Tawney
James Walter Thomas III
Julia Caroline Thorne
William Travis Tracy
*Alyssa Mary Triscuit
Matthew Henry Valley
Eric Charles Vance
Mark Steven Vance
James D. Vanegdert
Jacqueline Diane Vanorsdale
Eric Bruce Vermaat
Mark Robert Vespole
Raymond George Visconti III
Douglas Philip Wald
Rachel Beth Walker
Nicole Marie Watson
Bryan A. Wertz
Lauren Ashley Williams
Kyle Aaron Woodworth
Jennifer Lee Worley
Jason William Yoder
Kirsten Graham Yuill

Philosophy

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
*Lora Lee Allen
Suzette Rayne Piggott
Tristan Ambrose Plummer

December 2010
Shane Clifton Breighner
Brandon Alex DeMatteis  
Kassandra Jo Garan  
Mark Milad Hasbani  

May 2011  
Erik James Anderson  
Christopher Tyler Batte  
Samuel Mitchell Boyce  

***† Brendan Christopher Cline  
Jeremy Sean Crouse  

***† Maryam Leila Famouri  
*** Meghan Elizabeth Flinn  
* David Clark Fuelhart  
William Augustus Hantzes  
*** Geoffrey L. Hempelmann  
*** Yonina Ann Hoffman  
* Aaron Scott Huyett  
** James Jared Lee  

Steven Christopher Morris  
***‡ Addison Emery Phillips  
** James Michael Kenney-Prentiss  
* Thomas Richard Schreiber  
Morgan R. Shea  
*** Keith Frederick Teltser  
** Samantha Tonnellier  
***‡ Joseph Anthony Trimbooli  
***‡ Molly Jo Wilson  

Physics  

Bachelor of Arts  
May 2011  
Austin William Walter  

Bachelor of Science  
May 2011  
***‡ Scott Kevin Cushing  
** James Michael Eakins  
Dominic Alesio Ludovici  

Political Science  

Bachelor of Arts  
August 2010  
Kathanne Arbogast  
*** Jessica Lynn Bailey  
Daniel Thomas Bell  
Chelsea Allyssa Berdanier  
Scott Edward Covitz  
Kevin Joseph Dutch  
Tiffany Quinette Ford  
Joanna Janicki  
Candace Jade Lai-Fang  
Stephanie Lynn Mcumar  
Matthew Mohammad Roohollahi  
Matthew Eldon Roy  
Zachary Day Shackelford  
Kenneth Grant Smith  
Erika Dawn Westbook  
Gbiamango Fabrice Yewawa  

December 2010  
* Andrea Rae Burris  
Kelly Wilson Campbell  
Adam Joseph Carson  
Justin Grosso  
Charles Scott Lambert  
Andrew Joseph Nicholson  
Sean Thomas O’Keefe  
Cristen Rochelle Paletta  
Sarah Elizabeth Price  
Anthony Ryan Smith  
Christopher Lewis Stokes, Jr.  
** Jeremy Sean Zimmerman  
May 2011  
Andrew Neil Alford  
*† Joshua Yee-Fong Ang  
Sarah Asad  
Ryanne Allison Ball  
Marc Douglas Basham  
Meredith Regensburg Brown  
** Ron K. Cheng  
Christopher Craig Confalone  
Joshua Drew Connelly  
Jessica Ann DeHaven  
Lacy Danielle Dodd  
Stefanie Nicole Dwyer  
Malinda Jean Ferris  
*** Brittany Anne Fink  
Conor Patrick Fitzgerald  
Tasha Dawn Frazie  
* Logan McKenna Fulk  
Zachary Gaston Goetz  
** Walter Leroy Goff III  
Michael Evan Golemboski  
Devon John Gould  
Stephen Lawrence Grippo  
*** Matthew Stephen Gutta  
Anthony Levar Haskins  
** Benjamin Thomas Helm  
*** Geoffrey L. Hempelmann  
Thomas William Hendrix, Jr.  
James Harold Holt III  
Joseph Robert Hooker  
Jason Micheal Humphrey  
Kurt William James  
*** Alyssa Rene Keeedy  
Jonas Marquess Knotts  
*** Emily Rebecca Logue  
* Christopher Charles Maneval  
Michael Tyler Mason  
Ian L. McCulloch  
** Haley Suzanne Metz  
** Emily Katherine Miller  
Ethan Daniel Moivre  
*** Justin Royer Moore  
Henry Paul Oliver  
*** Brandi Ann Osborne  
* Gerald William Parker  
* Thomas Andrew Patullo  
Jose Manuel Perez-Carrero  
*** Anthony Frederick Perrotta  

* Brittany Leigh Phillips  
Michael Thomas Rafa  

***† Chelsea Elizabeth Richmond  
** Katherine Nancy Ridgeway  
Joshua G. Ringer  
** Kristen Elise Ross  
Brendan Hobart Sherlock  
David Joshua Snyder  
Abby Jordan Sobonya  
Kevin Joseph Tellier  
Stephen Chaz Terribile  
Andrew Jonathan Thomas  

***† Joseph Anthony Trimbooli  
***† Zachary Aaron Vigliano  
† Nicholas Preston Ward  
Nicholas Alexander West  
Marleah Brooke Whipkey  

Psychology  

Bachelor of Arts  
August 2010  
Ryan Faith Fitzwater-Adkins  
* Lora Lee Allen  
Matthew James Austin  
Joseph Nathaniel Carnell  
Anthony J. Colabella  
* Ashley Lynn Field  
Aileen Heather George  
* Dillon Scott Goddard  
Ezra Garth Hall  

** Layne Mae Kehl  
* Lauren Renee Marker  
Hollie Grace McComas  
Luis Abraham Mejia  
Joseph Michael Monahan  
Lauren Michelle Paras  
Joseph Anthony Quattrochi  
Sophie Lynn Schwartz  

** Carmen Miriam Sepetka  
Patrick Michael Smith  
Adam Ferrell Young  

December 2010  
Tyler Clint Bartlett  
Erika Elaine Bock  
Erin Lynn Carver  
Jamie Lynn Cox  
Whitney Jane DeBolt  
Christine Michelle Dial  
* Kaitlin Rae Fetty  

*** Carly Brooke Hough  
Robert Chase Jarrell  

***‡ Caitlyn Jo Johnstone  
Elizabeth Theresa Knapp  
Kacy Rae Korczyk  
Rachel Cherri Lewis  

** Andrew Li  
Katie Ann Minenna  
** Erin Colleen Elise Montgomery  
Seth Thomas Nelson  

86
 Bachelor of Science  
August 2010  
Amanda Diane Branthoover  
Sean C. McAndrew  
Lindsay Michelle Smith  
Andrea Alicia St. Clair  
May 2011  
Elizabeth Anne Banta  
Joseph Benjamin Clutter  
Heather Dawn Elsey  
Alexandra Ann France  
Lauren Catherine Franks  
Dara Alexis Grosberg  
James Lindsay  
Joel Patrick Massullo  
Derek J. Sinnett  

December 2010  
Michael Patrick Anderson  
Elizabeth Anne Banta  
Joseph Benjamin Clutter  
Heather Dawn Elsey  
Alexandra Ann France  
Lauren Catherine Franks  
Dara Alexis Grosberg  
James Lindsay  
Joel Patrick Massullo  
Derek J. Sinnett  

Regents Bachelor of Arts  
August 2010  
Scott Allen Austin  
Aaron Bruce Beasley  
Amanda Elizabeth Cipriano  
Crystal Lynn Clark-Ebert  
Dorothy Jean Cozmyk  
Brady Alex Defibaugh  
Dianne L. DeAngelis  
Matthew Todd Filipovich  
Christopher Thomas Geheran  
Christopher Lee Hahn  
Kristin Davies Harbert  
Cheryl Ann Harper  
Elizabeth A. Harper  
Eric Jacob Hayes  
Brian David Huard  
Rebecca Elizabeth Kramer  
Robert E. Lee  
Janine Todd Lemasters  
Rhonda Lea Lowers  
Stephanie Robyn Lynch  
Milford Tyler Mathes  
Megan Elyse McIntosh  
Mary Beth Montgomery  
Malinda Renee Newhouse  
Gerald Ray Patterson  
Mary C. Robare  
Katherine Jean Selders  
Jeremy Robert Sheffey  
Lewis Washington Sheppard, Jr.  
Sara Nicole Strother  
Christopher Joseph Urbanski  
Tiffany Monel Wesley-Plear  
Jeffrey Todd Whittlow, Jr.  
Kevin Brian Wolff  

December 2010  
Paul Franklin Barb  
Chad Robert Barker  
Michael Allen Belcher  
Brandon David Bryan  
Amy Dawn Carey  
Brian Michael Cherwinski  
Ryan James Couto  
Frances Elizabeth Cavanaugh-Dawkins  

Amanda Leigh Oravetz  
Madison Andrew Shaner  
Lacey Lynn Steadman  
Ashley Rae Steed  
John James Stout  
Ashley Michele Walters  
Kayla Brooke Williams  
Nicole Elizabeth Ziatyk  
May 2011  
Jamie Lee Ancell  
Analisha Marie Anthony  
Joseph Brandon Benchoff  
Caitlyn Elizabeth Bennett  
Molly Jane Bleil  
Mary Bess Bocchino  
Sasha Nichole Canan  
John Emil Capito  
Francesca Chavez  
Hope Victoria Chilcoat  
Nelson Almeida Coelho  
Brittney Marie Connors  
Jillian Marie Corbett  
Emily Jean Craun  
Grace Elizabeth Crawford  
Scott Eric Crites  
LeRoy Shane Cross  
Pamela Mary Donaldson  
Stephanie Brooke Donley  
Ashley LeAnn Dunlap  
Joshua Daniel Dye  
Matthew Elliott Earle  
Meredith Ann Estel  
Shannon Nicole Faircloth  
Tiffany Elaine Fallen  
Alicia Christine Faller  
Jenna Lynn Fogg  
Meagan Elizabeth Follett  
Cynthia Marie Garland  
Sierra Suevinda Glowacki  
Samantha Rayven Hicks  
Kristen E. Hoagland  
Vanessa R. House  
Danielle Elizabeth Jeffrey  
Daniel Sean Kase  
Kristen Elyse Kelley  
Stephanie Lauren Kincaid  
Angela Phyllis Kudurogianis  
Amanda Leigh Oravetz  
Amanda Marie King  
David Earl Lewis II  
Andrew Dolphus Myers  
Elizabeth Anne Parkerson  
Kristen Geneve Petroplus  
Adam Jeffrey Simmons  
Andrew Westwood Smith  
Kimberly Ann Spiker  
William Edward Sullivan  
Chelsea Lynn Walus  
Nathaniel William Warman  
Brandon Craig Wooldridge  
Marla Kaye Yates  

Amanda Diane Branthoover  
Sean C. McAndrew  
Lindsay Michelle Smith  
Andrea Alicia St. Clair  
Michael Patrick Anderson  
Elizabeth Anne Banta  
Joseph Benjamin Clutter  
Heather Dawn Elsey  
Alexandra Ann France  
Lauren Catherine Franks  
Dara Alexis Grosberg  
James Lindsay  
Joel Patrick Massullo  
Derek J. Sinnett  
Jessica Louise Billups  
Robert Norman Bonar  
Casey Leighanne Cecco  
Andrew Ryan Craig  
Rachel Frances DeFilippo  
Cassandra Elizabeth Dietrick  
Kelley Marie Dickson  
Jamie L. Doty  
William Russell Foody  
Megha Bharat Gandhi  
Kira Lee Gandolfi  
Matthew James Graham  
Amanda Marie King  
David Earl Lewis II  
Andrew Dolphus Myers  
Elizabeth Anne Parkerson  
Kristen Geneve Petroplus  
Adam Jeffrey Simmons  
Andrew Westwood Smith  
Kimberly Ann Spiker  
William Edward Sullivan  
Chelsea Lynn Walus  
Nathaniel William Warman  
Brandon Craig Wooldridge  
Marla Kaye Yates  

Bachelor of Science  
August 2010  
Amanda Diane Branthoover  
Sean C. McAndrew  
Lindsay Michelle Smith  
Andrea Alicia St. Clair  
May 2011  
Elizabeth Anne Banta  
Joseph Benjamin Clutter  
Heather Dawn Elsey  
Alexandra Ann France  
Lauren Catherine Franks  
Dara Alexis Grosberg  
James Lindsay  
Joel Patrick Massullo  
Derek J. Sinnett  

December 2010  
Michael Patrick Anderson  
Elizabeth Anne Banta  
Joseph Benjamin Clutter  
Heather Dawn Elsey  
Alexandra Ann France  
Lauren Catherine Franks  
Dara Alexis Grosberg  
James Lindsay  
Joel Patrick Massullo  
Derek J. Sinnett  

Regents Bachelor of Arts  
August 2010  
Scott Allen Austin  
Aaron Bruce Beasley  
Amanda Elizabeth Cipriano  
Crystal Lynn Clark-Ebert  
Dorothy Jean Cozmyk  
Brady Alex Defibaugh  
Dianne L. DeAngelis  
Matthew Todd Filipovich  
Christopher Thomas Geheran  
Christopher Lee Hahn  
Kristin Davies Harbert  
Cheryl Ann Harper  
Elizabeth A. Harper  
Eric Jacob Hayes  
Brian David Huard  
Rebecca Elizabeth Kramer  
Robert E. Lee  
Janine Todd Lemasters  
Rhonda Lea Lowers  
Stephanie Robyn Lynch  
Milford Tyler Mathes  
Megan Elyse McIntosh  
Mary Beth Montgomery  
Malinda Renee Newhouse  
Gerald Ray Patterson  
Mary C. Robare  
Katherine Jean Selders  
Jeremy Robert Sheffey  
Lewis Washington Sheppard, Jr.  
Sara Nicole Strother  
Christopher Joseph Urbanski  
Tiffany Monel Wesley-Plear  
Jeffrey Todd Whittlow, Jr.  
Kevin Brian Wolff  

December 2010  
Paul Franklin Barb  
Chad Robert Barker  
Michael Allen Belcher  
Brandon David Bryan  
Amy Dawn Carey  
Brian Michael Cherwinski  
Ryan James Couto  
Frances Elizabeth Cavanaugh-Dawkins
Anita DeSimone
Diana L. Dunigan
Anthony Kappel Faini
Tamica Ann Fertig
Thomas Clay Fuller, Jr.
Bobby Gene Garton, Jr.
Kami Louise Griffin
Nelson Vann Guerin
Jaimie Lynn Hager
Dianna Lynn Hall
Christopher Michael Heather
Matthew Harold Helmick
Joshua Peter Hetu
Todd Jeremy Husson
Aristotle Jones
Kristine Marie Karwacki
Rachel Anne Kline
Sheila M. Klotz
Tiana J. Lasorgara
Patrick Michael Lawn
*JoBeth Linzy
Diana J. McDonald
Marken Deya Meberg
Amber Nicole Morrison
Bridget Kay Mullaney
William Dean Patterson
*Winston Steffon Redman
Christine M. Riggs
Scott Bryen Rohrer
Charylene Jonna St. Clair
Rhonda M. Stevens
Scott Michael Taylor
Patricia Ann Thrasher
Matthew William Van Haaren
Linda M. Vanhorn
Michael David Venezia
Leslie Marie Winters

**May 2011
Cassandra Chole Alleman
Christy Jo Alltop
Betty Maria Arnold
Gregory Robert Bertino
Dina Kay Brewer
Jonathan Wade Britton
Debra K. Bruner
Brian Edward Caine
Darrell Keith Caldwell
Felipe R.L. Castro
Roy Allen Clark, Jr.
Elizabeth Erin Culberson
Angela Ann Douglas
Brent Michael Dunham
Shelly Natasha Dusic
Craig Allen Foglesong
Jessica Marie Furey
Tracey Danielle Forwood
Vickie Lynn Hoffner
Christopher William Hoppe
Amy Ayesha Hunter
Anthony Bryan Jordan
Roxie Elizabeth Kelley

Richard Stewart Kopel
* Robin Jane Langenstein
Mind furnace Layne
James William Lester
Gary Lee Mabry
Mary Christine Martino
George Adindu Mbieregbulem
* Marie Louise McCabe
Jessica Danielle Parrish-Menas
Grant R. Merchant
* Joel Stephan Murphy
Charlene Dee Myers
Jeffrey Andrew Orsburn
Aaron Scott Palmer
Latina Michelle Parrish
Amanda Brooke Pasdon
Cara R. Pietrowski
* Valerie Leigh Reeves
Dustin John Robinson Smith
Brandon Kyle Rodamer
Wayne Romanishan, Jr.
Cathy Lynn Ruddle
Leslie Noel Runions
Jennifer Eva Seabright
Cathy Elaine Sellaro
Sohajpal Singh Shergill
Richard Douglas Sherrod
Sarah Elizabeth Sigler
Teresa Marie Sigler
Lisa Jo Simons
Susan Elizabeth Swenson
Jennifer Christin Turner
Jonathan Adam Van Scocoy
Ariana Chantelle Winter
Lori A. Winter
Fredrick David Wright
Jason Neil Wright
Halle Brooke Zakowski

Slavic & East European Studies

Bachelor of Arts

December 2010
*** David Christopher Alderman

May 2011
****† Kelly Ann Bryant
James Kenneth Kozaek II
Jennifer Erin Lyall
Faith Caroline Prilo

*** Zachary Calvin Shearin

Social Work

Bachelor of Social Work

August 2010
Audrey Alcala
Ashley Blair Dixon
Nicole Renee Gardner

December 2010
Roxanne Melody Baldwin

** Allison Anne Boczkowski

*** Eliza M. Cheves

*** Carly Erin Costello
Erika Marie Fugere
Lawrence Anthony Furst II
Brittany Ilene Henderson
Tai Victoria Herpst

* Cassandra Elaine Kelly
Rachel Lauren Krumenaker
Hayley Jean Langley
Angela Teresa Poling
Taylor Madeline Potis
Vanessa Lee Ramos
Charnice Yolanda Robinson
Tonya Ashly Sypolt

Alyssa Rae Warco

May 2011
Audrey Claire Bookman
Edmeiko Clevon Jical Butterfield
Shaynee Lynn Calissie

* Jackie Lynn Cannon
Whitney Brooke Casdorph

* Christine Elizabeth Devlin
Kathleen Anne Fisher
Lauren Michelle Frederick
Suzanne Michele Gunnison
Amber Marie Hagoood

* LeRoya Danita Hardman

* Shaydrina Muriel Hassell

** Stephanie Nicolle Hatcher
Ashlei Yvonne Hazard
Amanda Ricks Herlihy

William Scott Hinerman

** Brooke Ann Hinkle
Meredith Rose Isaacs

*** Deborah K. Layman
Brittany Nicole Leo
Jelesia Carol Lewis

Religious Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010
** Jonathan Scott Veditz

December 2010
Shane Y. Tu

May 2011
* Vanessa Renee Brown

*** Gregory Keith-Arthur Cranmer

** Jared James Lee

* Dwight Stephen Pavlovic

***† Addison Emery Phillips
Ryan Warbel
Tiffany Dawn Willis
Jared Blaine Wrachford
* Kelsey Lynn Lewis  
* Leah Danielle Lowe  
Heather Lauren Meinhardt  
Caitlin E. Murphy  
Rebecca Lynne Neal  
Lorin June Parker  
** Arianna Elizabeth Pompea  
Lauren Nichole Pritt  
* Candice Renee Rubin  
Joanna Theresa Schick  
Caitlin Scott Sussman  
Miranda Beth Talkington  
Erica Dawn Tygrett  
Shannon Marie Walker  
James Tyrone Wilder  
*** Kristen Anne Williams  
Alexandra Susan Woldoff  
Deneca Georgiana Zuill

** Katelyn Rose Thimons

** May 2011  
* Frank Harrison Annie  
Sonia Marie Arnold  
Kasey Lynn Baumgartner  
* Katherine Anne Burns  
Shannon Lynn Clayton  
Ashley Marie Clontz  
Ryan Michael Cole  
Sara Beth Cucchi  
* Jessica Louise Dersin  
** Abby Marie Dickinson  
Sarah Margaret Fedak  
Julie M. Goldberg  
Kimberlee Ray Greer  
Ashley Michele Hagood  
*** Danielle Marie Herlache  
Kevin Christian Mather  
Jacob Robert Matz  
Laura Elizabeth Maynard  
** Chelsea June Morphis  
Jonathan C. Nampha  

Women's Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2010  
Aileen Heather George  
December 2010  
** Cassandra Jo Rice  
May 2011  
Naina Dumera  
Julie M. Goldberg  
**† Molly Jo Wilson
ORDER OF EXERCISES
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
Dana D. Brooks, Dean
Lynn D. Housner, Associate Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL*  William Haller, D.M.A
NATIONAL ANTHEM  Mary Joanna Grisso
Vocal Performance, Class of 2011
WELCOMING REMARKS  Dana D. Brooks, Dean
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
OUTSTANDING GRADUATING STUDENT REMARKS  Jeffrey Core
NASPE 2011 Outstanding Student
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  Coach Bob Huggins
Head Coach WVU Men's Basketball Team
"My Home Among the Hills"  Mary Joanna Grisso
CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES  Elizabeth A. Dooley, Associate Provost for Undergraduate Academic Affairs
West Virginia University
READERS  Valerie Wayda, Coaching and Teaching Studies
Jack Watson, Sport Sciences
ALUMNI CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2011  Ferris Antoon
Visiting Committee, College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
ALMA MATER**  Mary Joanna Grisso
RECESSIONAL  William Haller

A reception for the graduates and their guests will immediately follow the ceremony in the Douglas O. Blaney Lobby of the Creative Arts Center.

BOB HUGGINS (*78 MS)

Bob Huggins, a native of Morgantown, W. Va., is a two-time Academic All-American, and graduated from the College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences, magna cum laude, in 1977. He received his master's in health administration from WVU in 1978. Huggins was a three-year letterman for the Mountaineers from 1975-1977 and was named MVP helping the basketball team to an 18-11 record, the team's highest win total in nine seasons.

Bob Huggins was introduced as WVU's 21st men's basketball coach in April of 2007. In his first season at WVU, Huggins took the Mountaineers to the NCAA Sweet 16, becoming the first Mountaineer coach to take a team that far in NCAA tournament play in his first season. With 26 victories, he won more games in his first year than any other coach in WVU history. After finishing the season with a No. 17 ranking, Bob Huggins was named state coach of the year by the W. Va. State Sportswriters Association. In 2008-2009, Bob Huggins led the Mountaineers to 23 victories in his second season at WVU, advancing to the NCAA tournament for the second year in a row. Last year, Huggins guided West Virginia to one of the most memorable seasons in school history. The Mountaineers reached the NCAA Final Four for the first time since 1959 and won their first BIG EAST championship. WVU recorded a school record 31 victories and also posted a school-best 13 BIG EAST victories, finishing the season ranked No.3 in the final ESPN/USA Today Coaches' Poll. For the third year in a row, Huggins was named state coach of the year by the West Virginia State Sports Writers Association.

Bob Huggins, 57, has compiled a 670-241 (.736) record entering his 29th season as a head coach, which includes stints at Walsh College (1980-83), Akron (1984-1989), Cincinnati (1989-2005), Kansas State (2006-07) and West Virginia (2007-present). He ranks fourth in total victories and 10th in winning percentage among active Division I head coaches. A proven success as a program builder, recruiter and game strategist who has won 670 games as a collegiate head coach, Bob Huggins has directed his alma mater to 80 victories, the 2010 NCAA Final Four, the 2010 BIG EAST championship and back-to-back-to-back appearances in the NCAA tournament during his first three seasons in Morgantown.

Grads will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at http://commencement.wvu.edu.

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Creative Arts Center.
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Bachelor of Science in Physical Education

Athletic Coaching Education
August 2010
Masuta Mawangay Johnson, Jr.
Jonathan Wisbon Kepner
Bradley J. Lohr
** Levi Michael Maxwell
John C. Mouser
Darryl L. Phillips
Brandon Scott Rader

December 2010
* Katy Elizabeth Combs
Christopher Larry Ford
Matthew Russell Franklin
Trippe Stephens Hale
Anthony Keith Leonard
Adam Michael Leonard
*** Carly Dawn Moon
*** Paul David Mouser
Dustin Andrew Preece
* Joshua Scott Proctor
Justin Lee Puffenbarger
Christopher Robin Smith
Rachael Lynn Snyder
Joshua A. Whitlock

May 2011
Daniel Matthew Barker
* Kurt Michael Couvion
** Nadine Dubina
Christopher Anthony Enourato
Patrick Aaron Evans
Garrett Braun Goosman
Mark Allen Hart
Adam Michael Klenk
Branden Jahmal Little
*** Travis Wayne McCoy
* Caroline A. McKelvie
James Bradley Musgrave
Samantha Catherine Patton
Gregg Ernest Harold Pugnetti
John Philip Saab III
* Justin Simpson
Laura K. Spiers
Kevin Joseph Lee Whitley

Physical Education - Teacher Education
August 2010
Kayla Jeanne Franzblau
Thanh Quoc Vo

December 2010
Christopher John Amedro
Jeffrey Glenn Core
Matthew Raymond DeStefano, Jr.
Kelsey Leigh Dinan
** Lawrence DiSipio
* Daniel Jordan Fridley
Devan Leigh Joka
Nicholas Michael Landis
Matthew John Liss
Jeremy Brent Maxwell
Taylor Scott Murray
Richard Ray Ringer
Kyle Robert Schiess
Chelsi Johnette Tabor
* David Michael Tarullo
Christopher Robert Vittese
Erica Lynn Watson

May 2011
Patrick Andrew Ashley
Connor James Birch
*** Zachary L. Boone
*** Cory Lea Brethoff
Christopher Ray DeMent
Sean Daniel Eckert
Cody Christopher Gerhard
** Daniel Stephen Leatherman
** Chase Douglas Mills
** Stephen Charles Norman
Wesley Miller Prior
** Miranda Nicole Richards
María Elena Rosas
Michael Anthony Santagata
** Michael Ray Semborski
Keith B. Sirio
Mitchell C. Wagner
Ryan Joseph West
Daniel Xavier Youngblood
Kimberly Sara Zweibaum

Sport and Exercise Psychology
August 2010
* Andrea Jean Bucher
Brian Andrew Meador
Marissa Marie Meyers
Andrew James Murray
Danielle Veverka

December 2010
* Nicholas Scott Fuller
Justin Blake Hann

May 2011
*** Marissa Shawn Bacino
Melissa Ann Barnes
Kevin Richard Dassing
Justin Alan Davenport
Zachary Edward Davis
Paige Elizabeth Dewhirst
* Jordan Lynn Murphy
Todd Jeffrey Nelson
Justin Lee Pescetto
** Meagan Elaine Stabler
* Keyara Chantel Stevenson
Matthew David Todd

Sport Management
August 2010
Michael Patrick Cattieu
Jason Michael Clark
Radine Nicole Corley
Ross Samuel Costanzo
Steven Czynny
Olga Jane Elkin
** Nicholas Williams Grimes
Nicholas Adam Halfhill
Michael Joseph Podolinski
*** Ashton Noel Ramsburg
Daniel Gregory Vass
*** William Joshua Wilt
Steven Ross Wolfe
Patrick Joseph Wrede

December 2010
Jennifer Lynn Cosner
Michael Richard Harders
* David James
* Randy Lee Kowalczyk, Jr.
* Adam Michael Martelli
** Shawn Michael Mayhew
Keith B. Ricci, Jr.
* Shannon Elizabeth Roberts
William Scudder

May 2011
** Frank Matthew Batz
* Zachary Alexander Cameron
Casey Michael Collins
** Justin Alexander DeVault
** Christopher Miller Duckett

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2011-2012. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.
Morgan Addlaide Calhoun Mitchell
Lifaefi Philip Joseph Osby
Corey Matthew Perlmutter
Andrew Michael Saab

Doctor of Philosophy

Kinesiology

August 2010
Susan Myree Ross
Justine Vosloo

May 2011
Jason Glenn Langley
Wesley Robert Meeteer II
Jessica Creasy Peacock

Doctor of Education

Physical Education - Teaching Education

August 2010
Yoojin Choi

Athletic Coaching

August 2010
William Keith Sherbondy, Jr.
Tammy Lynn Wolf

December 2010
Darl Adam Bauer
Lauren Ashley Deckelbaum
Andrew W. Garigliano
Heather Renee Wright

May 2011
Jonathan Charles Girard
Heather Ann Halfin
M. Malachi Marple
Joseph Anthony Mazzulla
Kristen Jenna McGaughey
Jory Mirabal
Patrick Fors Mitchell
Patrick Joseph Mogan, Jr.
Jared Thomas Neal
Daniel Aaron Rule
Jordan Michael Stanley
Ryan Richard Wolfsheimer

Physical Education - Teacher Education

August 2010
John B. Bianconi, Jr.
Kevin Matthew Eades
Jeremy Scot Eastman
Brian Anthony Graf, Jr.
Timothy Matthew Kolasinski
Bonnie Theresa Kovatch
Gregory Cameron Lelek
Brian Christopher McCrae
Grantley Heath Mizelle
Bradley Dale Murphy
Stephen Douglas Shelton
Michael David Sloop
Tai Nicole Tieken
Steven R. Wehrle
Todd O. White
Jessica Rees Yarter

Sport and Exercise Psychology

August 2010
Sean Joseph Fitzpatrick

May 2011
Jessica Laurel O'Neal

Sport Management

August 2010
Natalie Reid Aliff
Mallory Jean Beck
Keli Marie Cunningham
Matthew James D'Angelo
Matthew Kyle Dunlap
Matthew Ryan Gottfried
William Reynold Kirelawich
Jamie Lynn Kocher
Matthew Michael McCowan
Jarel Stewart Moore
Adam Joseph Nablo
Justice David Powers II
Ryan Jeffrey Riddle
Tyson Thompson
Justin M. Van Nice

Andrew Jackson Brown
William Andrew Burford
Adrian Ellis Dowell, Jr.
Kaitlin Marshall Driscoll
Richard Ferguson
Jeremy Kyle Graves
Jonathan Andrew Hardin
Melissa Marvina Kopriva
Troy Joseph Lampley
Amanda Rae Larkin
Oliver Wendell Pough IV
James Craig Walkup

May 2011
Morgan Addlaide Calhoun Mitchell
Lifaefi Philip Joseph Osby
Corey Matthew Perlmutter
Andrew Michael Saab
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Perley Isaac Reed School of Journalism
Maryanne Reed, Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL*
Marguerite Bostonia, D.M.A.

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Kelsey Pierce
Vocal Performance, Class of 2011

WELCOMING REMARKS
Maryanne Reed, Dean
Perley Isaac Reed School of Journalism

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Brooke Gladstone, Co-host and Managing Editor
NPR’s “On the Media”

“My Home Among the Hills”
Kelsey Pierce

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES
Chad Mezera
IMC Program Director

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Master of Science,
Integrated Marketing Communications
Steve Urbanski
Director of Graduate Studies

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Master of Science, Journalism
Sang Lee
Program Chair

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism, Advertising
Gina Martino Dahlia
Program Chair

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism, Broadcast News
John Temple
Program Chair

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism, News-Editorial
John Temple
Program Chair

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Diana Knott Martinelli
Program Chair

Presentation of Candidates for
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism, Public Relations
Christine Martin, Vice President for University Relations
West Virginia University

CONFERRING OF UNIVERSITY DEGREES
Maryanne Reed

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Maryanne Reed

CLOSING REMARKS
Maryanne Reed

ALMA MATER**
Kelsey Pierce

RECESSIONAL
Marguerite Bostonia

A reception for the graduates and their guests will immediately follow the ceremony in the
Morgantown Event Center Lobby.

Graduates will have professional photos taken upon receiving their diplomas. Ordering instructions are available at

* Members of the audience may be seated during the processional.
** Members of the audience are requested to stand and remain at their places.
NOTE: Smoking is prohibited in the Morgantown Event Center.
Brooke Gladstone started out in print journalism, writing on defense policy, strip-mining, broadcasting and cable TV. Her freelance pieces have appeared in the London Observer, the Boston Globe, the Washington Post and the American Journalism Review among others. She also covered public broadcasting for Current and wrote and edited theater, film and music reviews for The Washington Weekly.

In 1987, NPR’s Scott Simon asked Gladstone to fill in as senior editor for his still-new program, “Weekend Edition Saturday.” Eventually they gave her the job, and she soon became senior editor of the NPR newsmagazine, “All Things Considered.”

Gladstone was awarded a Knight Fellowship at Stanford in 1991, and a year later she was in Russia, reporting on the bloody insurgency of the Russian Parliament and other stories for NPR.

In 1995, NPR created its brand new media beat and gave it to Gladstone, who covered it for six years from NPR’s New York bureau in midtown Manhattan, until she was tapped by WNYC several subway stops downtown to help re-launch “On the Media.”

The program was reborn in January of 2001. “On the Media” has since more than tripled its audience and won several awards, including the Edward R. Murrow Awards for feature reporting and investigative reporting, the National Press Club’s Arthur Rowse Award for Press Criticism and a Peabody Award for its body of work.

Gladstone also has won several awards, including an Overseas Press Club Award, a Peabody and the Milwaukee Press Club’s Sacred Cat Award for lifetime achievement. She plans to release her new book, “The Influencing Machine: Brooke Gladstone on the Media,” in May 2011.
FACULTY

Professors
George Esper, Ogden Newspapers Visiting Professor in Journalism
Maryanne Reed, Dean

Associate Professors
Joel Beeson
Sang Lee
Christine Martin
Diana Knott Martinelli, Widmeyer Professor in Public Relations
R. Ivan Pinnell
John Temple, Associate Dean

Assistant Professors
Bob Britten
Dana Coester
Rita Colistra
Sara Magee
Jensen Moore
Bonnie Stewart

Steve Urbanski, Director of Graduate Studies

Visiting Assistant Professor
Tori Arthur
Lois Raimondo, Shott Chair of Journalism

Teaching Assistant Professors
Kelley Crowley
Gina Martino Dahlia
April Johnston

Lecturer
Mary Kay McFarland

Program Coordinators
Jan Boyles
Jason Broadwater

IMC Program
Rick Bebout
Chad Mezera, IMC Program Director
Shelly Stump
Kristen Wilkerson

Emeriti Professors
Paul A. Atkins
John H. Boyer
Charles F. Cremer
Robert M. Ours
Guy H. Stewart
William R. Summers, Jr.
Pamela D. Yagle
Bachelor of Science in Journalism

Advertising

August 2010

* Christina Nicole Angelo
Hillary Victoria Baum
Haley Lane Burdette
Matthew Richard Burkarth
Benjamin Collins Dooley

** Kevin Michael Duvall
Kathryn Mary Frontino
Benjamin Franklin Haynes IV
Shane Alexander Hensel
Andrew James Keenan
Atania Khaef
Richard Joseph Montanari
Lauren Elizabeth Pizi
Vanessa Marie Pugh

* Kaitlyn Elizabeth Reeves
Jarad William Reneau
Kylie Jo Scholz
Robert Vincent Vasek

December 2010

Charles Rush Barker
Thomas Joseph Barralle, Jr.
Bruce Edgar Burish
Caitlin Nicole Callahan
Phillip Michael Carl
Erin Leigh Fargo
Marissa Renee Fox
Melissa Brooke Giancola
Elizabeth Anne League

*** Andrew D. Lewis
Meaghan Olivia Morris
Mallory Elizabeth Rhodes
Stephen Scott Storrie
Chad Ryan Wilson
Amanda Leigh Wright
Nichole Lynn Yoho
Jessica Meranda Young

May 2011

** Jill Lauren Adamson
George W. Brattina
Jessica Leigh Chambers

*** Olivia Katherine Clepper
Angela Sophia Dively

*** Jodi Renee Durham

Stefanie Nicole Dwyer
Katie Elizabeth Eckrote
Laura Ann Fahner
Cory Robert Fick
Kaye Lindsey Gallagher
Stephen Michael Groome
Daniel James Hagey

* Kathryn Marie Haines
* Stacey Marie Herron
Vanessa Marie Hoer
Megan Marie Keating
Dale Russell LaRue

** Natasha Denise Lisborg
Sean Arthur McIntyre
Daniel Jonathan McMaster

* Lauren Mendlow
Michael Christian Meola
Heather Elizabeth Mutz

* Julie Marie Olsen
Dana Perrotta

*** Lauren Christine Riviello
Caitlin Elizabeth Rubinstein
Jason Thomas Schaeper

* Kelly Marie Schwarz
Karen Rose Siegel
Andrew Patrick Smith
Paul Geoffrey Smith
Courtney Jannelle Waag
Amos LeRoy Wheatley IV
Laura M. White
Benjamin Matthew Wilmeth
Chelsey Leigh Wright
Lauren Elizabeth Yett
Alexandra Claire Ziegler

Journalism

August 2010

Charlotte Brizendine Hathcox

December 2010

Leah Lorraine Cunningham

May 2011

Kaitlynn Nicole Anderson
Ryan A. Brashler
Scott Allen Cohon
John William Cassell
Allen Edward Clayton

*** Samantha Anne Cossick
Lauren Christiana Crawley
Trevor James Gerard
Megan Elizabeth Greco

* Alexander Wayne Kerns
Josephine Amber King
Kiersten M. Kosko
Andrew James Lawson
Brittany Ann Lowe
Tara Ann Mayle

***† Evan Coffield Moore
Jeremy Scott Neely
Matthew L. Peck
Jared Philip Ramos

Broadcast News

August 2010

Christopher Anthony Andrews
David J. A. Bennett

** Daniel Patrick Coyne
Hayley Marie Dino
Benjamin Paul Eshenaugh
S. Jason Goldberg
Austin Leigh Hamilton
Samantha Sharon Knight
Anthony John Pagluico

** Corey Michael Preece

December 2010

Alexander J. Borroto
Michael Anders Boyer
Julia Marie Day
Kimberley Sayer Freda

DEGREE CANDIDATES

Disclaimer: The list of degree candidates in this program is tentative and based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2010-2011. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have, in fact, been awarded.

The School will be recognizing its August 2011 graduates at its May 2011 Commencement Ceremony. Graduates’ names and award of degree will, however, appear in the May 2012 Commencement program.
Ann Catherine Rice
Andrea Corrine Sauer
Sayres D. Seaman
Devon Thomas Unger
Ashley Rena Ward
Morgan Danielle Young

** Andrea Corrine Sauer
Sayres D. Seaman
Devon Thomas Unger
Ashley Rena Ward
Morgan Danielle Young

News-Editorial
August 2010
Matthew Wayne Armstrong
Jordan Tyler Bonner
Gavin Blazier Matela
Stephanie Anne Stanton
Kyle Mitchell Wilkerson
Brian Anthony Young

December 2010
Dylan Cory Jones
Alexander Andrew Long

May 2011
Kaylyn Miranda Christopher
Devin Thomas Crum
Casey DeMarco
Kayla Renee Grogg
Benjamin Jarad Hancock
Andrew Winkler Holbrook
Paige Lea Lavender
Timothy Robert McCollum
Alissa Renee Murphy
Candace Rose Nelson

Public Relations
August 2010
Ashley Ryan Alford
Kelly Dawn Barnard
Emma Christine Draper
James Russell
Leigh Ann Russell
Stephanie Elizabeth Smith
Andrew Hatfield Stacy

December 2010
Nichole Marie Alderman
Spencer Addeson Bell
Keisha Nanette Benton
Judy Bransford
Laura Michelle Cardon
Amanda Rose Colebank
Amanda Rae Falk
Melinda Sue Griser
Rachel Fay Haring
Scott Archer Houston
Kristen Nicole Loughry
Kaycee Fahey McCormick
Bailee Raye Morris
Megan Kasey Oliwa
David Joseph Palmeri
Jessie D. Runkle
Mallory Erin Sellitto
Chad Michael Allan Stewart
Jessica Lee Terek
Sara Johanna Wozniak

May 2011
Stacie Ann Aliff
Jade Ellen Audia
Lindsay Michele Bailey
Daniela Nicole Balcazar
Katherine Grace Barker
Karen Anley Bates
Tavia Ann Blount
Andrew William Brendle
Rebecca Marie Brodkorb
Amanda Anne Ciktor
Torre Elizabeth Coppola
Liesl Anaiss Crowder
Carla Maureen Crowley
Jennifer Marie Cruse
Rebecca Marie Davis
Erica Marie Deibel
Jonathan Richard DeLauter
Meredith Dempsey
Rebecca Jane Diehm
Tiffany Marie Doolittle
Grant Stephen Dovey
Naima Dumera
Anna Jade Enderson
Lauren Nicole Ferrigno
Daniel Truman Frey
Krista Alicia Froess
Jeana Marie Gentile
Christina Kimberly Gnozzo
Hannah McMechen Gordon
Jessica Mae Hammond
Megan Kathleen Haplea
Erin Kay Harbert
Emily Michelle Hibbs
Trey Robert Hollern
Michael Stanley Huddleston
Michael Joseph Ingrisano
Martha Marie Janeski
Michael Robert Joseph
Kelly Elizabeth Joyce
Lauren Elizabeth Kelly
Lindsay Elizabeth Kenders
Jordan Elizabeth Kennedy
Christina Donia Kersul
Kathryn Christine Khoury
Julie Angeline Koval
Jessica Emily Leppar
Marisa Renee Leuzi
Lucas E. Llado
Lauren Rose Maochi
Matt Richard Marion
Melissa Beth Marlow
Nicholas Stephen Mazzarese
Rachel Michele McGuire
Alexander Lindsay McPherson
Alisha Marie Merico
Mallory Christine Miles
Brittany K. Miller
Megan Kathleen Mischler
Melissa Moraes
Abigail Katherine Norman

Elisabeth Irene O'Connell
Megan Dawn Otte
Jacquelyn Nicole Paige
Lauren Jessica Paslawsky
Matthew Ryan Peaslee
Elizabeth Ann Pietranton
Valerie Jane Pritt
Benjamin James Remo
Katrina L. Rundle
Sasha H. Salloum
Sarah Elizabeth Sandler
Anna-Marie Scarberry
Alyssa Lynn Schmid
Laura Rose Schroeder
Paige Marie Selle
Erin Marie Shepherd
Benjamin Wade Sieminski
Sara Luray Silbaugh
Jordan Blair Silberman
Anna Elizabeth Smith
Kristina Andria Snider
David Scott Sorrell, Jr.
Paige Michelle Starchok
Katherine Elizabeth Stone
Brittany Paige Sullivan
Lauren Elizabeth Swearingen
Rachel Kathleen Taylor
Tyler Richard Thorngate
Brittani Morgan Vallina
Justin Robert VanWyck
Amy Lynn Warrington
Jordan Lee Weisenborn
Kaitlyn Leigh Wertz
Nicole Lynelle Whitman
Jacqueline Babette Williamson
Elizabeth Jane Young

Master of Science
Integrated Marketing Communications
August 2010
Karina Marie Blunt
Natalie Collette Bragg
Erin Elizabeth Cunningham
Lauren Elizabeth Fee
Bhadra Gordon
Megan Elkins Hannah
Kimberly Marie Hoffman
Christopher Michael Nicely
Jessica Faith Ray
Belen Sabanza
Cassandra Suzanne Shaner
Robert Lawrence Sukys
Vidya Venkateswaran
Danielle Renee Williams
Shoroke Hamdallah Zedan

December 2010
Carrie LeeAnn Bowe
Jason Michael Broadwater
Christine Nicole Cox
Kristen Marie Ehlers
Lindsay Marie Elkins
Joanne Carole Eshelman
Chantel Nicole Evans
Roger Alan Fleming
Laura Ashley Graham
Jennifer Grentz
Allison Johnson-Fouche'
Amanda Ryan Marks
Jessica Faye Martin
Elizabeth Nicole Miller
Aaron Wade Moats
James L. Retzer
Carolina B.P.G. Santos
Maia D. Segura
Stacy Denise Smith
Robert Burton Snell
Christina Marie Ward

May 2011
Bethany Teal Allen-Perez
Kerri Anne Allmer
Bridgette Nicole Borst
Amanda N. Byrd
J'mee Liesel Caldwell
Mark Anthony Campbell
Elizabeth J. Carroll
Melissa Catherine Castranova
Cathy Marie Chickerell
Nicola Charmaine Christian
George Michael Cicci
Casey Lynn Cid
Kimberly Ann Conrad
Katelyn Virginia Culver
Lloyd Christopher Daniel
January Leigh Davis
James Joseph Dobbs
Catherine Jane Douglass
Stephanie L. Elias
Wesley Mark Fierbaugh
Whitney Anne Frame
Jacqueline Lea Gannon
Sierra Suzanne Gard
Andrea J. Gardeaux
Michelle Lynn Goodliff
April Clark Hartley
Cheryl Biermann Hartley
Lindsey Nicole Helfer
Flavia Garcia Hulsey
Ann Richardson Keaton
Susan Elizabeth Johnson Kimmel-Lines
Lona Julie Loinski
Mayghan Ashly McPherson
David Nathaniel Morris
Kelly Marie Pannill
Keith Allan Quesenberry
April Michelle Scott
Dionte Marcel Scott-Travick
Andrea Shoshana Segal
Kristin Michelle Sloan
Kimberly Lenore Smalls
Kristin Aline Snyder
Melissa Louann Stagon

Anna Darnella Taylor-Ellis
April May Trent
Kelly Christine Tuckwiller
Danielle Elizabeth Williams
Joseph Brant Wingard
Stacy Lynn Pachuta Wise
Katie Michelle Wootton

Master of Science
Journalism

August 2010
Nicole Bernadette Fernandes
Heather Renee Sager
Rachel Elizabeth Smith

December 2010
Michael Richard Conti

May 2011
Rachel Lara Davis
Anthony Michael Dobies
Aaron Jackson Hawley
Rhonda Snow Hollen
Nicole Renee Lemal
Sarah Elizabeth Moore
Jessica Marie Roberts
Heather Evelyn Sammons
Joseph Andrew Saulen
Boya Xu
Jeffrey A. Yeager

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
Faculty Marshals

Chad Mezera
Master of Science, Integrated Marketing Communications
Steve Urbanski
Master of Science, Journalism
Sang Lee
Bachelor of Science in Journalism, Advertising
Gina Martino Dahlia
Bachelor of Science in Journalism, Broadcast News
John Temple
Bachelor of Science in Journalism, News-Editorial
Rita Colistra
Bachelor of Science in Journalism, Public Relation
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